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Introduction

-

This curriculum guide is divided into,four sections:

1. Section I outlines thfa-course and CompetenCy

requirements and procedures for high.school

graduation.

2. Section II details planned course statements

for all required courses in grades 9-12.
,..

3. Section III details planned course statements

for elejtive colirses in grades 9-12.

Section IV details planned course-statements for

required and elective courses in grades 7-8.

Planned dourse statements in both Section II and III are

arranged by subject area.

5.
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HIGHTSCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREVENTS
ADAK REGION. SCHOOLS
. ADAK, ALASKA

INTRODUCTION

The Adak Region: Schools will award a high school digloma to
a student who meets two basic se,V3 of requirements:

1. The l&pmpletion of 22 units in required and elective
courses (one unit = 130 course hours); and*

2. The possession of a set of competencies desigied to
.

help the dtudent function effectively in a variety
of life roles.

The course and competency requiretents are.detailed below.

COURSE REQUIREMATS

Language Arts - 4 Units

Required: English I - :American Lit ture (Grade 11)*
English II English Literat e (Grade 12)*

Electived: Jouroalism (1 semester).
Speech and Writing
Creative Writing
Co3rlege Preparatory English

Social Studies - .3 Units-

Required: Law, American goVernment, Sociology
.(Grades 11 or 12)

4. Electives: American Studies
Ecopomics and Psychology
World Affairs

Mathematics - 2 Unitg
.

Required: Mathematics I (required unless math competen-

t)

cies have been achieved and recorded)

Mathematics elective of choice (when Mathema-
tics / is not required)

"v.

Personal rinance (Grades 11 or 12)

.*Required unless competencies have bees met.

3
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Mathematics (con't)

Electives: Basic Algebra
. d Algebra I

'Algebra II
Geometry **

Contract Math

:-Seience -,2 Units

.4

0%,

Required: 1 semetter (If or 4 unit) in Earth Science'
. 1 semester (1/2 unit) in Health. and Safety .

1 year.in Science elective of choice

Electives:* Biology .

---- 4

Beach Studies
Chemistry ar Physics ,

Human Sexualitr (4 unit)

Physical Educatiol. - 2 Units

ilequired: .Physical Education I
Physical Education II

Home EconoMics and Industrial Education - 1 ,Unit

fequired: House and Driver (Grades 10 or 11)

Electives: Home Economics I
Home Economics' II

.
Furnittme Construction
AAchitectural Drafting

t.Business Education

Electives:, Typing I
Typing II
Rectrdkeeping
Shorthand I

47,
Fille Arts

Office PractiCes/Office Machines (Grades 11
or 12)
Accounting I

Electives: Music . Art
Chorus X717 I-IV
Beginning Band (4 yea; option)
Advanced Band Independent Contract Art

Cultural Foundations

Foreign Language

tlectives: German I & II; Spanis & II; French I & II;
4"- Russian I & II; Contra#Foreign Language

4
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Other

Teacher Aide (II unit ger sem.)
Library Aide . (1/2 unit-ger sem.)
Office Aide (1 unit per sem.)
Cafeteria Aide (II unit per pem.t
Contract class (units negotiated)
Yearbook (II unit per'sem.)
Co-operative Work Experience (1

SUMMARY .../-COURSE REQUIREMENTS

4 units in Language A'rts
3 units in Social Studies 411

'2 units in Mathematics
2 units in'Science
2 units in-Physical Education
1 unit in Home Economics - Industriral Education
8 units of e),ectives

1 semester or longer
1 semester orAionger
1 semester or-Tbnger
1 semester or longer

1 semester or longer
unit per period per year)

22 units to graduate

-7
COMPETENCY REQtftREMENTS

The tequied courses listed above are designed to help itudents
acqdire a minimum set of competencies to help them function
effectively in a variety of life,roles. The elective courses
are des -d to.deliver competencies beyond these minimums.Tyi^

What follows is a list of%the minimum competencies Which every
high school graduate will be expected tp acquire, regardless
of courses taken. Students who enter Bob Reeve,High School
after completing their sophomore year elsewhere may have certain
.course and competency requirements waived by the pringipal where
that action seems apprgpriate.

1.6
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1111/
ADAK RE.GION SCHOOL DISTRICT

STUDENT COMPETENCIES

The secondary school graduate of the Adak Region School District
will possess competencies which permit him/her to function
effectively in six life roles:

1.. as an.individual
2. as a learner
3. as a producer
4. as a consumer
5. as a citizen
6. as a family member

These competency goals and'perflormance itdicators should be regarded
as .minimum exPectations for achievement to be met by all students.
Most capable students will be expected to,achieve well beyond the
minimum compftencies and' will be encouraged to work up to their
potential.

1: The Student as an Individual will be able to: .

1.A. Read ancl write in English at a level which permits
succeseul performance in the six life roles.

*
1.A.1. The sttlent will fill out' thr andard job.

applications correctly and neatly Using appropriate.
English grammar, spelling and'legible handwriting.

a
Certified: Date:

1.A.2. The student will write a business letter on an
assigned topic using appropriate English grammar
and spelling.

Certfied: Date:

1.A.3. The 'student will read a 200-word newspaper or
magazine article in English and answer in writing
four out of five factual recall questions correctly.

Certified: Date:

.1.B. Listen and speak in English at a level which permits
successful performance in all six life roles.

1.3.1. The student will listen to an oral communication in
English of five minutes or more and will recall or
-cite orally at least fir specific details of thl
cothmunication.

Certified: Date:

l.B.2 Given oral directions in English for the c letion
of a task involving five or more steps, the studelt
will complete the task correctly.

Certified: Date:

7
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1.B.3. The student will give oral directions in En41ish
necessary to the completion of a task so'that a
second person can follow the directions to
complete, the task.

Certified: .Date:

1.3.4. In a simulated interview situation, the student will
respond logically and to the point to the inter-
viewer's oral questions in English.

Certified:

1.C. Use basic mathethatics processes at a level.which permits
successful performance in all six life roles.

1.C.1. The student will demonstrate ability to use math
operations through percentage.

Certified: Date:

1.C12. The student will estimate mentally answers within
15% accuracy to math problems involving two or
more operations.

Certified: Date:

1.6.3. Given a solid object, the student will measure the
dimensions in both English and metric mea,sures.

Ceitified: Date:

1.C.4. Given a set of basic geometric shapes and objects,
the student will calculate their perimeters,
areas and volumes.

Certified: Date:

.1.C.5. The student will interpret, read and construct the
four basic tytes of,mathematical graphs.

Certified:

1.C.6. Given a.Mathematics word problem involving math
operations through percentage, the.student will
solve the problem.

Certified:. Date:

1.C.7. The student will accurately perform mathematics
operations through percentage.on an electronic
calculator.

Certified: Date:

1.C.8. The student will identify in writing five common
uses of computers.

Certified; Date:

1.D. Maintain a healthy mind and body.

1.D.1. Given a list of seven common drugs (e.g., tobacco,
, alcohol, aspirin, penicillin, marijuana, heroin)

agreed to 4y staff and student, the student will
. .

cite orally at least one potentlally harmful and

8
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one potentially helpful effect of each drug,
consistent with e,ffects described in medical

1 literature.
C.artified: Date:

a

1.0.2. Given different emergency medial situations,
the student will-demonstrate appropriate stand-
ard first aid.procedures.

Certified:

1.0.3. Given a list of thirty foods, the g)tudent will
describe orally a daily, menu wh±ch/meets.minimum
nutritional standards.

Certified:-

1.0.4. The student will develop and carry out an apprbpriate.
p-lan'for maintaining personal physdcal fitneeb.

Certified: Date: .

1.0.5. The student will orally Aentify five or more
factors which influence personal mental and
Physical health.

Certified: Date:

1.0.6. The student will demonstrate personal physical
fitness by showing average improvement on,.-a
pre-tesqpost-test physical fitness test.

Certified: -Date:

1.Et Perform or create in a 9edium of his/her choice.

1.E.1. The student will demonstrate the fundamentals of
two lifetime leisure activities in sports, fine
arts or crafts areas.

Certified: Date:

2. The student as a Learner will be able to:

2.A. Learn independently.

2.A.1. The student will present evidende of having used
appropriate.learning resources for.himself/herself'
in the community (e.g.,4.persons with skills to
teach, library resources, schools) and outsideof
the community.

Certified: Date:
r-

2.B. Set and follow through on short and,long rangePersonal
learning goals.

2.3.1. The student will write a personal learning 'Plan
.each day for a week, witb time budgeted for a
variety of learning a.ctivities of personal signi-

, ficance and will present evidence of follow through
- on the learning plan.

Certified: Date:

9
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211.

2.8.2. The'student will write a, 1.ong range personal
learning plan achieve these .competencies.

Certifitd: Date:

.C. Apply principles of inquiry used in physical and social
sciences and reasoning and logic processes used in general
problem solving activities.

2.C.1. When presented with a science or social science
, problem, the student will describe ai method for

.

generating alternative outcomes that is consistent
with scientific methods.

Certified: Date:

2.C.2. Given a description of a problem tequiring a
personal decision,the student will demonstrate
4ecision making skills by:

(a) stating the nature of the probl4m to'be
solved and the desired outcomes

(b)" describiw alternatives orally

(c) choosing the most acceptable alternative

(d) describing orally necessary resources to meet
specified objectives (time, moneu etc.).

(e) describing ways to evaluate whether the
proposed activities and actions are leading'
to the desired outcomes

Certified: Date:.

2.C.3. Given a topic, the student will use'a library to
find appropriate print and nonprint mAteriaIs for
his/her use.

Certified: Date:

2.D. Identify propaganda techniques, especially as used in the
mass media.

Given a variety of advertising examples, the
student will distinguish orally between informational,
and motivational ads.

Certified: Date:

2.D.2. Given literature regarding a current controversial
issue, the student will identify drally'the major
points of opposition and' specific techniques used
\to support/defend both.sides of the isgue.

Certified: Date:

1
C

2.0.3. Given a varlety of written sales presentations, thi
- student will/distinguish orally between informationa

and motivational presentations.
t, Certified( Date:

4



3. ,The student as, a ProducN- willbe able to:

lit.

.

:
.4

..
. ,

,

S.A. Understand,his/her;own.capabilities, kills- and interests
. and,their relationship to tentdtive.career choices.

- . %
.

The student will identif7 orally threetpersonal
intereSt-a:reaS based:on,-a s'tandard job interest

?. identification instrullent,('such as Job-0 or
.Kuder yOcaional Intereet Profile), and for '

''-eadh- interest are, will identify three Sobs ip
which she/he buiebe'tnterested.

Certified:. Datd:
I 4

* 4 . I .
'1?'1 10.A,2, The student will identify'his/heraptitudes and_

' *:. .abilities,in consulta-tiOn with a sEaff meMber an'd
0.

'.
identify otally a job cluster appropriate to

. '.,his/her skills -and abilitie.i.. .

......_:_. -:..-- . .... ..__Gertifked., Dater

. _

4 .*
.

; 3..3. Locate irOb Opportunit.ies arid establish criteria.by which
it

. .e-evaltiate'job opportunities. -

4. 'J,
3..B.1. The studepbwill idehtify orally three jobs .

. .in which he/she'will be interested or quali-
fied fbr Upon graduation from'high schbol
and for each one, will identifrorally entry
levelwage, fringt benefits, working conditions,
training opportunities, iricluding college,
advancement opporunities and related lifestyle

,expectations.-
.,

CeTtified: .. Date:

t

3.B.2, The student will identify orally three sources
to locate information about job oliPortunities.

Certified; Date:

3.C.. Apply and interview for jobs.
, .

.. .

N IP
.

. 3.C.1. In a real or simulated setting the student
will prepare a letter of,applic tion and a resume.
for a ,job interview based on stan ds establiShed
by the guidance counselor.

Certified: Date:

3.C.2. In a *real or simulated setting, the student will
complete a job interview based on standards
established by the guidance counselor.

Certified: Date:

3.D. Demonstrate minimum 'employability.

3.D.1. The student will present.evidence (e.g.,
timesheets signed by an employer or products'
resulting from a job) of successfully holding.
an income-producing.or volunteer job for a
minimuM o: 50 hours.*

Certified: Date:

(I/

' *This may include OJT, positions as teacher, cafeteria or
library aides-Or similar jobspin school or on base.

11 1 r.
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..., 4. The.si4udent -as Consumer will be'able to: .

A
, .

410.1 <

.4.A.,, Use .Sourdes p6.information in making sourld consumer purchase .

a 11 .4b

Y.' dScisions Eor s'ervices,(e.g., health..,care, insurance,
.. ,..t fetssal-r and maintenance) and goods.

,
... to . - .-00

. ..

4.

.
60

. ..5

.

i . f of.-. ..1
.

4.A11".: .Aiven a' product' description of a typical purchase .

. .. 4,......_- ..1. . of cohSUmem. 400ds, the student will identify .
,

, .

:-.,'
. -

,
. A

. '. Certified:. Date:
. .

SAS orattly gt least product perfoLmancez.v. price.

. . . . ,- ...

A 4.%

It I ')Iit''a variety of.case studies, the student will
...4 ,--,.

.6,2 . Gi

' .-
:',. idea ify orally.tpecific fraudulent-or_deceptive .-

*,./-traille..practiceS in con'SUMer,Purchaes-and descrihe
.

,

\, 4. ,

orally approprj.ate Procedures for resolution of
-7-1'""""'-- ''''-----:------r-77--.'"---- . ..'''''''4: : .C0145-trints at-Pfit7-41.3:- -gra'dtices-: '. '

.
\

t I Certified:
. 4 0 .'..

Date:
f

. .

, . ' ' g'
.

t
4-.B. .Plan and'maxe decisions,aoUt personal financial matter's.

.
)

,

.

, .

c 4.3:1. Ziven a hypothe'tical mOnthly income, the student
.

*
.

will construct,a monthly budget including amounts
, -1 dior housing, foodo'recreation, insurance, savings
,.4, u which meets standards in the Personal Financ ,

,

r \.
- Course Guide.

. , Certified:,
.

Date:
*

.1

4.3.2. Giveneo a.number pf real life purchasing situations, 41)
the student will select the leAst -expensive source.1

'of credit jpy computing the dollar cost of each.
Certified: Date:

, 4.B.3. In a simulated series of entries, the student *ill
maintain a correct Sal,nce in a checkbook over ten
withdrawals interspersed among three deposits.

Certified-: Date:

4.3.4. Given a simulated 4ank statement, the student, will
reconcile the,bank statement with the checkbook

'eNtries described in 4.3.3. above.
Cerpified; Date:

4.3.5. Given a description of a variety of investment
optidns-(e.g., bank savings, permanent life insurance,
stbcks, bonds,- real estats) the student will identify
one advanage and one disadvantage for each invest-
ment option. ,

'Certified: Date:

4.13.6. Given a simulated paycheck stub, the student will
identify orally three or more payroll deductions
by function and will identify take-home pay as
spendable income.

Certified: Date:

12
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I.

4.C. Understand various.kinds of taxes and his/her role as a
taxpayer. P

4C.1. For each of the.following types of 4xes, the.,
student will describe orally' the major source of
revenue', major use of tax funds collected and
met4od of colleetion/payment: federal tax, state
ta>e, city ta4, sales tax, pFoperty tax, income
tax and personal property tax

.Certified: Date:

4.C-.2. Given data on a hypothetical family indothe'and
expenses, the student will correctly prepare
federal and state income tax returns.

Certified: Date:,

5, the student'as Citizen will be able to:

5.A. Identify the needs of a community and determine how.he/she
can contribute to meeting those needs.

5.A.1. The student will'identify orilly such communi.ty
needs as housing, health:caiee utilities,
sanitation, etc:, and describe how these needs
are'met or not met in. Adak and other selected
civilian communities.

5.A.2. Given a list of cotmunity activities and person.;.1
activities, the student will identify orally'
those which benefit the community and those which
are detrimental.to the community.

Certified: Date:

5.2. ,Ute goverhmental and,other public agencies.responsible for
servicing individual and.community needs.

5.2.1. Given a list of governmental agelcies, the student
will draw a simple chart illustrating the three
branches of national, state or local government
and will place agencies in their appropriate
positions on the chart..

Certified: Date:

5.B.2.. Given a list of problems or concerns and a list
of governmental agen4es, the student will select
.the correct agency or agencies to deal with each
problem.

'Certified: Date:

5.2.3. Given a problem or concern of'the student's
choice, the student will write a letter
about that problem or concern to a srtate
orifederal official.

Certified: Date:

13
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Influence the govirnance of the community, state and nation
through participation in elections, public hearings and

Ag11
other channels of communication availab]re to the public.

5.C.1-. In a real or simulated edlection, the siudent will
have registered to vote and will demonstrate correct

. uSe Of a sample ballot.
Certified: Date- ,

5.C.2. The student will .attend a,public meeting at A lOcall'
governmental unit (e.g., school board, school
adVisory committee) And will report orally or'in
viriting on one issue dealt with at the meetipg to..
the satisfaction of a staff membe.

0 . Certified: Date.

5 .C. 3 . Given i real -or -hyperthe-ticai-co-nstaxner -con
cern, the student will write to appropriate
agencies about the problem.

Certified: Date:
(

.

5.D.. Underqtand his/her civil rigkts and' general responsibifi-
ties under the .],egal system.

5.D.l., Given a 'real or hypothtical case ilvolving a"' .

violation of the law, the student will qesc2ibei
orally his/her civil ri.ghts and responsibii.itids
and will idenify apprepriate procedur.gs.for
fulfilling thoie responsibilities and fg;.0ea11ng
with Violationt Of those rights. .'' 1 411V

Certified: ,

5.D.2. In- a simulated trial, the student will demonstrate
understaading of courtroom procedures and jury duty.

Certified: Date:

5.D.3. From a list of 20 legal and illegal actions,-the
student will identify the illegal actions with
85%.accuracy. .

Certified: Date:

5.E. Operate motor vehicles safely and responsibly.

5.E.1. The student will have obtained a driver's-license
.(with parental consent) OR have passed a written
license test without actually having obtained a
license.

Certified: Date:
#

5.F. Function as a retponsible steward of the environment.

5.F.1. Given data on subsux4ace mineral content, fish .
wildlife habitation and current human use of a
particular area in Alaska, the student will orally
identify five ssues involved in the ecologically

Date:
. sound use of the land.area.

Certified:

14 ic



5.F,2. Given data On a local pollution problem (e.g.,
solid waste disposal, littei, sewage disposal) ,

the student will identify two solutions involving
his/her personal action and two solutions involving .

group action:
Certified: Date:

6, Ttie_student Family Member_will be able to:

6.A. -Relate to peers,.parents and older aduits,in a way that
reflects understanding and consideration.'

6..A.1. Given a Supportable value, belief or.position
differept from his/her own, the student will list

/ orally reafons why.a.person might understandably
.. and legitimately hold that attitudedor. belief.

. .

Certified: Date:
.. .

-

4 .A.2. In a situation requiring the interaCtIbn of a gr up
in order to solva an assigned problem, nt
will:participate in the group'process IA a manner
that-demonStrates concern for the well-being and

. dignity of other.
Certified: Date:

Relate.to young children in a way that refle9ts understanding
and consideration.

A -

When 'iven the age' of a child, the,stadent wilr
descr 1 b4 orally the'major,physical,and psychological
devel pment tasks of the age group,: ,

- Certified:. Date:

6.13.2. The student will describe orally at least Live
physical needs and fiv'e psychblbgical needs of a'
ch.ild which must be provided by parehts or
surrogate parents.

Certified: Date;'

6.C. Assume responsibility for and carry out everyday family
tasks.

6.d.1.\ Th e. student will describe orally ten family tasks
which contribute to the maintenance of family
health and safety.

Certified: Date:

6.C.2. Thb student will describe orally ten tasks. which
. re3,,ate to routine household maintenance.

Certified: Date:

6.C.3. The student will describe orally ten tasks which
relate to routine vehicle maintenance.

Certified: Date:
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\

6.C.4. In each group of ten tasks described in 6.C.l.,
6.C.2., and 6.C.3. above, the student will select
and perform eight of the tasks (24 total) in a
manner which conforms to accepted health, safety
and maintenance standards.

Certified: Date:

9
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ADAK REGION SCHOOLS

COURSE-COMP.ETENCY SUMMARY..

NOTE: This summary displays all of the required courses and the
competencies addressed.in each of the required courses. -
'Competency numbers refer.to the Adak Re4idh Schools Student
Competencies.

-

.

-------COtiRSE---TIME.-----4--

_
.

cbMPtttrioth-ADDIIESSED

..

English I
.

English II
.

American Literature
lish L.Engiterature

..

'

IA1,

222,
,

1E1

4

1A2, LA3, 131, 18.2, 133, 134,
2C3, 3A1, 3A2, 321, 382, 3C1,

(for both..Eng. Lit. and.Amer.

2A1,

3c2

Lit-)

281

Law,.Government &
Socidlogy _

4C1,

5C3,
4C2, 5A1, 5A2, 581, 522, 583,
5D1, 5D2,15D3 .

5C1, 5C2

Mathematics I
Personal Financp

- .,

_

,1C1,

2D1,

425,

1C2, 1C3, IC4, 105, 106, 1C7,
2D2, (21/1, 4A1, 4A2, 4B1, 482,
436, 4C1, 4C2, 5C3

1C8
423, 484,

..-

Earth Sci.ence
, .

Health and Safety
1 * ''

222,

IDIII,

6Bi

.

5F1; 5F2
,

1D2, 1:3, 1:4, 1D5, 2C2, 6A1, 6A2, 681,

-
physic Educatibn I....-

Physical Education II
1:4,

104,

. °

1:5, 1:6, 1E1
1D5, 1D6, 1E1

.

'..

.

House and Driller 5E1, 6C1, 6C2, 6C3, .6C4
.

_...

. Cultur4. FotaridatiOns

in Art and Music

.

..

.

t

.

'

1E1

.

.

.

dp

...

.

'
,

.

.

.

:

.

.
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STUDENT NAI

k. ADAK REGION SOICOLS

STUDENT TRANSCRIPT

J

COURSES TA1=
SUMER
OF

UNITS

LETTER
CPA= 1

=MP.,
CATE

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(Circle as completed)

LANGUAGE ARTS (4 units)
English I ireV 1

TACILiff rv (rao)'

English Lit. (rat)*

1

SOC:AL STUDIES (3 units)
Law, Govt., Soc. (reg)

_L.

1

MATHEMATICS (2 }mite)
Math : (rig)*
Personal Finance trea)

StIENCE (2 units)
Earth Science
Health S'Saint? (re)

waste* ED. (2 units)
P.E. I (rear)

1 or It

I.E. (rat)

HONE EC./IND. ED. (l'unit)
aousa Driver (rat)

Z.ECTIVES (8 units)

REOU:RED UNITS 34Ratt (14)
ELECTIVE UNITS EARNED (min a*

TOTAL UNITS EARNED
'Grad.

'Required unless competencies have teen met.
"4 unit in Human Sexuality will substitute for i unit
in Eartn Science if desired.

Stadint as IndAvidual

'read A write 1A1
listen A speek 13I
mita IC1

107
health 2.3. 101
perform/create LEI

Student as Learner

indepandentlY
VIC goals
prin. inguirY
propaganda

2A1
231
2C1
201

Student As Produces

career choice 3A1
locate lobs 331
apply tor lobs )01
employability 301

112 lAJC
1112 183 114

102 3.C3 104 ICS 10
ICS
1D2 LD3 LOS 106

282
2C2 2C3
2D2 203

3A2

382
3C2

Student as Consumer

purchAsing 4AI 4A2 t

budget/credit 431 432 436
bulks/invest. 433 424 485
taxes 402 4C2

Student as Citizen

community needs5A1 5A2
using.govt. SRI 532 533
xnfluence gpvt.501 5C2 503
rights/lawi 501 5O2 503
driver SE1
environment 5F1 5F2

Student as Family Member

relate to others SAI 612
relate to children 611 432
family tasks 6C1 5C2 4C3 604



/ ADM PLANNED CO.URSE STATEMEtT

Course Title: ENGLISH I Areas of Study: Language Arts

Length of Course: One year No. of .Credits:

Prerequisites: None

Sdggested Grade Level: 9

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Zescription:

Students will work on de4eloping and improving their skills in five areas of
communications skills: reading, writing, listening, speaking and study skills.
Pretests willebe.given to determine the student's present level of S10.11s
development and individualized progfams of study will be developed to build on
the,current skills level. Classroorn and individual learning activities will
concentrate on skill building five areas.

B. Cours'e GOals: (Indicate ADM goals with an *.)

The student wills `f

1. (District 1.A.) Writein English at a level which perdtits successful
performance in the.six life roles.

2;1 Know how to proofread his/her own writing to find words with orAtted
letters, letter reversals, iAtroper endings and questionable spelling.

*3. (District 1.A.) Read in Etliglish at a level which permits successful
performance in the siN life roles.

4. Follow written directions.

5. Make decisions based on what ii read.

*6. (District 1.B.) Listen and speak in English ai\a level which permits
successful performance in all six life roles.

7.- Be able 'to Allow oral-instructions.

8. Make decisions based on what is heard.

*9. (District 1.B.) Speak in English at a level which permits successful
performande in the six life roles.

*10. (District 2.A.) Learn independently.

*11. (District 2.B.) Set,and follow through on short and long range personal
learning goals.

21



C. Student Performance Indicators -- one ot more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance IndAcators with an *.)

The student will:

*la, - (District 1.A.i) Fill out three standard job applications correctlyNusing
appropriate English grammar, spelling and legible hindwriting.

*lb. (District 1.A.2) Write a business letter on an assigned topic-using
appropriate English grammar and spelling.

2a. Proofread his/her rough draft writing and show 90 percent accuracy in
rrecting qrammatical, structural and spelling errors in process to a

final copy.

*3a. (District 1.A.3) Read a 200-word newspaper or magazine article in piglith
and describe in writing the main idea and three facts which support the
main idea. ,

3b. Read an assigned-portion of a selected tektbook and answer in writirk four
out of five factual recall questions correctly.

r .

4a. Follow written instructions Tor operation or maintenance of an unfamiliar
mechanical device (i.e., washing machine, snow machine)t, demonstrating i

-...

competency by either% performing act* operation or answering a set of
questions pertaining to the instructIons.

. )

III
4b. Partioieate with the instructor in de nel his/bier own performance

contract in'the skills course and fo ow up with elf-evaluation to
determine if.established criteria h e been met.

-

5a. Given the assignment, read a book of his/her own choice and write a
minimum of 100 words related to decision made by a person in the book and
the positive and/or negative results of the decisidn.

SID. Given a summary of the benefits and requirements of five different occu-
.pations, choose one s/he prefer* and write at least five reasons for the
choice based on the material read.

*6a. (District 1.B.1) The student will listen to an oral communication in
EnglAsh of five minutes,gr more and will recall or cite orally at least
five specific details of the communication.

6b. After listening to a story, summarize its plot.

*7a. (District 1.B.2) Given-oral directions n English for the completion of
a task involving five or more steps, plete the task correctly.

7b. Given oral instructions concerning the operation of one of the audio-
visual machines, operate the machine to a successful completion of a task.

2.
22



8a. Listen to a local radio announcement and summarize the announcement in
writing and describe the action which some person in the commuvity should
take as a result of the announcement.

8b. Listen to a radio or TV advertisement and idehtify those statemen, which,

*9a.

*9b .

are facts and those which are opinions.

(District
tion of a
the task.

1.8.3) Give oral directions in English necessary to the comple
task so that a second person-can follow the diredtions to complete
The task must involve five steps.

.(District 1.8.4) In a simurated interview situation, zesilend logically
and to the point'to the interviewer's oral questions in English.

*10a. (District
resources
to teach,

N10#

0
2.A.1) Present evidente of having used appropriate
fo4 himself/herself in the community (e.g., persons
library resources, schools) and outside of the calm

learning
with skills
ity.

(DistrAct 2.8.1) Write,a personal learning plan each day for a week, with
time budgeted for a variety of levning activities.of personal significance

. and preseAt evidende of followthrough on the learning plan.

4.



0: Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
tofor each Performance Indicator.) It

bolp

Descri tion of Activit

1.a.1 The student wilL be given ekercises in using
a dictionary and the proper reference source
for word spelling and meaning.

l.a.2 The studeht will be given sample commercial
order blanks and mail order situations and
will properly prepare an order with items
which pertain to the gix life roles.

,

(.b.1 /Given exercises involving letter writing and
other expressions of written communications,
the student will suggest word choices,.
.

organizational changes, or revisions in
,sentence effectiveness of the messages.

3.a.1 Student identifies letters of a word cor-
rectly and in the right.order.

3.a.2 Student attacks new words by sounding out
phonetically.

3.a.3 Student selects the meaning for a word'which
best fits the context of the selection.

3.a.4 Student reads short selections and answerg
factual recall questions on the selections.

3.b.1 Student will answer questions based on the
root meanings of words with affixes.

3.b.2 Student will read a recipe and will apswer
specific questions concerning sequence of
cooking steps.

3.b.3 Student will restate in his own words the
directions given on a medicine bottle or
household product.

3.b.4 Student will study pictures of signs and
answer specific questions concerning the
information given on the signs.

24
2 4:

Resources Needed

Dictionary and commercial
vocabulary exercises

Commercial order blanks,
government applications
and commercial instruc-
tional.materials, company
order blanks

Teacher-made and commercial
exercises, jetters, cloze
exercises

The Powerline Program
Tach-X Accuracy Training
,Perception Exercise--
teacher-made

The Powerline Program
.../Language Master

'Context clues worksheet,
'teacher-made and published
vocabulary development
worksheets

SRA-Reading for Understanding
Lab Barnell Loft Skillbooks

Reading Attainment System
Vocabulary development
exercises .

Recipes, related teacher-
made questionnaire

.

Labels from products



A

Descrietion of Activity Resouices Needed

4.a.I Student will.read and follow directions fot
assembling a model.

4.b.1 Student will follow the written contract
sYhe developed with the aid of the teacher
and record timings and scores,

.

5.a.1 Student will tead short selections and will
make in erences and draw conclusions.

.Student will choose and read a book and.
state an important prdblem one character is
faced with and.tell whether the character
solvesit successfully or not.

1

. 5.b.1 Student.will read a book and create a poster
advertising the book.

5.b.2 Student will read a book.and make up six
questions a person should be able to answer
after reading the book. .Thq/questions will
address:

a. the main idea
b. the sequence
c. theltajor cliaraiters
d. the plot
e. the climax
f. the conclusion

6.a.1 student.will listen to tapes and be directed
to-listen for main idea, seqUence, cause and
effect; etc., and respond on a worksheet.

6.a.2 Student will l'isten to a taped church sermon
or community SISeech and write down the main
ideas pres ed and notetaking skills should*,
be emphasi ed,

6.a.3 Student will attend council and corporation :
meeiings and take notes, listing the minutes
of the meeting. S/he will summarize the
main items dealt with at the meeting.

25
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Model gar and plane.kits

Contract and program
materials.

Barnell Loft-"Drawing-
Conclusions"

Library books

Library books, poster
materials

Library books

-EDL Listen and Thirik,
with worksheets; any
available tapes with
teacher-made worksheets

Tapes or student could
attend the actual presen-
tation

Community meeting



Description of Activity Resources Needed

6.b.l Student could report orally or in writing on
a TV program he has viewed. (Can take notes)

6.b.2 Student, will listen to an informative oral '

presentation'and answer questions conce'rning
the presentation.

6.b13 The Itudent will listen to community story-
tellers and will take notes on the story told.

7.a.l As a daily part of the lab procedure, the
students will be given oral instructions and
their individual responses not4ed by the
teacherNand the individual.

7.a.2. When announcements are made to the class, the
assignment will be made to write gown,the
information that was giV.041..

7.b.1 Students will be given oral anstructions in .

ue of school equipment.and an evaluation.of
his/her listening.effectiveness will be made
by the instructor:

7.b.2 Student will follow orai instructions for
assembling a model or collage. or craft
project.

8.a.1 Listening-speaking activities as explained.
in RPMS Psychology of Self Unit p. 27, 32,
33, 38

8.a.2 Student will view a film or listen to a tape
of a conflict situation and list possible
solutions or alternative actions.,

Students will compare TV and radio, research,
sound effects, analyze advertisements, to
determine the expected effect on the listen-7

. .

ding, audience.

0
9.a.1 After viewing enactments of common conflict

situatiqns (filrits, stories, skits) the
studentiWill explain the effects of poor
spoken communication and some factors contri-
buting to the poor communication.

26

Home or communi.t-y facillt1111

SRA Listening skill
builder, teachers from
other subject areaA

Storytellers

Lab situation

^

As situation occurs

Shop class, typing class,
Pt class, sohool services,
evaluation sheet prepared
by lab instructok

Tinkertoys, construction
paper, craft materials Al
(could be performed in
mini-course)

RPMS instruction materials

Films, tapes

TV and radio (can be taped),
Scholastic Scope Activity
Kits

Films, conflIct stories,
student developed skits

4.t..
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4

Description of Activit-si'
-7

Resources Needed

9.a.2 : Given a task such as explaining tiow to skin
an anImal, operate a voting machine, cook a

.

meal, etc., the student will use verbal and
nonverbal cues to enhance his explanation.

9.a.3 Student will give .directions to find a local
place, using a map and compass.

tt-. 4 t The student- -can -give-clirectionstto --another

person oh assembling a model or collage.

9.13.1 Gives role playing assignments (addressing an
:employer, a child, etc.) to a group of
individuals, the student will modify his/her
manner'of presentation to suit each audience.
Each presentatigh should be based upon
appropriate vocaibulary,'voicing techniques,
verbal and nonverbal cues, inflection,
length, and organization.

9.b.2 Given ,a series of simulated interviews with
persons in varied positions (primarily in the
Alaska community; managers,Apankers, teachers
police, etc.) the student will (1) phrase
questions to elicit needed information,
(2) formulate answers to provide relevant or
requested information.

9.1).3 Given a story to tell, the student will
.relate it using adequate enunciation, pitch
and inflection.

10.a.1 Given a list of questions, the student will
determine the best source for locating the
answer anch will write the answer usthg dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias, thesaurus, direc-
tories.

10.a.2 Given a problem to solve (i.e., Jill needs a
new jacket), student will list the elements
of the problem and the resources available to
solve the problem. A variety of problems

increasing degress of difficulty should
be used. ,

10.a.3 Student will be assigned questions pertaining
to a certain book and will Locate the answers

'by using parts of the book (i.e., table of
contents, index, chapter headings, illustra-
tions).

7

Community resources

Maps of the area,
compass

dtraff

paper.

Teacher-developed or.
publiAed materials .,

.1

Community resourcet'who
would have been briefed
on performance indicator
a4d goals

?Ublished materials, folk -

tales, student experiences

Teacher-made or commercially
developed questions
tionaries, encyclope as,

thesaurus, directories

Teacher-developed problems
(should include ones which
must be resolved outside
cammunity), survival skills
workbooks

Informative book;
questions



Description Of Activity Resourcegk'Nee4ed

10.a.4 Student will use library and resource mater-
ials to develop outlines, summaries, book
reports, research reports on assigned topics.

11.a.1 Student win develop a lab schedule which will
meiv: his personal needs as assessed by diag7.
nostic testing.

11.b. 1 udent-urttr-Tarite-we-ecly in a personal
-ournal in which s/he will includeithings that
are happening o him/her, hopes and aspira-
tions, plans for the future.

11.b.2 Career development'exercises such as lifeline
activity.

.Student will'choose a Fine Arts study, sport,
vocational interest or other Skill situation
(crafts, wOodworking, etc.) and develop a
week-long 'daily schedule with time budgeted
for appropriate learning and resource usage
in that*interest area. The student must
ddinonstrate orally to the teacher that s/he
has achieved this learning plan following
teacher's review of the schedule.

41.
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Models, instructions &:,r 4110
.

makIng outlines, etc.,
resource materials

Tests, schedule format,
student-teacher confer-
ences

Notpoodk, ddIT---awareness

exercises



E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one.evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

1.a.1, The teacher will review and evaluate three job applications filled
1.b.1, out by th& student in terms of completeness oe information, use of

.

2.a.1 standard English and appropriateness of responses. Two of the
three job applications should be derived from the community and the
interviewer-employer should be integrated into the evaluation
process, the process being

1. Student fills out job application
2. Teacher.....eval.uation_and..-suggeated...rev-isions_

3. Student revision .

4. Employer review and evaluation
.

The same steps can be used for evaluation of student skill in the
writing of business letters.

3.a.1 Teacher will evaluate the answers *to the questions relating to the
200-word newspaper or Magazine article to'determine if 4 of 5 were
answered correctly.

3,b11 Teacher will evaldate the student's answers to the questions concern-
ing a portion of the selected textbook and determine if 80 percent
were answered correctly'.

4.a.1 The teacher or a community or school resource person will determine
ifethe written instructions for operation or maintenance of a
mechanical device were carried out to a successful conclusion
(i.e., a load of clothes was washed to evaluator's satisfaction, a
spark plug was removed and cleaned and replaced properly).

4.b.l The teacher and student will determine together if written contract
waS fulfilled by all parties.

5.a.1 The teacher will review the book report to determine if it meets the
following criteria:

1. a minimum of 100 words
2. includes statements relating decisions made by book

character

5.b.1 The teacher will revied the reasons given by the student forrhis/her
choice of occupations to determine if it meets the following criteria:

1. a minimum of five reasons given
2. reasons are based on the specific material read by the

student in this exercise

6.a.1 In evaluation of.listening skills, the instructor should establish
to situations in which student would hear material4only one tiMe before

8.b.1 responding. The student should be permitted to take not
listening. Any response made in writing should contain c
and appropriate grammar, spelling and legible handwriting.-

29 2 '3
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9.a.1, The student and teacher will collaborate in choosing a subject that
9.b.1 the student can explain orally or give directions in completing

orally. The teaCher will evaluate the student in terms of order-
liness and organization of presentation, vocabulary, verbal and
nonverbal cues and.general clarity of instruction in terms of
task and audience.

An interview situation should involve student (respondent), inter-
viewer" (from community) and teacher (omniscient observer).. The
student should be evaluated by the teacher in terms of logic,

--cocrency,---and-relevanc-e--of-answers-to-Intervieweree---ques

Thl student will choose a career about which s/he wishes more infor-
mation. S/he wiil gather infordation about this career from at least
four community resources and from at.least two resources outside the
communitY. S/he will write a report on the career and,include a .

bibliography.

*11.a.1 Students enrolled in Basic English Skills will be involved in making
aaily and/or weekly learning plans and campletion of the writing and
performance of one-of these contracts.which involves a variety of
learning experiences and student choices and evaluation will be
acceptable evidence of meeting P.I. 2a. (District 2.8.1),

Ag.

11.b.1 Any one of the following would be an acceptable long-range personal

V

learning plan:

1. A four-year high school plan which includes gll the re:-
quired subjects and a tentative choice of electives.
714enty percent of the electives should relate to stated
post-ofraduation plans.

2. A learning plan developed through student-teacher/studentl
guide7student-counselor conferences which covers a time
period of at least nine weeks and has a stated learning
goalt,and a stated time plan and method for achieving the
goal:

3. A career plan which includes a schedule and resources for
developing skills/competincies/knawledge which lead to
entry into that career.

30
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

///'
Course Title: ENGLISH II Areas of Study: English

Length of Course: one year

Prerequisites: English I .

No. of.Creditst 1

Check One: Required

Suggested-Gr-ade--Levek: Elec iGre

A. Course Description:

This course is designed to introduce students: (a) to a variety of literature
typespoetry, short story, novelle and novels, and (b) to a variety of media
modes. The course is also designed to help students increase their skills in
literary analysis, listening, speaking and writing. Students will also cover
several topics in career education; designed to help them see 'the relationship
between school subjects and later life.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate AaAK goals with an * )

The student will:

1. Read selected poems, short stories, no0elle and novels, and analyze these
readings for:

a. the main idea
b. the sequence
c. the major characters
d. the plot
e. the climax
f. the conclusion

2. Analyze the various media modes.

3. Practice skills in listening, speaking and writing as they apply to literary
analysis and media description.

*4. (District 2.B.) Learn independently.

*5.

*6,

*7.

(District 2.C.) Use principles of inquiry.

(District 3.A.) Understand his/her own.capabilities, skills and interests
and their 'relationship to tentative career choices.

(District 3.B.) Locatp,lob6rtungtil0 ana establish criteria by which---
;to evaluate job opportunities.

*8. (District 3.C.) Appli and interview for jobs.



I.

C. Student Performance ;ndicators -- one or more for each identified'
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:
*

la. Given selected readings in various types of li.terature, analyz* in writing
or orally by describing the main idea, plot, sequence, major characters,
climax and conclusion.

2a. Givsen examples of various forms of mass media, describe the audience for
which the medium is intended.

2b. Analyze media productions (films, records, etc.) in terms of the critefia
indicated in la.

3a. Use skills of listening, speaking and writing in analyzing literary and
media works as described in LA.

*4a. (District 2.3.2) Write a long-range personal learning plan to achieve the
competencies.

*5a. (District 2.C.3) Given a topic, use a library toiind appropriate print
'and non.print materials for his/her use.

*6a. (District 3.A.1) Identify orally three personal interest areas based oh a'
standard job interest identification instrument (such.as Job-0 of kuder
Vocational Interest Profile), and for each interest area, will identify
three jobs in which s/he would be interested.

,*6b. (District'3.A.2) Ideniify his/her aptitudes and abilities in consultation
with a staff member and identify orally a job cluster appropriate to his/
her skills and abilities.

*7a. (District 3.3.1) Identify orally three jobs in which s/he will be inter-
.ested or qualified for upon graduation fram high school.and for each one,
will identify orally entry level wage, fringe benefits, working conditions,
trainiqg opportun , including college, advancement opportunities and
related 1 e ectations.

*7b. (District 3.B.2) Identify orally three sources to locate information about
job opportunities.

*8a. (District 3.C.1) In a real or simuljat&I setting, prepare a letter of
application and a resume for a job interview.based on standards established
by the guidance counselor.

*8b. (District 3.C.2) In a real or simulated setting, complete a job interview
based on standards established by the guidance counselor.

.
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1

4.

Student ;.earning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities

for each Pe'rformance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

11,

4

,

TO BE DEVELOPED
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E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one'evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

TO BE DEVELOPED------------.
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

--J.
Course Title: AMIRICAN LITERATURE .Areas of Study: Language Arts

Length of Course: Oneyear No. bf Credits:

Prerequisites : English I and English Check* One: Required x

Suggested Grade Level: 11 Elective

A. CourSe Description: 4,

Students in this course 1,41.11 read some of the classic and current major works
of American fiction, biography,,autobiography, and poetry. Students will be
helped to develop an appreciation of the.craft of the writer and of the ways
that literature reflects the time, place and points of view of the authors.

4.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *)

The student will:

1. Respond to literature in subjective, analytic and evaluative modes.

2. Interpret literature and the humanities as a reflection of the life,
values and ideas of this and other cultures.

3. Recognize that ideas are expressed in many ways: in varieties of dialects,
of verbal modes,,of styles and usage levels, of associations and points of
view.

4. Acquire, interpret, and evaluate information through purposeful and critical
observations and listening.

S. Know that language adpts to the needs of people through time.

*6. (District 1.E) Perform or create in a medium of his/her choice.

/



C. '.Student Performance Indicators -- one or, more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *J.,

The student will:

la. Identify plot, setting, clUracterand theme in a literary work and their
relationships to each others.

lb. Given a literary selection, express orally or in writing his/her response
to the selection, suppoyting the,resfonse with references to specific
portions of the work.

lc.. Given a Aladin select4n, relate the main character to other characters
V

and.to the selection es a whole.

ld. Select passages from a-work that illustrate the use of rhythm in language.

2i. Given a literary.selection, identify cultural attitudes and customs in the
selection and comeare and coneast these with attitudes and customs in
his/her own cultiittoday..

2b. Given a literary ielectioA dealing with coOlicts, identify similar.con-
flicts with which s/he is familiar.

2c. Select a character from a literary selection and.cite similarities and
differences between that character and hims4lf/heFself.

2d. Describe common female characters as stereotyped Zn works reads

2e. Describe other.ethnic, racial,)0occupational stereotypes in literature read.

3a. Given a description of a symbol (e.g., logo, flag), describe all the things
that the symbol represents.

3h. 14iven a literary symbol from a work read, identity all the things that the
symbol means in the work, and describe how the author used the symbol in
the work.

3c. Describe haw s/he might have changed the outcome of a literary selection.

3d. Classify literature by types: short story, novel, etry, drama, biography,
autobiography, essay.

3e. Give an example of each type of literary work mentioned in 3d. from works
read. .

3f. State the point of view of the author of a given literary selection.

3g. List clues that help identify the author's purpose and attitude toward the
work.

3h. Identify the rhyme -scheme of a short poem by placing matching letters beside
lines which rhyme..

4.
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4a. Analyze cause and effect relationships in literary plots and characters.

4b. Analyze the development Of a character through narration, action dialogue
and description.

4c. Analyze three ideas that s/he got from reading a literary work and indicate
which s/he thinks is most important and which the author considers most
important.

4d. Read a poetry selection as a class activity and then listen to a professional
recording of the same selection, noting use of pause, tone and rhythm by the
professional reader.

4e. Express understanding.of the theme or character of a literary work through
an:artistic medium of choice (e.g., picture, bulletin board, skit,.poster,
song.)

5a. Given a novel and film based on the novel, describe the differences in the
author's presentation-methods.

5b. Participate in a class activity of a dramatization of a novel, short story
op poem.

6a. (District 12.1) Demonstrate the fundamentals of two lifetime leisure
activities in sports, fine arts or crafts areas.

fit



D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities

for each Performance Indicator.)

Desdription of Activity 'Resources Needed

I. 4

TO BE DEVELOPED
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E, EvAlkuation Activity: (At least one evaluation act6fity for each
Performance Indicator.)

TO BE DEVELOPED

tit
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IMP

ADAK PLANNED;COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title:. English Literature

Length of Course: One year

Areas. 01 St4dy: Language Arts

No: of Credits:
.

1

Prerequisites: English I and English II Check One: ReAuired

Suggested Grade Level: 12 Elective'

ot,

A. Ctarse Description:

Students in this caurse will read some of the classic and current majoT works
of English fiction biography, autobiography and poetry. Students will be
helped to develop an appreciation sf the craft of the writer and of the ways
that literature reflects the time,Takce and points-of view of the authors.

a.

4

It. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *I

The student will:
a.

1. Respond to literature in subjective, analytic and ev4uative moded.

, 2. Interpret literature and the humanities as a reflection of the life,
values and ideas of this and other cultures.

ft

3e Recognize that ideas are expressed in many ways: in varieties of dialects,
of verbal modes, of styles and usage levels, of associations and points of
view.

4. Acquire, interpret, and eval%t information through purposeful and critical
Ymiabservations.and listening.

5. Know that language adapts to the needs of pqople through time.

*6. (District 1.E.) perform or create in a medium of his/her choice.

.4 0
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C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Perfdrmance Indicators with an *.)

'the student will-:

la. Identify plot, setting, tharacter And theme in a literary work and their
relationships to each other.

a

lb. Given a literary selection, express orally or in writing his/her response
to the selection, supporting the response with references to specific
portions of the work.

lc. Given a reading selection, relate the main character to other characters
and to the selection as a whole.

:ld. Sqlect passages from a work that illustrate the use of rhythm in language.

2a. Given a literary selection, identify cultural attitudes and customs in the
selection and compare and contrast these with attitudes and customs in
his/her own culture.today,

2b.' Given a, literary aelection dealing with conflicts, identify similar con-
tlicts with which s/he is familiar..

2c. Select a character from a literary selection and cite similarities and
differences between that character and himself/herself.

2d. Describe common 'female characters as,stereotyped in works read.

2e. Describe other ethnic, racial, occupational stereotypes in literature read..

3a; Given a description of a symbol (e.g., logo, flag), describe all the things
that the symbol represents.

4
3b. Given a literary symbol from a work read, identify all the things that the

symbol means in the work, and describd how the author used the symbol in
the work.

3c. Describe howis/he might have changed the outcome of a literary selection.

3d1 .Classify literature by types: short story, novel, poetry, drama, biography,
apiobiography, essay.

3e. Giv,e an example.of each type of literary work mentioned in 3d. from works
A read. .

a

.3f. State the point of view of the author of a given li erary se ction.

3g. List clues that help identify the author's purpose and attitude toward the
work.

3h. Identify the rhyme scheme of a short poem by placing matching letters beside
lines which rhyme.



4,

4a. Analyze cause and effect relationships in literary plots and characters.

4b. Analyze the development of a character through narration, action dialogue
and description.

4c. Analyze three ideas that s/he got from reading a literary work and indicate
which s/he thinks is most important and which the author considers most
important.

401. Read a poetry selection as a class activity and then listen to4 professional
recdrding of the same selection, noting use of pause, tone and rhythm by the
professional reader.

4e. Express understandin4 2f,the theme or character Aol a literary work thrhugh
an artistic medium of Moice (e.g., picture, bulletin board, skit, poster,
song.)

' 5a. Given a novel and film based on
author's presentation methods.

5b. Participate in a class activity
or poem.

the novel, describe the differences in the

of a dramatization of a novel, short story

6a. -(District 1.E.1) Demonstrate the fundamentals of two lifetime leisure
,activities in sports, fine arts or crafts areas.

411.
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D. Student Learning Activitiesl (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

4611romarr......_____-

Descri tion of Activit Resources Needed

s

TO BE DEVELOPED

4 4



E, Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator;)

TO BE DEVELOPED

4.

4 4
4 5

r-

4.
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Course Title:

NOTE: This course is 12 semester of a yearl.long
course. The other parts of the 'course are
Government and Sociology.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

YOU ANi.) THE LAW Areas of S dy: Social Studies

Length of Course: ½ semesthr (9 weeks) NO. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 12 ElectiVe

A. Course Deicription:

This course.begins with the premise that law is everybody's concern. Today a
more sophisticated awareness Of the legal system is an imeortant skill for every
citizen. In this course, which.is,oriented toward practical applications of
the law, some topics which,will be covered will include: search and seizure,
parental rigas Iovard their-minor children, qcfiool laws, chosing a lawyer and
juvenile laws: ahd rights in the legal system.

s.

c

11/1 B. Coux:se GoAs: (Indicat:e ADAK .qoals with an

The student will':

ed.

*1. (Dist. 5.D) Understand.his/her ciVil rights and general responsibilities
under the legal system.

-

2. Understand the provisions and'applicatidns of the Bill of Rights_

3. Understand some cUrrent and-historical controversies based' on the Bill of
pights.

...-

4! View,l,.1aw s necessary for mast societies.
'\.

5. Understand some basic provisions of family /aw.

6. Know some cautions in getting legal advice,

7. Understand recent Aivil rights ;aws% t

8. Understand the Constitution asaa.,basis of constitutional law.

.-

9. Understand the difference between divil and criminal laws and court prOcedures.

p,

4111

Ux4erstand some.legal provisions related to juvenile law:
,

. * . .

*11: (Dist. 2.C) Apply principles of Aqui used in the social science& and
. -

reasoning and logic processes used in general problem-solving activities.

47
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YOU AND THE LAW (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance-Indicators with an *)

gap,

The student will,:

*Ia. (Dist. 5.D.l) Describe orally hisither civil rights and responsibilities
yhen given a real)br,hypothetical case involving a violation of the law,
and will identify appropriate procedures for fulfilling those responsi-
bilities and for dealing with violations of those rights.

*lb. (Dist. 5.D.2) In a simulated trial, demonstrate understanding of court-
room procedures and lury duty.

*lc. (Dist. 5.D.3) Identify illegalctions from a list of 20 legal and illegal
actions,, with 85% accuracy.

2a. Cite the provisions. of'the Bill of. Rights in general terms.

2b. For each provision'of the Bill of Rights, cite an example of how the
provision could affect the student's life (e.g., due process in school'
expulsions, etc.). %

3a. Describe.two or more examples of controversies based on the Bill.of
Rights from current events (er.g., availability Of pornographic literature)
and for each, cite the provision of the Bill of Rights'involved (e.g.,.
First Amendment: Freedom ofSpeech and Press).

3b. Cite one or more controversies derived from applications of the Bill of
Rights from history which have continuing implications today.

4

4a. Given an example of a law, cite the reason or neces ty for the law.

4b. Describe the usual fate of a society operating without home kind of legal
struCture.

5a. Cite four or more legal provisions.regaiding marriage.
s.

5b. Cite four.or more legal provisions with regard to the relationship between
children and parents.

6a. Cite three or more cautions in seektg.legal advice.

7a. Cite 'the-constitutional basis for school desgregation, regulations.

7b. Cite the legal basis for current Title IX regulations as they apply to
public pchools.

1.0

3a. Define the procedure for amending the Constitution.

8b. Describe two or more procedures for getting a law changed.

9a. Define "civil law" and "civil suits" and describe court procedures in a
civil suit.

9b. Define "criminal law" and describe court procedure in a criminal.case.

10.a. Define "status offense" as it related to juveniles and give examples.

4G
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YOU AND THE LAW (Continued)

C. .Student Performance Indicators -- one or mole for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an 4c)

10b. Define the "age of majority" in several states with regard to drinking,
voting, legal responsibility for debts, marriage, etc.

*11. (Dist. 2.C.1) Describe a method for generating alternative outcomes that
is consistent with scientific methods when presented with a science or
social science problem.

49 47
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YOU AND THE LAW (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning' Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

Suggest use of:

One Nation Under Age,
25 cents per copy from
Alaska Youth Advocates,
Anchorage.



NOTE: This course is one semester of a year.71ong
course. The other semester is SociolOgy
and You and the LT./.

*ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: GOVERNMENT Areas of Study: Soc:ial Studies

Length.of Course: 1 semester No. of Credits: . 1/2

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required x

Suggested Grade Level: 12 Elective

A. Course Description:

Government is a required Social Studies course recommended for llth and 12th
grade students. Students will'learn about the structure and functions of
government; individual rights and freedoms; and other governments in the wOrld.
Students.will also learn about their roles ais-citizens in local, state and
national governments.

B. Optirse Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an

The student,.gs a citizen, will:

1. Understahd the concept of freedom and the individual's role and responsi-
,

bilities in a alpmociatic system.

2. Understand the different forms of power and authority and how they are'
used in the governmental process.

Understankthe origins and development of government in the U.S.

4. Understand the role of each of the various levels of government.

*5. (Dist. 4.C) Understand various kinds of taxes and his/her role as a tax-.
payer.

*6. (Dist. 5.A) Iden the needs of a community and determine how he/she
can contribute to meeting those needs.

*7. (Dist. 5.13) Use governmental.and other public agencies responSible for
serVicing individual and community needs.

*8. (Dist. 5.c) Influence the governance of the community, state and nation
through participation in election, public hearings and other channels of
communication.available to the public.
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GOVERNMENT (Continued)

V. Course Goals

9. Understand different types of governments, political systems and philosophies:
monarchy, anarchy, dictatorship, socialisM, democracy, capitalism., communism,
etc.

*10. (Dist. 2.C) Apply principles of inquiry used in physical and social scienCes
and reasoning and logic .processes used in general problem solving adtivities.

*11. (Dist. 3.D) Demonstrate minimum employability.



GOVERNMENT (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicatqrs -- one or more for each idéntified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Describe orally or in writing the following principles of a democratic
government:

a. People can govern themselves:

b. Freedom is a basic human.right.

c. Each individual is equal before the law.

d. Majority rule is used in decision making.

e. Minority rights may not be abused.

f. Freedom is nounlimipd.

lb. Behave in ways which indicate support for the democratic principles--stated
above in la--in real (classroom, school or local government situations)
or simulated (simulation or role play situations) settings.

lc. In real or simulated situations, demonstratesresponsibility in any four
of the following ways:

a. Staying informed on critical issues.

b. Making decisions rationally.

c. Volunteering for or accepting governmental daties.

d. Participating in political process.

et Showing respect for others' rights.

f. Being truthful in conflict situations.

2a. .Describe orally or in writing the following sources of power and how they
might be used in the political process:

a. Legal d. Expert judgement

b. Revelation e. Titular

c. Charisma

2b. Compare "delegated powers" with "implied powers" and prepalk% a chart
showing ten examples of how the federal government uses each.

3a. Describe orally or in writing the concept of the "consent of the governed"
as it relatestto the American form of government.

3b. Describe orally or in writing three examples of how he/she is protected
A

by the Bill of Rights in everyday situations.

53
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GOVERNMENT (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal:. .(Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

3c. Compare the evolution of the U.S. government (1775-1789) and will cite
five similarities and five differences with the development of Alaska
statehood.

3d. Given case studies describing group action (1775-1789)/(1960-1976),
explain thred processes by which the groups brought.about change.

4a. Draw a chart illustrating three ways each of the following levels of
government influences his/her Afe.

a. .Individual e. County

b. Family f. State

c. Neighborhood g. Federal goverament

d. Community (city) h. International organizations

*5a. (Dist. 4.C.1) Describe orally the major source*of revenue, major use of
tax funds collected and method of collection/payment for each of the
following types*of taxes:

a. Federal tak d. M4sct.5.x

b. State tax e. Property tax

les..
c. City tax f. Personal property tax

*5b. (Dist. 4.C.2) Correctly prepare federal and state income tax returns when
given data on a hypothetical family income and wenses. P

*6a. (Dist. 5.A.1) Identify orally such.community needs as houding, health
care, utilities, sanitation, etc., and describe how these needs are met
or not met in his/her community.

*7a. (Dist. 5.B.1) Given a list of governmental agencies; draw a simple chart
illustrating the three branches of national, state or local goterampt
and will place agencies in.their appropriate positions on the chart!

*7b. (Dist. 5.8.2) Select the correct agency or agencies to deal with a
given list of problems or concerns and a list of governmental agencies,
and indicate the appropriate way to contact the agency or agencies.

4"

*7c. (Dist. S. 3.3) Write a letter about a given problem or concern of the
student's,choice to a state Or federal official.

*8a. (Dist. 51e.1) In a real or simulated election, register to vote and demon-
strate correctly the use of a sample ballot.

*8b. (Dist. 5.C.2) Attend a public meeting at a local governmental unit (e.g.,
school board, school advisory committee, community meeting) and will report
orally or in writing on one issue dealt with at the meeting to the satis-
faction of a staff member.

54
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GOVERNMENT (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Coltrse Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

9a. Identify three factors in a.giVen list of different types of governments,
political systems and philosophies which set it apart from the others.

*10a. (Dist. 2.C.1) Describe a method for generating alterr.lative outcomes that
is consistent with scientific methods when presented with.a science or
social science problem.

*lla. (Dist. 3.D.1) Present evidence (e.g., timesheets- signed by an employer
or products resulting from a job) of successfully holding'an income-

.

producing or volunteer job for a minimum of 5Q hours (this may. include
OJT, positions as teacher, cafeteria or library aides or similar jobs
in school or on base).
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GOIWWWIT (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicators.)

Description of Activity

The student will:
4r.

lal. Research the basic principles underlying
democratic forms of government.

la2. Develop an interview schedule and conduct ten
interviews with a cross section of'the community
regarding the principles of democratic govern-'
ment.

1bl. .Participate in establishing and/or supporting
.classroom, school or local government
organizations..

6 .1b2. Participate in developing and/or carryin4 out
simulation or role play activtties designed to-
involve.them in governmental-type decision
Making.

.

lcl. (see lbl and 1b2).

2a1. Research the following questions:

a. 'What is power'?

b. What the urce of power and how is it
uied?

2a2. Participate in a seminar designed to address N.,

the topic, "How do people get'power and how is
it used in various settings?"

2b1. Research the source of 'the powers of thet.S.
federal goyernment.

2b2. Prepare a chart ihowing the various "delegated
and "implied" powers of the federal government.

3a1. Research comparisons of democratic forms of
government and'republican forms of gov4rnment,
particularly as,it relates to the concept of
"the consent of the governed."

3a2. Interviewthree community office holders to
develop their view of the contept "the consent
of the ,governed."

3b1. Research the topics:

a.. What is the Bill of Rights?'

b. How am I protecte

r0144
y sill of Rights?

56
4
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Resources Needed

Texts
Library

Informatioh on intervtewing
Community representatives

Classroom, School or
lbcal government.groups

. re.

Directionsfor'developifig
and/or participating in
simulations or role
playing

Texts '

Library

A -
Seminar leader

5 4

Texts
Libraries

Texts, U.S. Constitution,

Codes of law; etc.

Tex s
Poli ical theory
Refe noes
Library

Government office holders'

.Texts.

Bill of Rights
Library



GOVERNMENT (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least'two Learning ActivitieS
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

3b2. Develop and/or-participate in a simulation/drama
in which citizens (other students); are denied
the freepoms gparanteed by the Bill of Rights..

3c1. List events which-led'to the formation of the
state of Alaska.

3q2. Using case stud(tiet-, summarize the events which
led to the writing of the Constitution.

3d1. Participate in asimulation which utilizes
group process (i.e., necessary items for
survival on the moon, on the ocean).

3d2. Write a research.naper concerning minority
r

activities in bringing about chanqe (i.e.,
Native Land Claims, American Revolution, etc.).

4al. List and describe the right he/she has as an
individual.

4A2. Interview a local law enforcement person
(police officer, 'magistrate, etc.) to deter-
mine the procedures which are followed te)*

, guarantee the individual's right. 4

4b1. make a crossword puzzle using words.involved in
a courtroom sitliation.

4b2.. List and deqpribe the.steps tThich a court case,.
goes through frOm the initial happening to the
finall outcome.

4c1. As a member of a group, examine the Alaska/
local law codes and list the illegal actiont..

4c2. Examine a case ttudy and then decide the out-'
come of a trial, stating his/her legal
reakning.

A
5al. 'Research the various levels of government..

5a2. Conduct and/or participate in a brainstorMing
session on, "How do the various levels 'of

irgovernment influence our lives?"

6a1. Visit (or write) a city/village tax office and
make a list of sources of revenue within the
oity/village and a list of personal taxes each
sindividual is required to pay.

Resources Needed

Classmate
Simulation eader

Community re urce

Text
Library

Simulations

Text
Library

Text

Community resource

Text

Text
Case'studies

Law codes -

Case studies
TeXt.
1!ui codes

Texts, Library,
Governmental offices

GrouP of classmates

Tax office/tax consultant



GOVERNMENT (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activ4.,ties
for -each Performance Indicator.)

Descri tion of Activit

. .

642. List federal programs in his/her corpunity
which are funded by the U.S. government. **-

6b1. Make a crossword puzile using terms involved in
income tax preparation.

6b2. Using case studies, fill'out a federal/state
tax return.

7a1. Compare the community services which are avail
able in tommunities in other parts of the .

country but which are not available in his/her
community.

7a2. List the community services1which are available
in his/her community.but nl,tt in others.

7bl.. Prepare a personal plan which will benefit the,
community.

7b2. List the activities in the community which are
detrimental to the citizens of the community.

pal. Make a chart illustrating the three branches o
government on the national, state and local
level and the agencies under each.

8a2. Mike a list of governmental agencies in the
village/city/state and describe the primary
function of each.

8b1. Given a case study of a problem (e.g:, out of
work, no hospital insurance and ill), describe
the steps he/she needs to follow in order to
obtain aid from a government agency.

8b2. Describe the steps necessary to obtain licenses
(drivers, marriage, business, hunting,.consul-
tant, guide, fishing, gun).

9a1. In a hypothetical situation, discuss issues in
an election.and campaign for the candidates of
his/her choice.

9a2. Fill out a voter registration form and a
..sample ballot.

5bl. Obtain an agenda for the public meeting he/she
plans to attehd and relate the items on the
agenda to the functions of each.

9132. In preparation for attending a public meeting,
discuss the functions of a local governmental
unit orally.
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Resources Needed

Text
Library

Text

Tax return booklets

U.S. tax return
W-2 form saMples

Text
Community resources

ipmmuniy resource

Text
Community

Text
Community

Text

resource

rdsource

Text
Community resource
Library

Community resources
- Text

Librar/
Text

NI4
Community resources

Text
Case studies

Text
Resource

Text
Community resources

Text
Library
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GOVERNMENT (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

10al. Identify different political systems in the- .

world and describe the Tajor ideology of each.

10a2. Choose a country with a different political
system, and prepare a-poser of current events
in that area of the world.

10b1. Make a-liat of the jobs of governments.

10b2. As a group member,.discuss how well the local
and national government of foreign countKy
meets 'the needs of.its people.

5 7
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Resources Needed y

Text

Magazines
Newspapers

Text

Text
Library



NOTE: This course is part of a year-long course
which also includes one semester in Govern-
ment and a half semester in You and the.Law.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE'STATEMENT

Course Title: SOCIOLOGY Areas of Study: social Studies

Length of Course: 1/2 semester (9 weeks) No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None

Suggested Grade Level: 12

1/4

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Description:

This course will study social organization, social institutions, social change,
and the norms, values and attitudes of American society.

. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *)

The student will:

1. Understand the concept of sociology, its content and process.

2. Understand the process of socialization.

3. Interpret the adolescent experience in America in terms of socialization.

4. Understand the influence of man's social environment on him/her.

5. Recognize that our self-image is developed through 'interaction with others.

6. Understand how our moral judgments develop and change as we grow older.

7. Understand the meaning and uses of norms.

8. Understand the role of social institutions in our lives.

9. Understand the'meaning of culture.

10. Develop an acquaintance with cultural variations, cultural values and
social control.
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SOCIOLOGY (Continued)

C. Student Performance indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

The student will:

la. Describe orally or in writing sociology in terms of its content and pro-
cedures.

2a. Describe orally or in writing the concept of socialization and provide
examples from American life.

3a. Analyze the adolescent experience in America by contrasting it with
another culture.

4a.: Identify whether he/she as positive, negative or neutral connotions
from a list of given words..

5a, Describe orally or in writing the effects positive and negative comments
have on him/her.

6a. Interpret orally or in writing the pattern which children go through in
developing moral judgment.

7a. List and explain two uses of nOrms in everyday life.

8a. Describe the role of five social institutions in our life.

9a. Define the term "culture."

10a. Define and cite one or more examples of cultural.variation, cultural
values and social control.
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SOCIOLOGY (Continued)

D. Student LArning Activities: (At least twd Learning Activities
for each Perfor*apce Indicator.)

,/

Description of Activity Resources Needed

The,student

lal. Investigate the-trics:

a. What is sociology:4

b. What does it study?

C. How do sociolfQgiststworqetc.?

la2. Wrie a descriptive outline and discuss orally .
the aiscipline of sociology.

A

2al. Read abotat and discuss with others the concept

4

of socialization.

2a2. In a group discussion, describe his/her percep-
tion of socialization.

3a1. Investigate the questions:

a. Are there aaolescent societies?
cimik

b. How do adolescents get to be the way they
are?.

3a2. Compare,adolescents in other societies With
American society..

4a1. Investigate how tiie social behavior of others
(especially.peers) influences his/her own
behavior.

4a2. Participate with a small group to deterMine
whether he/she reacts ppsitively, negatively
or neutral to a list of culturally-biased words.

5al. Investigate the development of self-concept.

5a2. Participate in a group setting and observe and
describe orally the effect that positive and
negative comments have upon them.

6a1. Participate in & small group to investigate how
moral judgment develops in people.

6a2. Observe children of various age groups to
identify different levels of moral reasoning.

6a3. Explain the development of moral reasoning in a
written report.

63
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Texts

Curriculum material
Library

Texts, C.M.,
LibrarY

Texts
C.M.
Library

Texts
C.M.

Library

Lit of words which.have
cultural connotations

Texts, C.M., Libtary

Texts, C.M., Library
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SOCIOLOGY (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

7a1. Investigate the concept of norms and their
influences on our everyday life.

7a2. Participate with_A-small group to identify and
describe the not'ils of student behavior on his/
her sociology classroom.

7a3. Prepare a list of behaviors which illustrate
our use of norms in everyday life.

8al. Investigate the role of social institutions in
American life.

8a2. Outline the five major social institutions,
with examples from American society.

Others to be developed

.8
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

MATHEMATICS I Areas of Study: Mathematics

Leuth of Course: 1 or 2 semegtere

Prerequisites: None

No. of Credits: 12 or 1

Check One: Required x*

Suggested Grade Level: 9 Elective

*Unless competencies have been acquired.

A. Course Description:

This course is designed to help students acquire the mathematics 5ompetencies
required for high school graduation.

111' B. Coursp/Goals: (Indic4ste ADAK goals with. an *.)
411,

*1. (pist. 1C) Thd student will be able to use basic mathematical processes.at
a level which permits successful performance in all six life roles.

4111.

6D
65



BASIC MATHE,MATICS (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Go,al: (/ndicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The'student will:

*la. (Dist. 1.C.1)

a. recite the basi6 facts of whcte numbers.
b. add, subtractv Multiply and divide whole numeers.
C. read whole ny&bers through billions.
d.. round whole numbers.
e. order whole numbers1
t. recite Paace value through billions.
g. evaluate exponents.

. h. place commas when working with whole numbers.
i. add,,subtract, multiply and divide fractions.

44

j. . add, subtract, multiply and divide mixed numerals where the whole
number is less than 100 and the denominator is a composite number
less than 100.

k. change improper tractions to mixed numerals and vice versa.
1. recognize equivalent fractions. .

m. add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal fractions.
n. read decimal fractions.
o. recite place vAlue for decimal fractions.
p. _order decimal,fractions.
q. round decima/ fractions.
r. change =Taman fractions to iLtmal fractions and vice versa.
S. list commo51 uses for percents.
t. solve perc*ntage pr Illems.
u. change percents to c mmon'fractions and decimal fractions and ,vice versa.

b' v. solve ratio and proportion problems.
solve pircent problems dealing' with_simple interest, compound interest,
discount, commission, down payments, increases an& decreases which do
not require finding the base.

*lb. (Dist. 1.C.2) Estimate mentally answers within 15 percent accuracy to
math problems involving two or more operations.

*lc. (Dist. 1.C.3) Measure the dimensions in both English andt4ric measures
when given a .solid object.

*ld. (Dist. 1.C.4) Recognize the shap and objects when given a set of basic
geometric shapes and objects and alculate their perimeters, areas
and volumes. The student will:

a.

b.

c.

d.

identity the following: aguazie, triangle, tect
parallelogram, sphere, cube.
find the perimeter of polygons.
find the area of a square, rectangle, triange,
find the volume of a rectangalar prism.

circle,

pafallelogram, circle.

le. a. use linear measurements such as inch, foot, yard, mile.
b. use liquid measurements such as cup, pint, quart, gallon.
c. use measurements of weight such as ounce, pound._
d. use metric measuyements such as gram, liter, meter.
e. use measurements of time sudh as second, minute, .hour, day, wttk.

month, year.



BASIC MATHEMATICS (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators --.one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

f. solve basic operations with denominate numbers (e.g., numbers with
unit value: 2 years, 4 pounds).

g. convert basic units within a.system wi.11, the use of tables.
h. use a protractor and compass.
i. use a ruler.
j. recite common equivalericies within a system.

*lf. (Dist. 1.C.5) Interpret, read and construct the four basic types of
graphs: Bar, line, circle, pictograph.

*lg. (Dist. 1.C.6) Select the appropriate formula and solve the prOblem
when given a mathematics word problem involving math operations through
percentiles and a list of five mathematical formulas.

*lh. (Dist. 1.C.7) Accurately perform mathematics operations through per-
centages on an electronic calculator.

(Dist. 1.C.8) Identify in writing five common uses of computers.

031
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BASIC MATHEMATICS (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: '(At least two-Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity , Resources Needed

To be.developed

.11"'"---
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

EARTH SCIENCE Areas of Study: sciemce

Length of Course: 4 semester No. of Credits: 4

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 9 Elective

A. Course Description:

This course is planned to help students acquire skills in dealing with scientific
instruments and work meth9ds. Students will acquire knowledge in the areas
of geolOgy, geography and oceanography.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

S.

The student will:
A

*1., (Dist. 5.F) Function as a responsible steward of the environment.
1'

2. Know that the earth is constantly.changing.and the patterns of those
changes.

3. Know that the atom is the basic structure of ,all matter and how it func-
tions in crystalline structures.

4. Know the processes of the water cycle.

5. Know the forces responsible for water movement in oceaAs.

- 6. Know the patterns of.energy, moisture and world climate.

7. Understand the processes of weathering Of the earth.

.8. Understand the .processes of the rock cycle.

9. Know about career opportunities in earth sciences.

*10. (Dist: 2.C) Apply principles of inquiry used in physical sciences and
reasoning and logic processes tised in general problem-solving activities.

75



EARTH SCIENCE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each,identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

*la. (Dist. 5.F1) Orally identify five issuZinvcilved in the ecologically
sound use of the land area when given data on subsurface mineral content,
fish, wildlife habitation and current human use of a particular area in
Alaska.

--*Lb. (Dist. 5.F.2) Identify two solutions involving his her personal 'action
and two solutions involving group action when given ata on a local pol-
lution.problem (e.g., solid 4aste disposal, litter, s wage disposal).

,

24.0 Given a case study, document the changes that occur
i
th ough time.*\

3a. Given an experimental situation, describehanges that *cur as a result
of atomic behavior.

4a. Given an area of study, select and use proper scientific terminology in'
communicating information.

.

4b. Identify by name the processes of the water cycle.

4c. Diagram the water cycle, and explain the water cycle using the diagram.

4d. Describe two or more meterological conditions as related to the water cycle.

5a. Identify by name the forces which produce water movemeobriScOfceans.

5b. Relate one or more of the forces identified in 5a to ecological changes
in the ocean. ,

6a. Diagram and describe patterns of energy, moisture and world climate.

7a. Identify and describe processes of earthyeathering.

'ea. identify by name the processes of the rock cycle.

8b... Diagram the rock cycle and explain it using the diagram.

8c. Describe two or more processes of the rock .cycle evidenced in his/her
Immediate environment.

9a. Identify by name three or more jobs or careers that could be based on
interests and skills in earth sciences.

.*10a. (Dist. 2.C.1) Describe a method for generating alternative outcomes
consistent with scientific methods, given a science problem.

10b. Given a tasN., select the proper instrument to complete the assignment, and
record the measurement using appropriate units.

a

10c. Given a specific task and oppoapunity to collect information and data,
collect the data, interpret and dedUce relationships and express a conclusion
based upon the evidffIce.

4

104* A
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EARTH SCIENCE (Continued)

C. Student Performance. Indicators -- one or more f2r each identified
Course Qoal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicleors with an *.)

10d. Given an experimental task, conduct the experiment, gather data, interpret
the results, formulate,hypothesis and support the hypothesis with logical
statements.

1

A'

qt

1



EARTH SCLENCE (Continued)
4i

D. Student .Learning. Activities: , (At least two Learning Activities
'for each Performance Indicatot..)

1

4.

Jr

('

11.

Descri tion of Activit

.To be developed

78

or.
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e

Resources Needed
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EARTH SCIENCE (continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: *(At least one evaluation activity for each
.Performance Indicator.)

To be developed

79
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: PHYSICAL EDUCATION I Areas of Study: Physical Education

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

Suggested Grade Level:

One year

None

7-9

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required

;Elective

A. Course Description:

PE I will provide. oppertunity'for studenks to develop and maintain a level

of physical, mental, social and emotional fitness through a program of develop-
mental conditioning and testing and through participation in team,,low organi-

zation, and mass activities. Basic design of program will provide opportunities

to explore a broad range of activities, especially team sports.
-

The Physical Edtkation experience is separated ihto three basic teaching

'strategies: 7th grade physical education is an introductory approach to
listed activities; 8th grade pilltsical educatipn classes aTe.directed toward
experimental development of basic sport and activity skills and the enjoyment
of recreationar,participation in leisUre activities; high schdol (see next page)

physicaleducation is oriented toward the development of specific sport skills
as well as the employment of strategy ahd a safety in,sport and leisure. High
school physical educltion is directed as much as. possible toward small group

and individu4ized instruction.

A. Course Goals: (Indica.te ADAK goals with an *

The4student will:

*1. (Dist. 1.D) Maintain a healthy mind and boay.

2. Perform exercises for the development Of muscular endurance, strength and

cardio-vascular 'enduranceCand.will perform neuro-muimular skills involving

speed, posture, agility, flexibility, balance, relaxation and srength.

3.! Perform and maintain a minimum level:of Physical proficiency based on noilMS

established for age, height, weight or a diombination age-height-weight.index.

4. Demonstrate his/her strengtns and weaknesses in individual, dual and team

port skills.
,

5. Identify, interpret and apply rules and strategies in a variety of games

and activities.
0.

6. Identify and demonstrate ethical specator behavior.

87
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION I (Continued)

B. Course Goals

0
7. Identify and utilize the principles of safety "for self and others, both in

activity and emergency situations.

8. Demonstrate aspects of sportsmanship that may be derived from physical
activites including: respect for others, ability to play by the rules.
and,development of social/emotional stability.

9. Demonstrate practicd that reflect a respect for self and others.

88
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION I (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

The student. will:
p

*la. (Dist. 1.D.4) Develop and carry out an apiiropriate plan for maintaining
personal physicalfitness.

lb. Identify those activities, from a liSt provided, which may contribute to
good mental health and constructive Ase of leisure time.

.0

Zo. adentify those factors of physical fitness which may contribute to good
mental health.

*ld. (Dist. 1.D.6) Demonstrate personal physicalNitness by a score showing
average improvement on a pre-test post-teSt physical g,itness' test.

2a. fiaving followed a planned program of progressive physical conditioning
for a designated period of time, demonstrate improved performance(in_
physical exercise to the teacher's satisfaction.

2b. Perform an activity requiring each neuro-muscular skill to the teacher's
satd,sfaction.

la. Show improvement in each skill area tested on an appropriately deSigned
physical fitness test.

3b. Participate in any individual activities offered, and successfully complete
them to the teacher's satisfaction.

3c. Participate in individual activities appropriate for the course, follow
the rules, useequipment, apply strategy; play safely and successfully
complete them to the teacher's satisfaction.

4a. Participate in any dual activities offered-and successfully complete.them
to the teacher's satisfaction.

V

4b. Participate in dual activities appropriate for the qour6e, follow the

rules, use eguiPment,-apply strategy, play safely and successfully complete
them to the teacher's satisfaction.

5a. Participats in team sports offered and successfully complete them to the
teacher's satisfaction.

5b. Participate in team activities apptopriate for the course, follow the
rules, use equipment, apply strategy, play safely and successfully Complete
them to.the teacher's satisfaction..

6a. Obtain a passing score (as determined by the teacher) when given a know-
.,

ledge ot perfofmance test on rules, safety regulations, etc. of an activity
in. which he/she iS parti4pating.

7a. Follow proper safety) procedures whet giveu a game or activity situation.

8a. Follow generally accepted rules of sportsmanship.while participating in
individual, dual and teaM sports.

73
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION I (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course .Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators withan *)

9a. Show self-control and concern for others while participating in individual,
dual and team sports.

9b. Demonstrate a technique, lead an activity or participate within a. group
to accomplish a task.

10a. Follow prescribed rules for dress, hygiene and cleanliness.

10b. .Be positive in accepting his/her peers, their abilities and contributions.

4

'a
4
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION I (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning ActIvities
for each Performance Indica.tor.,)

Descri tion of Activit, ResoUrces Needed

1. Physical Fitness Test (pre-test/post-test mode)

2. Team sports (volleyball, basketball, gym hockey,
soccer, etc.); individual sports (bowling, skeet,
swimming, gymnastics, badminton, etc.).

3. Regular program of jogging and calisthenics
throughout the course of study.

4. Appropriate films, lectures, demonstrations,
filmstrips and loops will be provided when
available.

5. Intramural and interscholastic activities will
be available to studeftt as an extension of
tthysical Education I.

Th

S.

7 51

Physical fitness test,
Pre and post modes

Rule books 414tached'

Records, Tapes,
Illustrations

As available

As available



Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION II

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

Axeas of Study: Physical Education

One year No. of Credits:

Physical Education I

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12

1

Check One: Required

Elective

X

*A. Course Description:

Physical'Education II will continue to develop student skills in physical
activities, with a particular enphasis on those activitiei which could become'
lifetime Sports for the student. Importance of regular physical activity
to mental and physical health will also be emphasized%

B. Course Goals: (IndiCate ADAK goals with an *.)

*1. (Dist. 1.D.) Maintain a.healthy mind and body.

2. The student will be able to perform exercises for the development of:

muscular endurance'
strength
cardio-vascular endurance

neuro -muscular skills involving:

speed posture
agility flexibility
balance relaxation

4
3. The student will be able to perform and maintain a minimum level of

physical proficiency based on norms established for age, height, weight,
or a combination age!-height-weight index.

4. The_student will demonstrate hisiherstrengths and weaknesses in individual,
dual, and team sport skills.

5. The student will identify, interpret, and apply rules and strategies in
a variety of games and act ities.
0

64. The.student will be able to identify and demonstrate ethical spectator
behavior.

93
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3ICAL ENCATION II (Continued)

Course Goals

t7. The student will be able to identify and utilize the pr nciples of safety

for self and others-, both in activity and emergenc sit ation.
, I

8. The student_will be able to demonstrate aspects of sportsmanship that may be

derived fram physical activitie includincit- respect for others, ability

to play by the rules, and develoloment of social-emotional stability.

9, The student will be able to demonstrate praCtices that reflect a'respect

for self and others.

Jo

7 v.(
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION II (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

a

8a. The student, while participating in individual, dual, and team sports,
will follow generally accepted rules of sportsmanship.

9a. The student, while participating in individual, dual, and team sports,
will show self-control and concern for others.

9b. The student, given an opportunity, will demonstrate a technique, lead
an adtiNgity, or parti4pate within a group to accomplish a task.

10a. The student will f011ow prescribed rules for dress, hygiene and
cleanliness.

10b. The student will be positive in accepting his/her peers, their abilitie0
and contributions.

A

AWN.

AOC
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'PHYSICAL EDUCATION II (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal:. (Indicate ADAKPerformance Indicators with an *.)

*la. Mist. l.D.4) The student atevelop andsoirry"out an appropriate plan 4111

for maintaining personal physidal fitness..

lb. The student'will identify those activities, from a list provided, which .

may contribute to good mental hsalth and constructive use ofisure time.

lc. The student will identifithose factors of physical fitness which may

contribute to good mental health.

*le (Dist. l.D.6) The studeht will demonstrate personalqhysical fitness

by a score showing average improvement on a pre-test post-test physicall

fitness test.

2a. Having followed a planted program of progressive physical ,conditioning

for a designated period of time, the student will demonstrate improved

pprformance in physical exercise to the teacher's satisfaction.

-4

ab. The student will perform an activity requiring each neuro-musculai

'skill to the teacher's satisfaction.

3a. The student will Ahow improvement in each,tkill area tested on an

appropriately designed_physical fitness test.

3b. The student will participate in any indivi4ual activities offered, and

successfully complete them to the teacher's-sa4sfaction.

8
3c. The student will participate in individual activities appropr e for

the indoor/o6tdoor season, will follow the rules, use equ , apply

strategy, play safely, and successfully completethem to the eacher's
1

satisfaction.

OP
4a. The student will'participate in any dual activ

?ies
offered and success-

fully complete themlto the teacher's satisfaction.
1

4b. The student dill participate in dual a ities appropriate for the

indoor/outdoor season, will follow the rules, use equipment, apply

strategy, play safely, and successfully complete them to the teacher s

satisfaction.

5a. The 'student will participate 'in team sports offered and successfully

complete them to 41e tea.dher's satisfaction.

-5b. The student will participate in team activities appropriate for the

indoor/outdoor season, will follow the rules, use equipment, apply

strategy, play safely and'successfully complete them to the teacher's

satisfaction.
.

6a. The student,-given a knowledge or perfo);&ance tesj on rules, pfety

tegulations, etc.,/dt an activity in which he/she Is participating, will

obtain a passing score (as determiNed by the teacher).

7a. The student, given a game or 'activi1.y situation, will follow pr9per

safety procedures.

96 71



PHYSICkL EDuCATION II (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descri tion of Activit

1. Physical Fitness-Test (pre test-post test mode)4N

2. Team sports (volleyball, basketball, gym hockey,
team-h4Oball, volley tennis, scoop ball, etc.)
Individsall sports (wrestling, fencing, table
tennis, cross country skiing)

3. Regular program of jogging and.calisthenics
throulpout the course of study

4. Appropriate films, lectures, demonstrations,
film strips and loops will be provided when
available.

t

5. Intramural and interscholastic activities will
be available to student as an extension of
Physical Education I. If

frt

0
97

Resou ces Needed .

Physical fitness.test,
pre and post modes-

Rule books, attachecli

Records, tapes,,and
illustrations (attac6d)

As available

As available
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ADAK PLANNED consE STAT;MENT

Course Title: HOUSE AND DRIVER Areas of Study: Home c/Ird. Ed.

Lengtil of Course:. One year Ao. of Credie:

Prerequisites: None Check .0z.le,; Required x

Suggested Grade Level: 10-11 ElectiVe

A. Course Description:
,

21

The course is designed to elp the stuctent acquire a variety of Skills associated
with Joasic housekeeping d cooking,'routine household maintenance and routine
vehicle operation and ma ntenance.

.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *:)
or'0

The student will:

(Dist. 6 Assume responsibility for and carry out everyday family
tasks.

*2. (Dist...E) Operate Motor vehicles Safely and responsibly.

99
8,?

41.
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HOU54 AND DRIVER (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators ---one or more foWeach identified
Course. Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators with an

The student will;

(Dist. 6.C.1)' Describe orally ten family tasks
maintenance...of

(Dist. 6.C.2)

family health and safety.
which contribute to. the

Describe orally ten tasks which relate to routine house-
hold maintenance.

(Dist. 6.C.3) *Describe, orally ten
maintanance

r- lt

tasKs which relate to routine vehicle

(Dist; 6.C.4) In each group of ten tasks cNscri.bed in 6.C.1, 6.C.2 and
6.C. loselect and perfQrm eight of the tasks (24 total) in a manner
which confos to accepted health, safety and maintenance standards.

.

*le. (Dist..5.E.1 Have obtained a driIer's liáense (with parental consent)
OR have passed a written license test wlthout actuN having obtained

'414g.w

a license.

I.

Al

.h-
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HOUSE AND DRIVER (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

S.
Descti ion of Activit Resources Needied

Student ac.tivities for this course should be
flexible and highly.individualized. For example:
if a student already has some basic cooking skills,
he/she Aould be allowed to acquire more advanced
cooking skills or to work in another skill area, such
such as.sewing, tailoping or vehicle maintenance.

4

F.

10 I

7

1

Basic household and
vehicle equiipment,
Tools and Materials.

4

4
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ADAK PLANNTD COURSE STATEFNT

Course Title: , JOURNALISM
4

:.Length of Course: Oneyear

Areas of Study: *English

No. of Credits:

Ne"

'Our-

Mriglish I and
Prerequisites: jilemaaL.Q.Liaaracsar.._ Check One: Require4

4uggested Grade Level: 10-12 Elective

A. Course Description:

This class is to help students understand vital journalistic principles
while ,lerning basic writ4.ng skills. An emphasis will.also be placed 4, -
upon Rrail4c and journaIistid procedures.

/

B. Cou+e GoalL, ( nicate ADAK goals with ari*.)
.t

#.1

vo

1. ,The student is'able to write in formal.and informal 4,anguage to meet the
requirements of the situtation.

a
4 P

1
2. he student is. ble o write sports and news ar'ticles-anel iluman interest

feature) stari s.
...Ark:

3. The student is able to write.a. newspaper artioke which contain's: (a) the
five W's (when, what, where, why and who); (b) the inverted Pyramid form

- A r

(signifioant detailOat the beginning of the article ; (c) no sti.atements
.

of personal opinion; (d) identification of sources; (e) paragraphs
independent of the others in the article to allow cutting when'necessary.

/
40

,

4. :The student is able to write headline-whi,ch give the essential informatioh
in the space allOtted.

5. The student Is able,to write televiAon or movie review which includes-
basic information, explained opinionY and recommendations tS the readers

(4'1' 6. The sudenAs able tjwrite captiOns for photographs and illustratiOns'
which give appropridte information within the Sonstraints of cllnt,ted space.

2. The, tudent knoys characteristics of various 'pes of audiences for articles:

1110

,(401 apist-oriented, (b) general reader, (c) selected--special Oterest.

103
"N.
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JOURNALISM (Continued)

C. Student Prformance Indicators, one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADPaK Performance Indica:tors with an *)

sea
0 To be developed%

co

A

4,

p.
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JOURNALISM (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least -t,,,po Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

1 _

Descri tion ot Act vit Resotrces.Needed

4'

.N

7

To be developed

io5

4
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1.

Course*Title:

NOTE: This course is divided into two planned
course'statements of one semester each
in speech and writing.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

SPEECH Are'as of Study: Englih

Length of Course: 1 semester No. of Credits: 1/2

Prerequisites: English I and II Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 lective

41' , ,)\

A. Course'Mvscription:

This course will improve the'student's ability to compose and to deliver
speeches, will ilpprove the student's ability to think and to asten critically,
and will inbrease'the student's understanding of the social'functions of
speech.

B. .Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an

The student:

1. is able to listen critically.'

2. is able to analyze oral communi ions.

3. is able to 'compose speeches.

.44. is able to deliver speeches.
N

5. knows the basic rules of parliaMentary procedure.

.6. is able to demonstrate eff utive techniques in oral commUnication.

8:1
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SPEECH (Continued)

C, Student Performancp Indicatoi's -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

1.a. Given a eetting 4pictureS, etc.) of people with widely differing appearance,
student will analyze tiow one's emotions might interfere with comprehension .
of the speaker's point-of7view.

1-41

1.b. After listenintto selected oral presenttationsr student wi 1 describe key
words that helped to-determine each speaker's purpose. .

1.c. After listening to a story, student will summarize its.plot:

1.d. After listening to a speech, student will.summarize its major.points.

2. Given the opportunity to listen to a speaker, sLident will be able to
analyze and evaluate the present4tion.

3.a.p. Student will fdrmulate an outline for a speech.

3.b. Using the outline formulated in Indicator 3.a, student will write a
speech developed in a logi,cal order.

4.a,. Student will relate a personal experience in a logical order.

4.b. Given role-playing assignments (addressing a service group or teporting
to a. group of children), student will modify his/her manner of presentation

,40\to suit each audience. 0

4.c. Given a task such as explaining how to operate a voting moChine,thange a. .

tire, or cook a meal, student will use verbal and nonverbal clues to
enhance his/her eXplanation:

4.d. Given a task, such as persuading' people to vote,%studenil will use a.
logical or %motional a 1 in th presentation. 1

w
5.a. Student is able to pat pate in a meeting and foll6w rules .of order.

5.b. Student is able to carry through a main motion.

5.c. Student is able to r e .t.he purpose. of parliamentary kocedure.

5,d. Student is able to li he.duties of the chairperson.

6.a. Givenbthe task, student will demonstrate the ability to usevoiming
techniques (i(tlection,. ntonation, articulation, expression, etc.) so
that he/she is heard and nderstood by the grouphr

-

.6.b. Given a passage to read4student will read , using voicing techniques

so that he/she is heard d undersNod by tkie groupc

l
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SPEECH (Continued)
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,D.. Student learning Activities.: (A.t least two Learning ActivitieS
for each Pezformance Indicator.

I

Desgriptioft of Activi

To be developed

. .
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Ic.EECH (Con tin ue d )
//

E. Evaluapion Activity: (At least one evaluation activity fox each
Performance Ind.icator.)
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Course Title:

60TE :

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

Thiscourse'is divided into two planned
course statements of one sgmester each
in speech and writing.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEENT

WRITING Areas of Study:

1 semester No. of Credits:

English I and II

Suggested Grade Level:

English

Check One: Required

10-12 Elective
414

. X

NOTE:* this course is divided into two plann d cou;se statements Of one semester
in speech and writing.

each

A. Course Des ription:

'This course i designed to help students acquire skills in.pa agraph
development aid expository writing.,

31,

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an

411

1. The student is able to support alizations with relevant facts
.And dkta.

2. e student is able to write a paragraph using a topic sentence which is
supported and developed by the other sen,ences in the paragraph.

3. The student is able to use illustration--explanation by figure and
example--to develop a theme.

4.6 The dtudent is able to use definition--an elab ration of a term's
distinguishing charhcteristics--to develop a t eme.

5. The student is able to use comparison and Cont ast to develop atheme.

6. The student is
he/she learned
comparilbn and

The student
emphasis in

2
8. The student

standing of

able to usesand improve the saie methOds of development
in paragraph development (e.g., illustration, def.Oition,
contrast) in the composition of multiparagraph essays.

is able to apply the techniques of unity, coherarce and
paragraph writing to the composition of essays..

is able to demonstrate within his compositions his under-
aN.logy, inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning.

Ill

0
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WRITING (Continued)

C. Student Performande IndicatOrs -- one or more for each identifie)!N1
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *),

Ns.

OM.

To b.,4 developed

-

.
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WRITING (Continued).
4

D. Student Learning Attivitits: . (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance ator.)

Descriotion of Activity

At

.4t

's

4

\
To be developed

1-

'co

113

*, *
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kesources Needed
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Course Title:
. f

aDAK PLANNED CO'GRSE STATEMENT.

'
. CREATIVE WRITING

Length-of4Course: One year

PrereqUisites: Englisl I and English I

,Suggested. Gratz:4 Lev,el: 11-12.

.

Areas of ,S tudy : Language Arts

No. of Crepits:
. .

Check On .r equired'

lective
J.

1

"
. A. cOurte Dedcrition:

t%
. '
Students in this course will continue to improve their comm ications

I,

skills
in writing, tilridtnal shOrt stories, poems and.essays. SIbude ts will drift, edit,
rewrite and,polish all materials so- that.they will be suitable for publication.

. and inter4ts in writing pro.esSiorially, by having students'experimen4 with
The coursefwy career possibilities foetrsons who have-)skills

. writing'ma*ials for varipus commerical applicatiOns including jotrnalistic
and advertisin4--:writing.

,

. Course Goals:
#

eh,

The

1.

stilden

fte

tshic

'I

sIndicate. ADA Kgoals

tir:--:,

. i . .

with an * . ) ....

use lariguacie ffectivefY'ih interaction with other's.
# .

2. Reqpgnize that ideas are expressed' in many ways:- in a variety of di ects,
of verbal m&les, of styles and usage lévels.,,of associations nd-poirlt .of
view. .

.*

. .

3: Write hoffesty, creatively and clearly. ',

./
`4

4. Ad'apt t'iritin tp diffdrept purposes, audience4 and Communication form , using .

.thewritilw mechanics and-conv_entiOri appro riately to assure ccuract and
. clarity in covimunioation. ;', '

,- . ...toi .

5. _Know that his/her experience in the worl
. his/her language.

,

,

9

given shape and meaning by



CREATIVE MEMING (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- on or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Identify the audience for whom eath writing assignment is intended:

Lb. Identify two or more modifications of his/her writing style which he/she-
will make to suit the writing to the audience.

lc. Identify.ways that the structure of the written work will be adapted to
meet the needs of the ieading audience.

2a. In completing writing-assignments during the year, complete one or' more
assignments employing these techniques:

a. -Use of dialect. ,

b. Writing the same piece twice, each t
vocabulary style.

c. Write the same piece in both a formal

d. Write the same piece twice, employing
view.

e employing' a differeht

-

any' an informal style.

two different points of

3a. Complete writing assignments writing from personal experience.

.

III3b. Complete Writing assignments using sources other-than personal eicperience.

3c. Critique own writing based on honesty, clarity and creativity.

3d. Critique the writing of other students based on honesty, creativity and
clarity.

4a. Complete at least one writing assignment in each category: short story,
rhymed poem, free verse poem, essay.

4b. Use the mechanic4 and conventions of,writing so as to communicate clearly.

4c. Draft, edit, rewrite and polish all writing assignments.

5a. Given examples of slang in current use, i ntify the connotative meanings
of the words and the values that they r resent.

5b. Discuss in writing: "Can I think about something for which I don't have
a word description?"

116
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CREATIVE WRITING (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning .Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

To be developed

Resources Needed



CRtATIVE WRITING (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

To be developed

118
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4.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE *STATEMENT

Course Title:coLLEGE NUTARAIOnEM=SH Areas of Study: Language Arts

Length of Course: One year No: of Credits:

Prerequisites: English I and II Check One: Required

,Suggested Grade Level: 11-12 ElectiVe

A. Course Description: ,

In this course, students who plan on attending college will review and improve
on their skills in readklg and analyzing literature, writing in a variety clf

forms appropriate to-the college student, research and writing of the research
-paper and grammar. Students may also prepare for college entrance exams and do
independent workwhich follows the college instructional model/ All students
who anticipate college attendancA will find this course helpful.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.) ;

The student will:

1. Use language effectively in interaction with others.

2. Recognize that ideas are expressed in many ways: in varieties of dialects,
of verbal modes, of styles and usage levels, of associations nd points of..
view.

3. Write honestly, creatively and clearly.

4. Adapt his/her speech and writing to different purposes, vidiences and
communication forms, usinge mechanics and conventions of writing and
speech appropriately to assu2baccutacy and clarity in Communication.

5. Acquire, interpret and evaluate information through purposeful and critical
reading, observation and listening.

6. Know that his4her experience in the world is given shape and meaning by his/
her language.



10

, COLLEGE PREPARATORY ENGLISH (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
ColIrse Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Partcipate in class discussion using appropriate language and thought
structure.

lb. Respond to the thoughts of others in class discussions by classifying,
.

quali and extending the i,dea or drawing a conclusion.

2a. Write a story oda theme on a universal theme (e.g., love, life; death,*
war, hunger, greed, ambition, pride).

2b. Compare 'and contrast living in Adak with living in one or more other places
in terms of cultural similarities and differences.

3a. Select titles for a short eSsay, given broad subject areas.

3b. Given an example of generalizations from the student's own writing, support
the generalization with facts, statistics, explanations, examples, incidents
and/orStatements by authorities.

a

3c. Use illustration, classification, definition, analysid and comparison/
contrast to develop a composition.

3d. Review basic grammar including correct use of punctuation.marks, complete
sentences, independent and dependent clauses, verb tenses, parts of speech,
subject-veth agreement, pronoun agreement and aritOcedents, formation of
plurals, capitalization and paragraph indentatiod.

3e. Use c onologicatordering, cause-effect, spatial ordering, enumeration,
deduc on and induction to develop a composition.

3f. Critique his/her own writing.and writings ot other students for sentence
variety.

3g. Identify and use traditlonal words and phrases in i'entences and between
paragraphs.

4

3h. Given a paragraph with mixed tenses and points of view, rewrite the para-
.-graph to maintain consistency.

3i. .Evaluate, edit, rewrite and polish his/her own-written material.for
specific purposes.

3j. Write a research paper which:

a. Has a sufficiently limited subject.

b. Has a well-marked direction, purpose and logical s6'quence.

c. Is documented with footnotes in approved MLA style.

d. Includes adequate biblegraphy in approved MLA style.

de. Is correct in mechanics and convention of form. .

. 120 n
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COLLEGE PREPARATORY ENGLISH (Continued)

C. 'Student Performance Indicators -- one-or more for each identified
Cogrse Goal:', (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

-1>

4a. Given a taped conversation, transcribe and rewrite the conversation, noting
dissimilarity between oral and wDitten language.

4b. State audience and purpose toward- which'his/her writing is directed.

5a. Express his/her opinion of a literary work in writing, supporting the
opinion with references to specific portions of the work.

' 5b. State ti point of view of ,the author of a literary work read.

5c: List clues that point toward the author's purpose and attitude toward the
literary work read.

5d. Describe sexual, ethnic, racial and.pccupational stereotypes encountered
in literary works read.

5e. Analyze a literary work in terms of plot, petting, mood, characters and
purpose of author.

6a. Given examples ofcurrent slang expressions, describe the connotative

: meanings of the terms and the values that they represent.

sol
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COLLEGE PREPARATORY ENGLISH (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: , (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descri tion of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

1/4

f
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COLLEGE PREPARATORY ENGtISH (Continued)

E.. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

A

To be cOreloped

S.

a

1 0
123
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%eat Studies

ADAK SCHOOLS PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title:
American Studies

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

Suggested bade Level: 10 - 12

1 year

Areas of Study:

No- of Credits:

Social Studies

1

Check one: Required

Elective

A. Course Description:

A course.of study related to modern American

Topics include Immigration,' the Civil Rights

Technoilogical Change, the Westward Momement,

Vietnam, Watergate, etc:

a

0"'
issues from a historical pdrspective.

Movement, the Labor Movement,
the Women's Movement, the Civil War,

B. Course Goals (indicate District goals

The studen. will:

1. Recognize how.ppmigration lbatterns and igrants have influenced the

development of the U.S.

with an * )

2. Understand the pffects the Westwrd Movement has had on various aspects of

.1American life.

3. Assess the many changes in the U.S. that were brought abiout by.the

Great Depression.

4. Understand the cointinuing jApact of the world wars on the daily lives

of persons around\the world.

5. Understand the implications of living-in a society which is continuously

ungprgoing substantive technological change.

6. Understand the reasons for and.the haracteristics of the labor movements.

7. Comprehend the reasons for and the significant issues related to the

civil right movement.

8. Assess the issues related to

unrest.

9. Understand the changing role
women's movement.

the Vietnam War and the associated social

A

of women in America as a retult of the

10. Comprehend the significance of Watergate in American history.

125
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PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicatorg -- one or more'for each identified
Course Goal:. (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

.The student will:

la. Describe orally or in writing how:

*a. Immigration patterns have been related to4the need for labor.

b. immigration has resulted in a pluralistic society.

c. Immigration has been related to ghetto situations.

d. Immigrants have made positive contributions to the development-of
America.

lb. evaluate the implications of an assimilationist policy versus a plural-
istic policy with regard to immigrants to the U.S.

2a. List the reasons for the Westward Movement.

2b. List the effects of the Westward Movement with regard to:

a. N4ive American Indians

b. Natural resources

c. Wildlife

d. Foreign Policy

e. etc.

2c. Describe orally the concept "manifest destiny" and the legal implications
of such a policy.

3a. List the major changes brought aboUt by the Great Depression and assess
in writing the impact of each particular change.

4a. Discuss orally the personal impactsthe results of the two world wars
hdve had upon him/her. Included will be the impact of the cold war,
nuclearsage, United Nations, etc.

5a. List ten major changes in our life style as a result of technological
advances and discuss in writing the implications for each.

5b. Relate personal value conflicts encountered as a result of technological
changes.

da. Relate orally or in writing the factors involved in the labor movement
(e.g., the concentration of industry, black listing, working conditions,
open shop--closed shop, etc.).

7a. Describe in writing the key events in the civil rights movement.

7. Analyze orally or in writing the reasons for the civil rights movement.

126



4
PSYCHOLOGY...(Continued) 4'7) .

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or mo.re for each iden'ti"fied
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators,wit4 an *.)

-
7c. Select those key issues and organizations related to the civil xights

movement and provide rationale fOr'his/her selections.

Ba. Evaluate the arguments given by the "hawks" and.the "doves" relative to
the Vietnamese War.

8b. Evaluate the intehse social un'rest related tcithe Vietnam conflict.

9a. List the events associated with the women's mdvement.
p

9b- Describe'how the rOle of women has changed as, krtsult of the events
listed in-9a:

9c. Assess orally or in writing the impact pf the changing rfole of women in
American society.

1.0a. Relate the events of Watergate.. 411 II

1 . .
. .

lOb. Analyze the relationship between Vietdam and Watergate.
'e.

lOc. Describe orally some benefits of the Watergate affair.:

r-

1 0
127
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PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) j
I

D. ,Student. Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for-each Performance.:Indicator.)

Description of'Activity Resources Needed

lal. The student will conduct research into:the topic:
How has immigration influenced the U.S,?

la2. The student (where possible) will develop or study
his/her own family tree and relate it to immigrAtlion
to the U.S.

la3. The student will prepare a report (oral or
written) which interprets the influence.of immi-
gration to the development of the U.S.

lbl. The student will study the current issue of
assimilationist policy or pluralistic policy
with regard to minority cultures in the U.S.

1b2. In a small group discuWon., the student will
evaluate the two policies and provide logical
reasons for his/her preference.

2a1. The student will research the topic: What were
the reasons for the Watergate Movement?

2a2. The student will prepare a list of reasbils for. the
Westward 'Movement with.a short explanation for
each entry.

2b1. The student will participate in a small group
researching the topic: What were the effects of
the Westward Movement ont Native American Indians,
natural resources, wildlife, foreign policy, etc.

2b2. The student will participate in a small group
making a presentation on the effects of the
Westward Movement .

2c1. The student wiZt'research the topic of Manifest
Destiny.

2c2. -The student will prepare a short description of
Manifest Destiny and conduct a survey of community
spinion as to whether.it was an acceptable
'Ebncept. ';he student will report the-results.:

3a1. The student will research the topic: What'changes
occurted in the U.S. as a result of the Great
Depressioni? *ft

3a2. The,student will prepare a written asiessment of the
major change.that have occurred in the U.S. as a.

. result of the Great'Depression.

.128 108.

texts, curriculum
materials .cc.m.),

library,
family history

te'xts, c.m,, library

texts, c.m., library

texts, c.m., library

texts, c.m., library

community
representatives

texts, c.m. library



PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) -
.- - ,

.

' D. Student LearniA kotivities: (At least tWo Leaining Activities
for each Derformance.Indicator.t) .

.
., . .

.

;

. Io . 1 .

4VOW

Des'cription of gctivity.

; 4a1. Thd student will reSearch.the topic: How-has the
,morla changed as a result of the two World-Wars?
'Implied here is the distinction between previous
wars N4.nd the nature of thes$%.twogwars, in particular
NWII and ita egfects (e.g-, Cold War, Nuclear. Age,
'United Nations, etc.).

.

. , t

.

.

.4a2. The;student.will, discuss with mdmbers of his/her
family the impact of WVItI on their lives
(etonpmic,,social and psychological impact) :

41. 4

,4a3. .The student will Participate in a group'discussipn
of the.topic: What is it like to live in the post
WWII age?

. .

-The.student.will Akeirch the topic: What is the'

Technologyand hoW doeS it affect me?

5a2. Thd student wi1J.1ist and discuss in writilg
'ten major c'hanges in our life style (material'
goods and psychological well-being) and implications
for the future.

4111
5b/. The stud..ent will detzelop'an interview schedule and

interview a cross section of the community on a
'selected topic related to a pb1ential value'conflict
brought about by technologicalfchange. The student

will prepare a report on the esults.

ift

5b2. In 'a small group, the student will relate personal
,value conflicts which occur as a result of.-P
changes brought about by technology.

6a1. The student will research the tôpidc: What were

major incidents and causal factors resulting in
the Labor Movement?

6a2. The student will describe orally or in writing
the major issues related to the labor movement .

(e.g., black 1i...sting, lock outs, open--shop

versus closed--shop, etc.).

6a3. The student will participate in an organized
debate on the topic.: Resolvedtunionism is an
expression of individual l4erty 'and is good
for the U.S.

7al. The student will conduct research into the events
of the civil rightsfmoVement

4111
.. 7a2.. The studdht will prepare a

the maj.or events of the
. with a-short explanation of each entry.

129
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Resources.Needtod.
r .

e

texts, library T.A.

7

'S

: family members

representatives

texts, c.m.,

texts, c.m., library

11
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PSYCHOLOGY ,(Continued) 4

S'Lident Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Actiyities
'for each Performance Indicator.)

.

(,
. .

,\ Descrilbtion of Activity

,

, ...HsinTiraormAtion.gained from 7a1 and'742, the
--14 student win:participate in a group seminar

rin the toPio: WO did the civil'rights moveMent

rr Resources l'eeded

. .
.

emeige whenit did?
. .

A t . '' ...24,, .
- -7c 1. Plibisin4.information gained in": 7a and 7b, the Ar.

: 'student will select the threeltey itsues or '. , . .

N 4 ' organ' 'ticlms.elated to the civil rights
. .movement Ad explain his/her choice.

. ., -
. %,.,(---

,. .

,

5c2. The .student will participate in a det)ate:

." 4611solvbd: ''Civil disObedience as sometimes
just behavior."'

,s0.

,

Sal. The Student will.research.the positions taken
by the "hawks" and the "doves".during the
Vietnam.Wrar. ,

8a2. Theotudent will participate in a debate:
"Resolved: The Domino Theory provided an
appropriate rationale for U.S. involvement
in the Vietnam War."

8b1. Given.information gainpd during_7c2, 8a1 and
8a2, the Audent will write.an evaluatio); of

e intense socilal unrest in the U.S. as a-
.

result of our- involvement in Vietnam.

, 9a1. The student will condubt research into the
origins of the women's moveMent.

9a2. The student will list and explain the major
events.and reasons for-the women's movement.

9b1. Using infOrmation from 4a.1 and 9a2, the student
will participate in a small group discussion
on how the role of women/in America has changed
and the implications of these changes.

.9c1. The student will writemkpaper evaluating the
changing role-of womIrin America.

10al. The student will conduct research into the events,
cautes and effects ok Watergate.

10a2. The student will,relate the major eventsAn
a small group discussion.

10b1. Using information obtained from learning
activities in 7, 8, 9 and Ma, the student will
analyze the relationship between Watergate.and
the social movements of the 60's and 70's.

10c1. The student will describe some,benefits tp
the U.S. of thp Watergate episode:

130 1.10

Previous information

texts, c.m., library

texti, c.m., library

texts,-c.m., library



V.

1146TE: Economicllandl)sychology is 'aicombined Ones
year course, with one semester in each subject.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT
P

Course: Title: ECONOMICS

Length of Course:

PrerequiSite4 7-'

1 semester

None

Suggested Grade Level: . 10-12

Areas of Study : Social Studies

No. of Credits:

Check One:- Required

Elective

1

X

A. Course Description;

. This twp-semester course will concentrate bn developing student skills in the
socia/ science disciplines of economics and psychology. The economics section
of the course will develop stgdent understaajang of the basic vocabulary and
principles of economics.: Topics covered will incl,ude money, banking, inflatidfi
and deflation, credit, excilange, supply and demand and the American economic
system including tile stock market and tlie Federal Reserve system.

elB. Course Goals: (Ind cate ADAK goals with an * )

The student will:

l. Dgvelop skills in using the scientific method as applied to social, science
problems.

2. understand The function of each element of a monetary system including credit.

3. Understand the structure and function of the Federal Vserve system in
k American economics.

4. understand the,factors influencing inflation and deflation.

5. Understand the processes of supply and demand in determining product and
service price.

6. Know the factors of productiOn.

7. Understand how fiscal/monetary policies affect the economy.

hi,

8. Understand the structure and functions of various kinds* 4f business organiza-
tions.

9. Underitand the role of the stock market in the American economy and its
basic operating procedures.

-



ECONOMICS (continued)

8. Course Goals

10. Understand how national income is derived.

11. Understand how balance of trade affects the economy.

631."

V.

A

ts,



ECONOMICS (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicatorspwith an *)

4-

The,student will:

la. Tescribe a method of problem, scautiori which is consistent with scientific
method when given a simple problem in economics.

.,2a: Identify ty name each elgment in a monetary system.

2b. Describe Orally or in writing the function 2f each element of a monetary
',system and the major interrelationships.

3a. Describe or diagram the.structure of the Federal%Reserve System, identify-
ing each element by name. J

4

3b. Describe the function 9f each element of t Mederal Reserve System and
. the major interrelationships using the agram made in 3a.

a. Identify by name the factors influencing inflation and deflation.
.

4b. Describe tke effect of a change in two or more of the factors influencing
inflation and deflationA.

s

5a. 'Identffy by name the factors of supply and demand which influence product
. and service price.

*5b. .Describe'the'influence on product and service price.of a change in two
or, more of the,factors of.supply and demanct.

6a. Identify by..name and define the factors of production.

6b. -Diagram and label a production process,for a given item or service.

7a. Describe the effect on the economy of a given fiscal/monetary policy.

7b. Identify by name and function the Federal and state governmental agencies,
departmentimAnd groups which regulate trade and influence the economy
(Including liffluences from all three branches of state and federal
government).

8a. Identify by name three or more types of business organizational structures.

8b. Identify the component parts 'of. a corporation by name and function.

8c. Define and give examples of 16 effects of business monopolies in the
United States.

1

8d. Defime and give examples of multi-national corporations operating in the
United States.

9a. Identify by name and function the major parts of the.U.S. stock market.

9b. Descrillekthe basic operating protiure of-the U.S. stock market.

9c. Describe the role of the stock market in the American economy,

sr"
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ECONOMICS (Contiiked) a

C. Student PRformance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.) 4)

10a. Identify by name the factors of national income.

10b. Describe the relationship between national income ar a'healthy economy.

lla. Describe how balance of trade figures are derived.

11b. Describe the effects of a negative balance of trade upon the.national'
economy.

4

114

a

1 114
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ECONOMICS (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities for
each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

To be developed

S.

Resources Needed

135
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ECONOMICS ntinued)

11,

E. Evaluation Activity; (At least one evaluation activity,for
each Performance Indicator.)

) -

To be developed

4.

136
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NOTE: Psychology and Economics are a coditialed one-
year course with one semester in each subject.

ADAK .PLANNED- COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: PSYCHOLOGY Areas of Study: social Studies

Zength of Course: 1 semester No. of 'Credits: ,

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required.

$uggested Grade Level: 10-1.2 Elective

A. Course Description:

This two-semester course will concentrate on developing student skills in the
social science disciplines of economics and psychology. The psychology section
of this course will deal with the basic principle of psychology, personality
development,.learning ind understanding the self and others.

4,0

111 B. Course Goals: (I4dicate ADAK goals'with an *.).

'4

The student will:

1. Develop skills in using the scientific method in generating pos5ple
solutions to problems in psychology.

2. Understand the basic principles of psychology and psychological growth.

3. Understand the development of personalitx.

4. Understand the basis of sound tental health and factors leading to self-
actualization.

5. Understand some.factors which contribute to mental ill health.

6. Understand the role played by parents and social institutions in the
psychological development of a child.,

7. Understand the nature of learning and how people learn.

8. Know some important factors in maintaining successful tnteraction with
others in a variety of settings.

1/71 --,
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PSYCHOLOGY ,(Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicatc4s -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance'Indicators with an *.)

7a. Describe'the learning process according to one or more theories and models
presented in class.

7b. Identify optkkum conditions for learnitg according to one or more.of the
learning theories presented in class.

7c. Identify which of the optimum conditions for learning mentioned in 7b
are met in-his/her school and home enVironment.

8a. Identify 5 or more factors which generally lead to successful interaction
with other.persons.

8b. Identify 5 or more factors which can get in the way of successful inter-
actions with other persons.

8c. Analyze an interaction of twO or moie people and identify tIle factors
which facilitated the interaction and the factors which hindered it.

8d. Analyzea real personal interaction problem or a hypothetical one given
by the teacher in terms of facilitating and hindering facors:

.
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PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) a
V

C. Student Performance Indicators-- one or more for each identified
-Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK P'erformance Indicators with an 4.)

The student will:

la. Describe a method for generating sblutions to problemsygiven a simple
problem from the discipline of psychology.

lb. Describe appropriate tools and methods that a psychologist might use in
working on a given problem.

lc. Define correctly 40 vocabulary terms from the discipline of psychology.

ld. Identify by name 4and describe the job functioneof persons working in the
discipline of psychology (e.g., psychologist, school psychologist,

*he psychometrist, counselor, therapist, psychiatrist, psychological research,
etc.).

411.

2a. Identify the stages of psychological growth, birth to old age, by name.

2b. Relate the stages of physical growth to the stages of psychological growth.

la. Identify by name some specific theories of personality development, given
examples of the vocabulary and parts of.the theory'for each.

A

3b. Identify by name or description a personality type; g iv n a description
of behavior. .

Identify_by name some factors which influence personali y development.

'3d. Identify_a pdtential personality type, given description of some of the
personality development,factors.

4a. . Define, the "self-actualized" person.

4b. List 10 or more characteristics of the mentally healthy,person.

4c. List 5 or more environmental factors over which the individual has some
control which affect mental health.

5a. Identify by name some categories of mental ill health, and define some
symptoms for each.

Sb. Identify sources'of help for a persorrexhibiting behavior symptoms
identified in 5a. r

5c. List 5 or more environmental factors over which a person has some control .

that can lead to mental ill health.
4 .

5d. Describe some of the societal values which may hinder or prevent a men-
taily unhealthy person from seeking help.

6a. Identify psychological needs of a child which must be provided for by
parents or social institutions, and which one usually meets the needs
for a given age child.

1
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PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance IndiNtbr.)

t.

Description of Activjpt Resources Needed

The student will: 6

lal. After classroom presentations on scientific
method, write a process for generating a
solution.'

.10

lbl. eliisit and interview a psychologist (a medical Community resources
doctor or psychiatrist may substitute) to
gather information. If necessary, use the
phone or mail.

1c1.6'study vocabulary lists develdped over the
semester.

Text :3L

ldl. Discuss jobs in psychology in class.
J

'Text

2a1. With a small group, investigate the stages Of
physical and psychological development.

2b1. Participate in a seminar discussion on the
relationship between stages of physical
development and psychological development.

3a1. Participate in small group discussionn the
topic of theories of personality dtelopment.

3b1. investigate the relationship between
personality and behavi6r.

3c1. Investigate personality development and develop
working definitions of "personality" end
"personality development."

3d1. Develop an observation instrument which
attempts to identify personality types and
linked behaviors and will observe whether the
relationship exists in.community or school
settings.

4a1. Describe Maslaw's hierarchy of human needs and
relate that concept to self-actualization,
after reading and class discussion

4b1.

Investigate factors of mental health.
4c1.

5a1. The student will investigate the causes of
Illru disturbed personalities and mental
5c1. ill health.

140
190

. Text, C.M., Library

Text, C.M:, Library

Community or school
settings

Text, Class discussion,
Maslow, Shostrom materials

Texts

C.M. .

Library



PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) '1'4'

.

D. Student Learnfng Activities: (At leas'two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

-Description Of Activity ,Resources Needed

5d1. Prepare a list of possible causes...of disturbed
personalities, .4p/ith an explanation4for'each;

6a1. Prepare a chart of.major psychological needt
and tasks for each age group--birth to

7a1. Investigate the nature of learnirp in humans
and animals and varioas theories-of learning.

7b1. Participate in a. group discustion on the nature'
of learning.

-

7c1. Using information from 7A1,tanallme 7aributh
theories of learning in humans.

'Sal. Discuss in small groups .factors affectingthe
thru sucoess pf interaction.after viewing films or
8d1. roleplaying in clay6

ct,

.

I.

141

Class discussions
Films

AT

Texts, , Library

S.

F(:) roleplaying
presentations; .

-

Gatmes People Play
hy Efic Berne, and
I'm OKI_ You're OK,

by-Dr. Thomas Harris;
also, TA for Teens



Course Title:

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

Suggested Grade thc,ei: 9-10

ft

ADAK PLANNED cOURSE STATEMENT

WORLD AFFAIRS Areg.s. of 'Study: Social Studies

One year'

None

,Na. of Credits: 1

ChIck

Elective
11.

A. Course Description:

3The primary emphasis of this course is *the political, social and edonomic
proble.ms facing tle countries.and people Of the:Mgern world, but we will also
examine'the history of Western civilization beginning with the Reinaissance era..
Malor topics will include the Middle East with emphasit Oil the Arab-Israeli
conflict, the coldlwar, detente, the Third WOrld countries.and Peoples, the .

rble of nationalism in the world-since World War II,.the future of Asia,
apartheid LatinAmerica, andthe current situations in eastern and western
Europe.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an.*.)

The student will:

1. Understand the recent developments in the Middle East, including key elements
such as-the Arab-Israeli cdhflict and the impact of the oil industry and
OPEC.

2. Understand the current problems between easterril and western Europe.

3. Understand the personalities and events of the rise of communism in the
20th century.

4. Understand the important religious, political and.societal changes and
41, f ideas Of the Renaissahce.

5. Understaml the relationship betWeen U.S. foreign policy and Sino-2Soviet
conflicts.

6. Understand current Latin American politics and U.,S..-Latin American rAWions
as related to U.S. image abroad, U.S. attempts at aid, communttm in Latin
America and Cuba, nationalization of U.S. industries in Latin America and
the Catholic Church in Latin America.

7. Understand events in the rise of imperialism and the role of imperialism
in Africa, Asia and the Pacific.

45.
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*)
WORLD AFFAIRS (continued!)

B. Coiose Goals

tr

B. Understand the rise of natipnalism inathe non-western world.after World
War II.

9. Understand thp causes and effec'ts of World War I.and LI.

10. Understand the causes and effects of the industrial revolution in western
countries.

11. Know the causes and events of the French Rivolution and the events of the
Age Of Napoleall,

12. Understand the origin and nature of thecold...war 'Ond detente;

l. Understand the current ioolitical situations in selected Asian' countries.

,

1.44

tes
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WORLD AFFAIRS (Continued) 7 iP

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicaie ADAK Performance IndiAators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Describe orally or in writing the background .and cau4es of the Arab-Israeli
conflict, given the events of the Six-Day War, 36e 1967.

Ib. Name the members of OPEC and describe its role and function in-Ithe oil
industry.

lc. Describe the political consequences of the,current world oil shortage in
the U.S. foreign policy and foreign policy of Middle East countries.

2a.. Describe orally or in writing recent events, prospects for the future, and
historical background for four or more current issues and problems in modern.
Europe (e:g., zonflict in Ireland, dete U.S. relations, the Warsaw
pact vs. NATO, communism in European c untries, etc.).

3a. Expfain orally or in writing the emergence of the USSR as a superpower,.
given data on its economic and political development. W

3b. Relate orally or in writing the emergence of a Communist government in one
country other than the USSR.

3c. Identify five or more historical figures in the, rise-of commUnism.

3d. Identify by name Ind title ten or more current fi4ures important to Communist
politics and leadership in or out of the Soviet Union.

Aa: `Describe the impact of one idea or change initiated in the Renaissance in .

each of the following'areas: religion, politics and social changes.

4b. Define the term "Renaissance" in terms of time, place and significance to
modern life.

4c. Identify the major causes and major results of the Protestant Reformation
in religious thought, politics and social change.

5a. . Describe the historical relationship between the Russian and Chinese
Communist governments.

5b. Describe the events of the Sino-Soviet split.

5c. Describe the impact of the Sino-Soviet split on U.S. foreign policy.

6a. Discuss orally the influence of the Catholic Church on politics and social
life in Latin America.

6b. Describe the iMpact of one or more of the following upon U.S. foreign policy
in Latin America: U.S. image abroad, U.S. fdreign aid, communism in Cuba
and other Latin American countries, nationalization of U.S. industries in
Latin America, U.S. colonism in Latin America.

6c. Describe the current political situation in one or more Latin American
countri9s.
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WORLD AFFAIRS (Continued) *.

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each Identifiea
Course goal: (Indicate ADAK PerformarIce Indicators with an *.)

7a. Define the term "imperialism."

7b. Describe the political and social impact of imperialism in Africa, Asia and
,the Pacific.

Tc, Describe two or more ways in which European countries gained political and
economic control of African peoples.

7d. Define the terms "spheres of influence" and "buffer zones" nd cite ana
describe examples of each.

7e. Define the term "apartheid" and explain its origin as a political and social
policy in South Africa and Rhodesia.

71. Describe the influence of current concern's for human riglits on U.S. foreign
policy, either in terms of apartheid Ihd South Africa or political prisonerd
in other countries.

8a. Define the term "nationalism."

Describe.the.impact of nationalism in two or more countries of the non-
western world after World War II.in terms of domestic and foreign politics
and national and interna.tional.economics.

9a. Identify five or more causes of World War I.

9b. Identify five or more political, social or economic changes 01-Lich resulted
from World War I.

9c.' Identify five or-more'causes of World War II.

9d. Describe the political .context of 'the U.S. decision not to enter World-War II
-early on and its later decision to join the war.

9e. Identify five or more political, social: or economic changes resulting from
World War II, which must include the formation of the United Nat4ons.

9f. Compare and contrast the causes of World War I and II.

9g. Compare and contrast, orally or in writing, the iesults of World War I ahd II.

9h. State a personal opinion about the efficiency of war.as'a means of resolving
political, economic and social differences between countries.

10a. Identify factors,conducive to and not conductive to a nation's industrializa-

tion.

10b. Using factors identified in I0a, descrilA the sig
in the ride and fall of Nazi Germany.

e of industrialization

10c. Describe the majOr changes of the U.S. ih politics, economics and social
life brought about by industrialization.

10d. Describe the impact-Of indugtrA iation .6t1 one western nation (not Germany

t

or the U.S.).

a



WORLD' AFFAIRS (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

lla, Identify in outline form the causes of the French Revolution.

11b. Identify in outline form the events of the French Revolution.

llc. fist major results of the French Revolution on the political, social and
- economic life of France.

lld. List actions that she/he feels led to Napoleon's downfall.

/2a. 'Define the term "cold war" and cite the dates of its duration.

12b. Identify ihree or more,major,events of the cold war (e.g., Space.race,
Berlin Airlift, etc.).

12c. Define the term "detente" and the dontext fbr its emergence as a U.S.
and USSR foreign policy.

12d. Identify two or more major events of the detente.era.

13a. Identify the political system, political leaders and current political
i A' situations in domestic and forei.gn policy of three or mOre Asian qations

(e.g., Japan; India, Vietnam). \i

,
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WORLD AFFAIRS (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descii tion of Activit Resources Needea

The student will:

lal. Write a short paper on who "won" the Six-Day
;Ur, and the reasons for this victory.

1a2. Compare and oontrast in writing the Six-Day
War with the_Yom Kippur War.

lbl. Research the current oil shortage and,
44 related political events.
lcl.

2a1. Participate in a class discussion on%THE
PROBLEM OF NORTHERN IRELAND IS NOT TOO MANY
CATHOLICS OR PROTESTANTS, BUT NOT ENOUGH
CHRISTIANS, after appropriate research.

2a2. Participate in a class discussion on the
topic: "THE PROBLEM OP NORTHERN IRELAND IS A
RESULT OF BRITISH IMPERIALIST/COLONIALIST
ATTITUDES."

3al. Participate in a seminar on: US-PARITY OR
SUPERIORITY WITH THE SOVIET UNION?

3b1. Participate in a class discussion on "WHAT
WOULD BE THE PROPER RESPONSE ON THE PART OF
THE U.S. AFTER TITO'S DEATH, SHOULD THE
SOV/ET UNION TRY TO "RE-IMPOSE" ABSOLUTE
CONTROL OVER YUGOSLAVIA?"

3c1. Research the role Joseph Stalin played in
helping make the Soviet Union a world power.

3dl. Match names of leaders with titles and
countries.

4a1. Research the topic: T IS THE MODERN
NATION STATE AND HOW AND WHY DID THE SYSTEM
DEVELOP?

4a2. Chart reasons for the development of the
modern nation state and a time line of
significant developments.

4b1. Research Renaissance events and dates.

4cl. Explain some of the causes of the Protestant
Reformation.

Library
Texts

Library, Texts,
Magazines

Current.magazines

Handout
Text
tibrary

'Films, 4tc.

Handout
Magazines

Text
Library

Library
Text

Text
Library

Text, Handouts,
Library



WORLD AFFAIRS (ContLnued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning itbtivities
for each Performance Indicator.),

Descri tion of Activit

4c2. Given information on the Protestant Reformation,
describe orally or in a paper some of the
beliefs of at least two of the Protestant
Reformers and/er Counter Reformers.

4C3. Either do a paper or participate in a class'
discussion on THE ROLE OF THE BLACk DEATH AND
USE OF THE VERNACULAR, AS WELL AS THE INVENTION
OF GUTENBURG PRESS IN MAKING THE PROTESTANT
REFORMATION A SUCCESS.

Sal. ResearCh the creation of the Chinese Communist
government,

Sbl. Research the causes of the Sino-Soviet split.

5c1. Discuss in small groups recent movements in
U.S.-Chinese relations.

6a1. Report, orally or in writing, on the role of
the Catholic Church and its impact on populatio
in Latin America,

6a2. Write a two-page rePort on any person of his/
her choice, who as a CHURCH PERSON, played an

impOrtant role in Latin America.

6151. Research any or all of these topiCs.

6c1. Prepare oral report on one cogntry in a small
group and present to class.

7a1. Participate in a class discussion on the role o
westernrimperialism in the development of-non-

7b1. western nationalism.

7 pate in a class discussion on the topic:
AS IMPERIALISM INFLUENCED AFRICA?"

7d1. Participate in a class discussion on the topic:
"HOW HAS IMPERIALISM INFLUENCED ASIA?" -

7e1. Research the topic: "WHAT RIGHTS DO THE WHITE
MINORITY.IN RHODESIA AND SOUTH AFRICA HAVE?" igh,

712 . Research the topic: "COMPARE AND CONTRAST
APARTHEID WITH THE AMERICAN SLAVERY SYSTEM AS
IT EXISTED PRIOR TO THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES."

7f1. Research current U.S. foreign Policy with
regard to South Africa and Rhodesia.

149 12-8 .

Resources Needed

Text
Handout
Library

Text
Handouts
Library

Texts
Library

pibrary, Magazines,
Texts, Interviews

Current magazines

Text -

Library
Handouts

Iibrary,
Text

Library,

Text

Text
Library

Text
Library

Handouts,

Handouts,

Current magazines



WALD AFFAIRS (Continued)

D. Student Learning,Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
sfor each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

Bal. Discuss manifestations of nationalism in non-
western countries.

Bbl. Participate in a seminar on HOW NATIONALISM
CHANGED THE MAP AN6 FACE OF IN THE
POST-WORLD WAR II WORLD.

8b2. Compare the grottr-of---nationalism amiong Asian
nations after World War 11 and answer factual
questions.

9a1. Research the sinking of.the Lusitania from 'an
objective point of view, keeping in mind, WHY
WOULD THE GERMANS HAVE WANTED TO SINK A
,PASSENGER SHIP CARRYING 1200 PASSENGERS OF
WHOM 118 WERE AMERICAN CITIZENS?

9a2.- Given a map of Europe in 1914, list the
opposing countries of World War /I, peing sure
to group them according to the Triplia Entente
and the Triple Alliance and those that
remained neutral.

9a3. Research an important person "from any side"
from a pre-determined list, and then partake
in a class discussion on that person's role
and importance in World War I.

9b1. Research the topic: "WHAT WERE THE MAJOR CAUSES
EVENTS AND RESULTS OF THE MAJOR WARS OF THE
20TH CENTURY?"

9c1. Research an important person "from either
- side," from a pre-determined list, and then

partake in a class discussion on that persons
role and importance in World War II.

9c2. List some of the arguments Hitler used in
appealing to the German people for support.

9c3. Participate in a class discussion on the
Nuremburg Laws of 1933.

9c4. Research the topic: "WHY IS THE SPANISH CIVIL
WAR SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE TESTING
GROUND FOR WORLD WAR II?"

9d1. Research the topic: "WHAT WERE THE MAJOR
thru CAUSES, EVENTS AND RESULTS OF THE MAJOR WARS
9h1. OF THE 20TH CENTURY?"

150
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Text
Library

Text

Library
Reference
Text

Text

Reference
Library

Texts, Films, Tape
References on World
War I and II, Vietnam

Reference
Library

Text

Text
Library

Library, Text,
Reference, Films

Texth,, Films, Tape

references on World
War I and II, Vietnam 411/1



WORLD AFFAIRS (Continued)

D. Student Learhing Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

A

410

Description of Activity
, Resources Needed

10al. Explain why the Industrial Revolution started
in England.

0b1. Participate in a discussion, or on paper,
&, the term INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION. This will

10c1. also reflect the idea that a revolution can
be applied to mavements which are not only

10d1. political.

llal. Given the existence of a grain shortage in
France in 1789, analyze this condition as a

11b1. factor that led to the French Revolution
and consider other situations where food

11c1. /shortages have influenced the course of
history.

lldl. Locate on a maps: Waterloo, Leipzig and
Elba, as well as St. Helena.

12a1. Discuss how the cold war helped to put man on
& the moon by the U.S. and the space race;

12b1. research both the HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION and.,
the BERLIN WALL as they related to the cold
war; research both the poitcy of CONTAINMENT
AND COMMITTMENT (Marshall Plan, etc.) and
their roles in the cold war.

12c1. Participate in a class discussion on the topic
& "DETENTE--IS THE SOVIET UNION SINCERE--THE

12d1. °PITFALLS OF SUCH A POLICY."

13a1. Research the significance of at least three of
the following: Mohandas Gandhi, Nehru,
Sukarno, Suharto, Nehru, the Great Leap
Forward, Mao Tse Tung.
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Library

Library
Text
Handouts

Text
Library

Map

Text
Reference

Handouts
Films
Library

Library
Reference
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Mathematics

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

4
\Course Title: BASIC ALGEBRA . Areas of Study: Mathematics

Length of Course: ..L...._y_neear
'Basic Mathematics or

PrerequIsites Comp lett.= 6.! Come_etencies

Aggested Grade Level: :.
4,

No. of Credits:

Check One: Required -

Elective x

A. Course Deicription:
4

'This courseis designed for those students who would normally have difficulty
with the standard firat-year algebra course. It provides the same fundamentals
as the Algebra I coarse, but withou,t the emphasis on the algebraic theory.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *:)

The student will:

Order real nambers.

Add, subtract, multiply and divide integers.

3. Know the concept of absolute value.

4. Add, subtract,- multiply and divide aluebraic fractions.

5. Know the concepts of ratio, proportion and percent.

6. Perf,rm computations with ebal numbers.

7. Perftrm computations with polynomials with real coefficients.

8. Know the concents assocLaod with exponents.

9. Solve simple equation, inequalities, quadratic- elpations and systems of
equations. air

91P

10. Solve word pronlems.

153
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C. S'tudent Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

151

BE DEVELOPED

154

It

a.



D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

.0

Description of Activit Resouxces Needed

TO BE DEVELOPED

155
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E. Evaluation Activity: (AtAeast one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

=V.

TO BE DEVELOPED

156
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED CCURSE STATEMENT

ALGEBRA I Areas of Study: Mathematics

Length of Course: One year f. of Credits:
Basic Mathematics, or
consent of instructorPrerequits tes:

AlaNNIMIMORIIM,

Suggested Grade Level: 9-10

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Description:

The couise designed to teach the student to solve problems through logical'
reasoning. It provides fundamentals for further study of math, including directed
numbers, solving of equations, linear equations and polynomials.'

B. Course Goals:

1. The student
2. The student
3. The student
4. The student
S. The student
6. The student
7. The student

coefficiert

(Indicate ADAK goals with ane*.)

is able to crder real numbers.
able to add, iubtract, multiply-and divide integers.

knows the concept of absolute value:
is able to add, subtract, multiply and divide algebraic fractions.
knows the concepts of ratio, proportion and percent.
is able to perform ccmputations with real numbers.
is able to perforr computations w:Lth polynomials with real

8. The student knows the concepts associated with exponents.
9. The stUdent is a)le to solve s:_mple equation, inequalities, quadratic

equations and systems of equations.
10. The student is able to solve wcrd problems.
11. The student knows the.concepts associated with relation and function.
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ALGEBRA I (Continued)

C. ltudent Performance IndicatoIs -- one or more for each identiffed
Eturse Goal: (Indicate ADAAPPerformance Indicators loath an *)

4.

*ik

.111.

a

44.441/4

Th be d04,topee.
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AUMMRA I (Continued)
D. Student Learning Activities: , (At least two Learhing Activities

for each Performance Indicator.)

A

4

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

o.,

1.
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A Course 'Title.:

ADAX PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

ALGEBRA II 'Areas of Study: Mathematics

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits: 1

Algebrq I, or Basic Zilgebra
Prerequisites: and consent of instructor Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 Eleciive

a

A. Course Description:

Algebra II is a second course in the basics of algebra covering xopics in dhts,
open sentences in one variable, systems of linear open sentences, polynomials
and factoring, rational numbers and expregsions, relations and functions,
irrational numbSrs and quadratic equations, quadratic relations and systems,
exponential functions and logarithims, progressions and binomial expaansions,
polynomial functions, matriced, determinants, and permutations, combinations,
and probability.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.).

1. The student is able to solve open sentences in one Variable. ,,
2. The stUdent is able .to solve-systems of linear open sentences in two

variables.

to perform basic manipulations with polynomials
subtraction, multiplication, division and factoring.
to perform basic operations with rational expressions.
to distinguish functions and relations and is aware

3. The student is able
including ad ition,

4. The student is able
5. The student is able

of the special characteristics of certain functions.
6. The student is.able to perform basiC operations with

and use this ability, in solving quadratic equations.
7. The student is able to solve quadratic relations and

and graphically.

irrational numbers

systems algebraically

8. The student is able to solve exponential and logarithmic equations and
use logarithms to solve other problems.

9. The student is ableto work with arithmetic an! geometric progressions
and basic binomial expansions.

10. The student is able to find values and solutions for polynomial functions
and.equations utilizing synthetic division.

11. The student is able to perform basic operations with matrices and
determinants and utilize these in solving systems of linear equations.

4
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ALGEBRA II (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators.-- one or more for each identlfied
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

.4*

4.0."

To be developed
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'4.LGEBRA II (Continued) .

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.),

Descri tion of Activit

To be developed

Resources' Needed

1:10
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

CourSt Title: GEOMETRY (Plane) Areas of ,S tudyi Mathematics

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits: 1

A

Prerequisites: Algebra I., or Basic Algebra Check One: ..Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 Elective X

A. Course Description:

.The purpoie of this course ia to present the stUdent with theloasic elements of
geometry; point,'line, plane and space. With'those and the Underlying assumptions
of geometry, the student follows the development of an unfamiliar system of
mathematics using deductive lovic.

a

4111 B. Course Goals:- (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

3

1. The student-is able to prove simple geometric relationships by the deductiVe.
method.

2. The student knows the basic requirements for'showing geometric figures congruent.
3. The'stydent'knows the basic iequirementslor showing geometric figures similar.
4. The student knows the basic relationShips between parallel lines and planes,

and betgeen perpendicular Ands and planes.
5. The student is able to demonstrate and compute various relationships among

circlet arcp and angles elated to circles and arcs.
6. The student/knows the relationship between coordinate geometry and plane

. geometry.
7 The stddent knows how to find areas and volumes of various geometric figures

\given the formulas and other related information.
8. The student develops an apprecioftion of thit, form and relationships between

the physical world and the abstract gelometric World.
9. The student4s able to show proficiency in algebraic manipulations normally

taught in a,first course in Algebra.
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GEOMETRYPlane (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators with an *.)

A

To be developed
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GEOMETRYPlane (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descri tion of Activit Resources Needed

To be developed
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: BIOLOGY Areas of Study: Science

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits: 1

Prerequisites: Earth Science,*Health&safetyCheck One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 Elective

A. Course Description:

This course is designed to help students develop skills in examining the
interrelationships which exist between the living organismS in their
environment. 'Four characteristics of organisms are considered: their
classifications, their functions, their structures and their adaptive

db
properties. $

4111 B. Course Goias: (Indicate ADAK goals With an *.)

The student will be able to apply principles of inquiry (i.e., the scientific
method) to discover the following biological concepts or oonceptual frame-.
works:

1. Living things change through time.

2. There is a wide diversity in the form of living things and a wide diversity
in the adaptive properties of living things.

3. Despite these diversities, there are a number of unity patterns that
cut across these diversities in form and adaptation.

4. There is a genetic continuity in the stream of life.

5. Despite this genetic continuity, there are occasional genetic mutations
which lead to discontinuity which, in turn, accounts for the diversity
and variability in living organisms.

6. There is both an interactive and a reciprocal relationship between
'- organisms and their environments.

7. The behavior of a living organism depends on both its 'biological heredity
and its adaptative capabilities.

8. The.structure and function of an organism are complementary in nature.
The structure of an organism determines its function.
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BIOLOGY (continued)

B. Course Goals

9. Organisns seek homeostasis, but
ti*a process of regulationlong

10. Bio1ogica1 concepts have changed
tested and expanded.

Is

adapt to changes in environment through
term changes in structure and function.

over time ai these, concepts have been used,

170
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BIOLOGY (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

0

To be developed

4
4



BIOLOGY (Continued)

D. StlYaent Learning-Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descri tion of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

,

4-
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: CHEMISTRY Areas of Study: Science

Length of Course: One year
s No. of Credits: 1

Algebra I and Earth Science
Prerequisites: Requird(Biolpav recommerlaesi) Check One:

Suggested Grade Level: 11-12 Elective

A. Course Description:

This course is designed tolhelp students develop skills in analytical thinking
involving logical and quantitative relaions in the field of chemistry. Seven
major areas of chemistry are addressed:

1. Atoms and Molecules 5. Equilibrium
2, Chemical Formulas and Equations 6. Chemical Reactions
3. Physical states of Matter 7. Mathematics of Chemistry
A. Solutions & Suspensions

B. Course Goals: (thoilicate ADAK goals with an *)

The student will:

1. Demonstrate in the laboratory his/her ability to identify and properly
use lab equipment.

2. Demonstrate in tlie laboratory and in the working of his/her problems, his/
'her ability to make intrametric conversions.

3. Demonstrate in the laboratory an understanding of Aperirnts which illustrate
the differences between elements, compounds and mixtures.

4. Perform and understand laboratory experiments which illustrate chemical
changes, physical changes and chemical reactions.

5. Show understanding of chemical formulas and equations.

6. Be able to solve problems and answer questions on atomic masses, atomic
weights and molecular weights.

7. Observe the energy level transitions taking place inside a discharge tube
containing an excite aseous substance.

8. Demonstrate skill in working problems on quantum numbers.

9. Be able to find the name and symbols of the common elements.



.4

CHEMISTRY (Continued)

B., Course Goals

10. Demonstrate knowledge of the properties and uses of the common elements.

11. Be able to find the oxidation numbers associated with the common
elements.

12. Demonstrate an understanding of chemical bonding.

"13. Solve equations on stoichiometric relationships.

14. be able to predict the products of an equation by knowing the equation
type.

15. Be able to solve problems involving the gas laws and will demonstrate
an understanding of the r$ehaviors of gaseous volumes under changing
temperature and pressure.

16. Understand the molecular composition of 'common gases.

17. Determine the mo1ecul4r weight of a gas.

18. Know the properties of liquids, solids and water.

19. Understand the solution process and be able to plot a solubility
curve from a laboratory experiment.,

20. Underttand the.ionization process.

21. Understand the nature and properties of

22. Understand' the structure and properti s

ti23. Understand the elements of.radioac vity and iti primary uses.

acids., bases and salts.

of-selected organic compounds.
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CHEMISTRY (Continuea)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

a

To be developed

410

t)
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CHEMISTRt (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two. Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.) 4I.

.1

Description of Activity Resourc6s Needed

A.

C.

410

0 , To be ipveloped
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: PHYSICS Aglas of Study: Science

Length of Course: )Orr year No. of Credits: 1

Algebra and Geometry;
Prerequisites: Chemistry Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: Elective

A. Course Description:

The course provides students with theories and skills to help_them describe.
-

man's physical world. Ten of the fifteen fundamental laws of physics are .

studied:

1. Huygen's Principle of Wave
Propagation 11

2. .Gallileo's Principle of Inertia
3. Newton's Second Law-lof Motiori
4. Newton's Third Law of Motion
5. Newtonrs Law of Gravitation
6. Principle of Codservation of

Energy

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic
Force

8. Ampere's Law of Magnetic Force'
9. Faraday's*Law of Electromagnetic

Force
10. Quantum Principle of Atomic

Structure.

4'

The student will:

' 1. Measure short interval's with a stroboscope and find the range Of this
instrument.

2. Measure a number of solids in both English and metric systems and compare
the two kinds of measuremdnts.

3. Analyze data and discover the relationship between.force, mass and
acceleration.

4. Analyze, synthesize and interpret data and discover the relationship
bitween the amount of mass contained in a body and.opthe period of an

einertial balance.

5. Use this relationship to measure the mass of a slug and a 4" C.clamp.

6. Derive the equation for centripetal acceleration and measure the accelera-
tion of a body in circular motion.

7. Find the relationship between the period and mass of a simple oscillating
body or pendulum.

8. Find the relationship between the angle of incidence and angle of reflection
in a plane mirror.

i 5Du



PHYSICS (Continued)

B. Course Goals

9. Find the relationship between the distance from an object to a plane mirra
and distance an image appears to be from the mirror.

10. Find the relationship between s so and the focal length of'a Mfrrpr pr

lens.

11. Find the change in angle of light as it enters and leaves a substance

12. Find the relationship between .the intensity of illumination and the dis*
tance'the source is from the illuminated surface. .

13. Discover that the waves on a slinky act like the.relationships discovered
for light.

14. Find the relationship between velocity frequency and wave length of water
waves.

15. Discover that the wve model of light is a valid one.

16. Find how many molecules are contained in a drop of Oleic lipid.

17. MeaSure the charge carried by ions in solution.

18. Discover that the result of one body transferring its momentum to another
body is a vector quantity.

10.t.

19. Discover that the potential energy stored in a sPring is irgreat as the
potential energy stored in a gravitational field.

20. Discoveethe relationship between the Coulomb force and the distance through
which it acts.

21. Find the relationship of the earth's magnetic field to the field inside a
standard loop.

22. Find the relationship between current, energy and re stance.

23. Find the relationship between the force produced by a magnetic field and
the distance between a mire and the field, the directi n and amount of
current and the length of a wire placed in a field.

182
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PHYSICS (Continued)

- C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
-course goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Measure short time intervals with a stroboscope when given a stroboscope,
purpose and data table.

lb. Discover the "range" of the stroboscope.

2a. Measure a number of solids in the two'systems and compare the two kinds
of measurements,using English and metric measuring equipment.

3a. Discover the relationship between force, mass and acceleration using
equipment and data table.

4a. Discover the relationship between the amount of mass contained in a body
and the period of an inertial balance, using equipment and data table.

5a. Given a slug 4nd a 4" C clamp, use this relationship to meag'ure their
masses.

6a. perive the equation for centripetal accbleration, and measure the accelera-
tion of a body in circular motion, using equipment and data table.

7a. Discover the relationship between the period and mass of a simple oscilla-
-ting body or pendulum,' using equipment and data table.

8a. Discover the relationshili between the angle of incidence and angle of
reflection in a plane mirror, using equipment and data table.

.9a. Discover the relationship between the distance from an object to a plane
mirror and the distance an image appears to be from the mirror, using
equipment and datatable.

10a. Given purpoSe, equipment and data table, discover the relationship between
sl, s'o and the focal length of a mirkbr or lens.

lla. Discover the relationship between the angle made by a beam of light as
itenters and leaves a substance, using equipment and data table.

12a. Discover the relationship between the intensity of illumination and the
distance the source is from the illuminated surface, using equipment and
data table.

13a. Discover that the waves on a slinky act like the relationships discovered
for light, using equipment and data table.

14a. Discover the relationship between velocity, frequency and wave length
of water waves, using equipment and data table.

15a. Discover that the wave model of light is a valid one, using equipment and
data table.

16a. Discover how many molecules are contained in a drop of oleic acid, using
oleic acid and data table.
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PHYSICS (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: .(Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an.. *)

lia. Calculate with 90% the number of electrons in a coulomb after a demonstra-
. tion of electroplating and electrolysis of H2SO4.

18a. Discover that momentum transfer is a vector quantity, using equipment
and graph paper.

19a. Discover the principle of conservation of energy, using equiginent and
data table.

20d. Given a demonstration on film of electrostatic experiments, discover
Coulomb's Law.

21a. Analyze data, and discovpr the relationship of the earth's magnetic field
to the field inside a standard loop, using equipment and data table.

22a. Correctly demonstrate how to measure current flow and energy of a circuit
and ohms using electrical equipment, meters, circuits and wire.

23a. Use a tangent.galvanometer to discover Faraday's Law.
-

15r;
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PHYSICS (Continued)

D. 'S-tudent Learning Adtivities: (At least two Learning Activities
for dach Performance Indicator.)

Description of Actfvity Resources Needed

4al. Measuie with: meter stick, caliper;
micrometer

Using: paSbalance, spring balance,
graduated cylinders um

Sal 10al. Measure
Analyze
Ciass
Synthes ze

KCompare
Create
Interpret

-
llal - 16al. Measure

Analyze
Classify'
Synthesize
Compare
Create
Interpret

17a1 24a1. Meaggi're

Analyze
Classify
Synthesize
Compare
Create
Interpret

25a1 30a1. MeasUre
Analyze
Classify
Synthesize
COmpare
Cregte
Interpret

1 5 ()
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Measurement instruments

Newton's Second Law of
Motion
Gallileo's Principle of
Inertia
Newton's Law of
Gravitation

Quantum Principle of
Atomic Structure
HUygen's Principle of
Wave Propagation'

Quantum Principle of
Atomic Structure

Newton's Third Law of
Motion
Principle of Conservation
of Energy
Coulomb's Law of
E/ectrostatic Force
Ampere's Law of
Magnetic Force
Ohm's Law .

Faraday's Law of
Electromagnetic Force



*If a student does not choose to take this course, an
additional Vsemester of Earth Science will be sub-
stituted on his/her transcript-. The additional 14
semester will be in independent study on Earth Science.

AaAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: HUMAN SEXUALITY Areas of Study: ',Science

Length of Course: 12 semester t No. of Credits: 14 .

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 9 Elective

A. Course Description:

p.

(tourse description to be dpveloped by staff-community committee.)

1

B. Course Goals: '(Indicate ADAK goials with an *.)

41

(Course goals to be devel6ped by staff-community committee.)

1 5
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HUMAN SEXUALITY (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK-Performance Indicators with an *.)

(Student Performance Indicators to be developed by staff-community committe.)

11

188
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HUMAN SEXUALITY (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activrties: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance IAdicator.)

Descri tion of Activity

(Stpdent Learning Activitiee to be developed by
staff-community committee.)

7

4

F.

155)
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Resources Needed
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Course Title:

Home Economics and
Industrial Education

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

HOME ECONOMICS I

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: None

Suggested Grade Level: 7-9

Areas of Study: Home Economics

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required

Elective X

A. Course Description:

This course
dAigned to
child care,

is an introduction to the basic home economics skills. it is
acquaint students to beginning cooking, kitdhen safety, sewing,
etc.

B. Course Goal4: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Select fabric, pattern, required inttrfacing or lining, and necessary
notions for the completion of a project.

2. Understand the v9cabulary related to sewing.

3. UAp safely and efficiently the equipment for sewing.

4. Use patterns correctly.

5. 6omplete one or more projects using the following appropriate skills:

seams
darts
facings
hems .

clean finish'

Other ski114:

easing
gathering
grading
cuffs

zippers
staystitch
understitch
clipping
trimming

collars
pockets
sleeves
waistbands DoLt



HOME ECONOMICS I (Continued)

B. Course Goals

6. Evaluate his/her project objectively according to previously established
criteria. i

7. Practice correct safety and sanitary measures in the kitchen.

8. Know that effective management of time, energy and resources is necessary
for overall kitchen efficiency.

9. Know that good nutrition and health depend upon diet, physical conditions,
heredity, physical environment, emotional 'climate and food prepiration.

10. Know how to interpret recipes.

11. Complete food preparation using appropriate skills (e.g., cream, beat stir,
fold, cut-in, simmer, knead, grate, scald, saute, pare).

12. Use appropriate techniques to select, store and prepare foods:

milk , cheese
eggs quick breads
pastry fats and oils
cakes and cookies
frostings 'desserts

.13. Know that parents need to create an environment which makes optimum development
- possible.

4111
14. Know that very young children are 'unable to comprehend danger and, therefore,

require total care through mature judgment of others.

15. Know that it is ithportant to be a reliable babysitter.
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HOME ECONOMICS I (Continued)

C. Student Pe.rforwice Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal.: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Select fabric, pattern, lining and/or interfacing and notions to complete
a project in sewing.

2a. Correctly define the following: preshrink, grain, pattern, woven fibers,
knits, staystitch, dart, etc.

3a., Demonstrate, to the teacher's satisfaction, safety practices.in the use
of: sewing machine, measuring tools, pressing equipment, cutting tools
and ripping tools.

4a. Given a pattern to follow, demonstrate knowledge of the/ following terms:
marking, fitting, sytelbol identification, guide sheet, Jiayout and cutting.

5a. Use.these skills appropriately: seams, darts, facing4, hems, citan finish,
zippers, staystitch, understitch, clipping and trimming.

8a. Critique completed project according to standards diiscussed in class.

7a. Follow teacher-stated and class,discussed practices in lab activities
(washing, hand dishwashing, food storage and cleanup).

7b. State the importance of reporting accidents, treating injuries promptly
and how to treat them correctly.

8a. Describe a plan for food preparation that effectively manages time?, energy
'and resources.

9a. Define good nutritionV an element of good health.

9b. Identify the elements of good nutrition as listed.

10a. Define terms and abbreviations in a recipe.

10b. Measure ingredients for a recipe:

10c. Give reasons for methods of prep4ration from a recipe.

lla. Demonstrate correct techniques4in creaming, beating, stirring, folding,
cutting-in, simmering, kneading, grating, scalding, sauteing, paring, etc.

12a Describe lppropriate selection storage and preparation of listed items.

13a. Describe five psychological needs of a child which must be provided by
parents.

14a. Describe ways to anticipate dangerous situations.

15a. Relate the following to the health and safety of young children: Amportant
phone numbers, bedtime procedures, food the child may eat and toys the
child may use.

1 6 .2
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HOME Ecavcspo-il (Continued) .

D. Stigent Learning Activities: (At least twp Learning Activities
for each Performance. Indicator.)

JL

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

S.

4
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HOME ECONOMICS I (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At lea"st One elipluation activity for each
Performance'Indicator.)

4

4.

at

.ip

104r.

40.

To be developed

1
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ADAK_PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

2 e

Course Title: HOME ECONOMICS II

Length of Course: One year

Areias of Study: Home Economics

No. of Credits: 1

Prerequisites:,

Suggested Grade LI:

conondcs I Check One: Required

9-12 Electite

A. ,Course Description:

This course provides its students with the opporthnity to understand and master
the skills of artful homemaking. =Areas to be emphasized include advanced study
of food and nutrition, clothing selection and construction, family living and
child care and home decoratibn.

ea

s

B. _COIrse doals:. (Indicate ADAK goals with an *)

ot,

3

)1. Know factors affecting.planning and preparing meals.

The student will:

2. Know ways tp save time and energy in food preparation and is able to
dembnstraee' in class lessons.

-3. Know the, general styles of table service and\is able to apply the appropriate
service to,the occasion.

4. Know that quantity cookeryo-iequireS special planning, equipment and skills.

5. Plan, buy, prepare, serve and clean up for special types of entertaining.

6. 'Prepare and demonstrate technial recipeS frbm the following food catagoriei:

breads. scalps

vegetables punches
meats desserts
appetizers fish
salads cheese.
sauces

, .' % 7. Apply and improve Sewing skills and knowledge learned in beginning sewing.
4111.

,
i

.. .
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HOME ECONOMICS II (Continued)

13. Course Goals

8. Complete a project using appropriate skill; selected.from the fol/owing
list:

pre-shrinking bias
pattern layout hems
cutting collars
marking sleeves
cdnstruction.pressing. *interfacing
seams stitching:
*edge ftinishes stay-.

stitching darts tov-
cuffs 'under-
pockets buttons
facings zippers
belts trims
plackets trimming
fastenings grading
lining clipping
easing notching
waistband gathering

ftli..11

9.. Know factors that influence an individual's outlook on life and how it
contributes to our personal goals and values and tO decisions we make
in life.

10. Know defense mechanisms are used in adjusting and adapting to sitnatiOns
and experiencea.

1.1. Know factors influencing readiness for dating, reasons for dating, and
the factors affecting their personal values and standards.

12. Know the puxpose of the engagement period is to allow time to evaluate factors
influencing the selection of a marriage partner.

13.. Guide the Child in physical, emotional, social and intellectual development.

14.. Know that parents need to creae an envigonment which makes optimum develop-
ment possible.

15. Know that environment refers to a person's surroundinqs: the physical,
social, cultural conditions that affect his life.

16. Know that very young children are unable to comprehend danger and, there-
fore, require total care through mature judgment of others.

17. Know that good health habits contribute to the physical and psychological
well-being of'the child.

1 . Know that play is a purposeful enterprise through which the child grows

) and develops physically, psychologically, socially and spiritually and is
able to plan and supervise free and structured play activities for children.

19. Recognize behavior patterns and know the criteria for effective disciplining.
1.
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HOME ECONOMICS II (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Lndicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

The student will:

la. -Discuss the f011owing factors:

budget fooa preferences
time and energy nutritional needs
variety in textures.. color, flavor, shape

Ib. Effectively fill out a market'order,as instructed4 the teacher.

lc. State two reasons why well-planned market orders save money, time and
energy.

ld. Demonstrate an acceptance of effective consumer methods in filling out
market orders. \

2a. Demonstrate proper use of:

time schedules quantity cookery -

freezing food one-dish meals
dovetailing jobs

3a. Demonstrate the following practice services:

o' formal inforinal

compromise. -buffet
styles of,china, glassware and flatware

4a. Demonstrate increasing recipes.

4b. Demonstrate the ability to select, use and,care for kitchen equipment.'

4c. Demonstrate thp instructed'procedures of washing hands and equipment and
storage areas for health and. sanitation.

5a. Discuss preparation for:

holiday meals receptions
parties buffets
table decorations

7a. Practice methods and skills learned in beginning sewing.

Discuss in class the following factors:

10a. Explain:,

,heredity environment
self-concept past experiences
conflicts communication .

regressioh compensation
rationalization projection
rep'ression

199
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HOME ECONOMICS II (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified .

Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

lla. Explain acceptable behavior for the following:

going steady playing the field
double standards sexual involvement

r2a. Discuss most of these factors in a panel discussion:

love compatibility
education background
religion age
health communication
family

15a. DisCuss the.following influences:

parental attitudes
'position ih family

nutrition
family financial status

16a. Demonstrate growth inerthe ability to anticipate dangerous situations.

17a. Explain neeefor:

proper sleep
regu1ar elimination

good nutrition

'18a. Demonstrate the abiliY to supervise children in a play situation.

19a.. Recognize the following characteristics id a.play situation:

habits love
attitudes prejudice

, fear family communication
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HOME ECONOMICS II (Contingpd)

D. Student Learning Activitie4: (At least two Learning Activities for
each Performance Indicator.)--,

/

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be 4eveloped

V

aa

0

4



HOME ECONOMICS II (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
,Performance. Indicator.)

"a.

6

4.

4111a.a.

al

To be developed
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION Areas of Study: Industrial Education

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits: 1

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 elective
4.

A. Course Description:

4

Students who; choose this course will learn and practice basic woodworking skills
in building furniture. Skills in using hand and power tools, safe working
procedures and application of basic drafting techniques will be emphasized.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate AiDAK goals with an * )

%

The student will:

1. Know the Alaska Stateland the Federal safetyregulations.

2. Know tools sed in woodworking and how to,use them safely.

3. Knqp the kin s of woods used in constrlicting various kinds of wood projects.

4. Know types of fastening devices used in wood constructions, (e.g., nails,
screws, wood bolts, glues, dowels or pins and joints).

5. Know how to make accurate measurements, using measuring .tools correctly.

6. Know how to use tools to shape wood.

7. Know some finishing techniques for wood constructed items.
4

*8. (Dist. 3.A) Understand his/her own capabilities, skillt and interests and
their relationship to tentatir career choices.
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FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

The student will:

la. Pass a teacher-made w itten examination on safety rules and procedures
with an 85% score, afr clasd presentations on safety regulations and
safe working procedur

2a. Identify selected woodworking hand tools by name and function, either orally
or in writing, with 100% accuracy.

Mk

2b. Demonstrate the correct and safe use of hand woodworking tools to the teacher's
satisfaction.

2c. Identify hand power woodwOrking tools by nameland function, either orally
or in writing with 100% accuracy.

2d. Demonstrate the safe and correct use of available hand power woodworking
tools to the teacher's satisfaction.

24 Identify the stationary power woodworking tools.by name and function', either
orally or in writing with 100% accurLy.

2f. Demonstrate the safe and correct use of stationary poWer woodworking tools
to the teacher's satisfaction.

3a. Distinguish hard woods from soft woods when given a group of blocks of
woods of various kinds.

3b; Orally identify the wood blocks li5y name within 75% accuracy.

3c. Describe orally either two characteristics of the wood samples in 3a.as
used in wood projects, or will describe two good uSes of the wood sample.'

4a. Identify orally from a random selection of nails these types: ..icommon or ,

finishing nails, plaiq.and galvanized nails, the'approximate size or night
and special types of nails.

4b. From a random selection of screws, identify oralpy these types: round
head'or flat head, regular slotted or phillips head, and the approximate
size. 4

4c. Identify by name the kinds of glue'used to,construct wood projects.

4d. Demonstrate or diagram how to use dowel*end pins as fastening devices in
wood construction:

44. Given diagrains of commonly-used types of wood joints, identify at least
four types by name (e.g., dado, lap, rabbet, butt, dovetail).

4f. Given six pieces of wooa, Alke three different types of wood joints.

5a. Identify by name, orally or in writing, the types of tools and their func-
tions used in measuring.

A 4'

5b. Given a selection of various-sized pieces of wood, measure three sides

(end, face and edge)" of each piece to 1/8" accuracy.

204 I 7
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FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION (Continued)

C. Student Performance IndiQa-tors -- one or more for-each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with aril *)

lz5c. Given a selection of various-si ed pieces of wood, measure three sides
(end, face and edge).to 1/16" apcuracy.

a.

1

5d. Given a selection of various-sfzed pieces of wood, measuie three sides
(end, face and edge) to within 1/32" accuracy.

5e. Repeat 5b, metrid measuring tools and accurately measure the wood Imk"t
to within 2 cm. A

k. Given a piece of wood, approximately rectangular, and a tri%square, determine
if the wood is square.

5g: Given a 'cOmbinatticm:406,re, a pencil and a piece of wood, scribe a line sly
45 degree to one edge of the wood.

1 %

6a. Given a selection of Appropriate tools and materials and a plan, complete
'projects assigned by the teacher, demonstrating correct use of tools and
good crafttmanship to the teacher's satisfaction.

Eb. Critique the completed projects, trally or in weting, indicating improve-
ments which could be mad%.

6c. Demonstrate pride in the completed prTcts by arranging/fSrtheir display
A 10 or by taking them home to use.

7a. Identify by name, .crAlly inwriting, appropriate finishes for wood
projects (e.g., stain,*paint, varnish, wax) to the Teacher's satisfactiaa.

7b. Demonstrate correct application techhiques for two or more of the above
listed finishes.

. (

7c. Identipy by nane Ahd f*stion a selection of.fifishing hardware appropriate
to th6 prbject's completion..

7d. ABelect and apply appropriate finishing hardware to coMpleted Tgoosd construction
projects.

*8a. (Dist. 3.A.2) Identify by name five jobs or careers which could be based
oh interests arr skills in woodworking.

8b. For each of two of the careers identifieg.in 8a, identify post-high school
training needed for entry level skills for the dareer and the source of
such training.

1
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FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities for
each PerformanceiIndicator.)

Descrikion of Activity Resources Needed

NIPN

L27

1

to be developed

4
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FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At Least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

.1111/.

4

4114

irc: be devArloped

1/4
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Ti.tle: xmniananuRAL DRAFTING Aaneas of Skudy: Industrial Ed.

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: Mathematics I

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12

No. of Credits:

Check One: Required
V

Elective X

A. Course Description:

Architectur 1 lDrafting stresses drafting techniqueS as they are re- lated to
good house pa.nning. The course will cover evaluation and designing of floor
plans, foundations, elevations, sections and perspectives, as well as entohasiz-

..
. -

ing conventional construction methods.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Demdnstrate the correct and safe use of all equipment in the drafting
room.

2. Translate ideas and concepts into visual representations.

3. Illustrate a oonsistency and uniformity of lines in lettering and on
specified drawings.

4. Draw two-point perspective, incorporatineapplications from the various
fields of drafting.

5. Identify potential job opportunities in related drafting areas.

6. Demonstrate an understanding oilthe design methodology by applying fits
principles and processes to tArsolution of problems and the development
of .ideas.

7. Demonstrate a knowlbdge of light building construction materials.

8. Differentiate between poorly and well designed floor plans and criteria
affecting these plans.

9. Demonstrate an ability to construct legible architectul drawings.
A

(
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ARCHITECTURA DRAFTING (Continued)

B. Course Goals

10. Identify standard symbols utilized in architectural drawings.

11. Construct, using approved industrial standards and specifications, eleva-
tion, Section and foundation plans.

4
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING (Continued)

C. Student Performarrce Indicators -- one or m e for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate,ADAK Performance ndicators with an *.)

a

i7be developed

't

1 7 ;
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At le* two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

-a 1

'Descri tion of Activity Resources Needed

r

tst

*\,

To be developed
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Education

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: TYPING I

Length of Course: One year

ierequisites: None

Suggested Grade Level: 9-12 ,

fat

Areas of Study: Business Ed.

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Requirdd

Elective X

A. Course Description:

Typewriting I is designed to help the student develop touch typing; use and
maintenance o2 the operative parts Of the electric typewriter; achievement of
'and acceptable level of performanae ih raw skills--straight copy, number and
qmbols; aChievement of an acceptable level of-performance in typing tabulations,
exercises using vertical and horizontal centering,'enumerations, outlines,
reports, personal And business letters, invoices, memos and other forms of
business papers,from both arranged and unarranged format.

'7
. Course Goals: (Indicate4ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Display proper typewritingtechniques Including tbudh typing, operation
of service keys,.and correct hand and body position.

. '

Mice objective tasts to rdview basic typewriting knowledge and technicaj.
dnformation covered during the year.

. \

3. Understand and be able tO demonstrate ability to center material vertically
-and horizontally and'arrange enumerations.

4. Se able tO find and correct all typing errors.

5.- Understand and be able to compose sentences and paraVaphs at the type-

,
writer and then put them into correct forM'Irom rough*-draft.

a

6. Understand and be able to demonstrate ability to type a memorand4M-, fill-in
card, magazine article, neWs releaSe, tyPe and correct carbon copies.

.

7. .understand and b% able to demonstrate ability to type a siness letter,
address envelopes, fold and insert letters into envelopes, type tabulation
invoices, the first and several pages of a report (with footnotes).

8. Understand and be able to demonstrate ability to capitalize, use punctuation
aarks ccIrrectly, know when to expreSs numbers in figures and in words.

,

41010.
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TYPING I (Continued)

B. Course Goals

9. Type for igz,minut re's at a minimum rate of 20 wpm within thee mistakes
from strai copy by the end of the second semester.

10. Prepare mailable business forms-with carbons and envelopes at a minimum
production rate of 10 wpm by the end of the second semester.

*

'

^.

.

40.
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TYPING I (Continued)
C. Student Performance Indicators --- one or more for each identified

Course Goal: (Izidicate ADAK ,Performance Indicators with an *:)

44

e-`

f'

1

1

To be developed

t_
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-` TYPING-I (Continued)

NS

-r.

w/Awk,

D. ,Stlitdent Learning Activities: (At least two LearningActiLies
for each Performance Indicator.)%

w -1

of 7

DesCri hon of Activit Resources Needed

Nr....

To be developed

-6*

6
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

.dourse Title: TYPING

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: Typing I

Suggested Grade Level: 9-12 f'",

Areas of St.udy: Business Ed.

No. of Credits: 1

Check One:6 Itequire4

lective

A. Course Description:

Students will.review the basics of typewritfng and continue to build speed and
accuracy in touch typing. This course is designed to help the student.learT
to type the more complex columnar tables,tmanuscripts (with.footnotes, p.rimary
and secondary headings), at Least four styles of business letters, speciaiized
business forms (checks, voucher checks, reqvisitions, etc.) and specialized
medical, legal, statistical, governmental and military forms.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAlt goals with an *.)

.0*

.

The student will:-

. .
.

.

.
. ...

1. Display proper typewr ting techniques including touch typing, operatiow
...of service keys, and land and body pdsition.

410
2.. Exhibit personal qualities of neatness, promptness, dependabilita, doopew

tion, accuracy and willingnss to complete a task.
,

.

3. Ake objectiVe tests to revieW basic tYpewriting knowledge and technicai.

. .J

, information covered during the year.
. .

,

V
- , 1.

4. Understand and be able to t"pe in mailable _form from unarranged, unpunc-.

, tuatedi'uncapitalized material, unarranged dictation and handwritten drafts
coh,sisting of manuscripts, letters, business forms, tabulations, service
reports, and itineraries.

....

5. Type at a rate of 40 words per minute within four krors onio five-minute
timed writing from straight copy.

6. Type inailable business forms and letters arbons and envelopes at a
minimum production.rate of 20 words a minute.

t

**""-...-
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TYPING II(Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or mord fOr each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators with an *)

To be developed

4

- tir

0

..,,0
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TYPING II (Continued)

D. Studeht Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for eaCh Performance Indicator.)

I.

f

Description of Activity,

To be developed

't

Resources Needed

4
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STAT24ENT

Course' Title: RECORDKEEPIN

ngth of'CdUrse: One year'

Prereculsites: None

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12

Areas of Stutr: Business Ed.\,

No. of Credits

CheCk One,: _Re ired

Elective

4 ,A. Course Description:

.Alit

Recordkeepihg is.designed to providethe student with14 reviewof the four
fundamental mathematical operations adaition, subtraction, muItiplicatiori,
°division) as.applied to basic computations. Exercises in applying these skills
to problems in percentages, interest, discounts, payroll; depreciapon, and
expense accodhts are emphasized. Also, emphasis is to help studen s acquire
skills in main ihing'business records, for,cashier's checks and bank state-

. 'ments, petty.ca h, budget, receipts and tbayments for small' retail business
operations.

Courte Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student w1111$

.

1. Know basic princj!ples'of filing.

. 2: Prepake legible copy.
-

3. Record receipts and payments and make of payments;

4. Make and record petty cash transactions.

1/4

Complets sales slips, record charge d.dles and returns, figure discounts,

figure sales tax.

.6. Write checks, determine checkbook balances, make endorsements and reconcile
bank statements.

./

7. Record data on tfme cardiv compute wages, figure overtime, maintain social
'security records, a payrill book and employees' record cards.

8. Prepare 4.W.income tax returlk using the standard deduction.

Com e simple interest, markup Ind markdown.
\

10 Knów the tyPes of charge accounts and be able to fill out a 'charge appli-
catip form.

221
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REMMEXEPING (Ccmtinued)

i B. Couse Goals

"st

11. Prepare a budget.

12. Pr asic records for a small business.

13. Iden ify liabilities and owner's equity or capital.

A

-

.14

4

222.
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RECORDKEEPING (Continued)

C- Student Performance Indicators -- one or more or each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Perforitance I ators with an *.)

To be developed

a

9

41.



41.1.
RECORDKEEPING (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning kctivities
fot each Petformance Indicator.)

Desclwiption of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

)

V'

ti

a.
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.ADAX PLANNED COURS-EhOTATEMENT

eourse Tit,le: SHORTHAND 1 .

-, k-

Length of Course; One year No. of Credits:

PrerequisiteL, Ty/5ing I

a

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12?

Areas of Study: Business Ed. A.-

.

1

Check One: Required 9.,d

Elective x

9

.

o
A. Course kescription:

The clasS, is designed to teach the student the basic theory, brie ?brms, Iladinq,
#

and writing, of shorthand. The second semester will 'he o teview shorthaad

.

jtheoty and empha e the development of speed and trans ription kills.
.

..,

(

.r".

. '-'-' / 4

B. Colirse Ctals: (Indecate ADAK -goals with an *)

the student wiil:
Or I

1, Read,and write Gregg Shorthand rapidly and accarately in the shortest time
possible.

4
..

. . .

2. DevelOp transcription readiness by building voobulary and developido
4 0abilitysto spell, proofread, and punctuate accWkately--all concurrently ,

#

with the teaching of shorthand.

3. Develop the ab*lity to contract ouElines for unfamiliar words unciler the
stress of-dictation.

, 4. Increae dictatiori speed to the highestffpoint possible.

5. Be informed of theloasic n nshorthand elements of tra scriprdon.

6. Pass a brief form test with 9. accuracy.

krA

7. Consistently write shorthand for three minutes dictated from new:ma:terial
at a minimum of 50 wpm and trans+ibe with 95% accuracy.

R.

Ee: Transcribe a mailable av ge-length letter in 10-12minutds from note8
taken from diciOion gi en t a minimum speed of 50

\.9. Be aWa.re of the desirable traits and characteristics of secretary.

225 s".
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SHORTHAND I (Continued) 4r .

C. Studeht Perforna!hoe Indicators -- one or more for each ddentified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

11

t:.

.

a
.1%

4 5.

4

to be developed

p.

,

,

.

<

a
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11.

SHORTHAND I (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indi'cator.)

aa.

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

1 ,9
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ADAK* PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

OFFICE PRACTICES/
*Course Title:. OFFICE MACHINES Areas of Study: Business Ed.

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: Typing II Check One: Required

Suggested grade Level: 11-12 Elective'

A. Course Description:

'4

Office Practices/Office Machines reviews the skills learned in the other busi-
ness classes while adding nei'd skills in the use of the more common office machines
used on the job. In addition to machine stills, the student will get practice
in oral communicationt, interoffice activities, filing, receptionist ties,
employment procedures and general office practices emphasiling human elations
and personal development.

110 B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals With an *.)

The student will:

1. Use the telephone effectiv ly and demonstrate good judgment and human rela-
.

tion skills.

2. Compose And type mailable office communications.

3. Recognize and prftctice gccepted rules of business and social etig.4a-tte.

4. FA.le and retrieve a variety of office papers accurately.

5. /Use up-to-date references and resourcematerials effectively.

7 .

6./ Khow the correct procedures in applying for a job (e.g., application
forms:aPplication letters, the resum4, the appropriate dress, the inter-
/view and follow-up letters).

Demonstrate proper care of the machines available in the school.

a. Operate the electronic calcUlator with speed and accuracy using the touch
system.

9. Compute various business problems such as interest, payroll, extensions,
percentages, etc.

229,
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OFFICE PRACTICES/OFFICE MACHINES (Contipued)4

B. Course Goals

10. Transcribe dictated mateiial in mail.able form on the first attempt,
(This will depend upon the student's knowledge of shorthand.)

11. Transcribe machine-dictated material (from a transcribing machine)
in mailable form on the first attempt.

12. Choose the duplicating process which is acceptable to fill the lob need.

13: Demonstrate the Correct procedure for preparing masterg for duplicating.

1114. Demonstrate competencies in the operation o'f the various duplicating
proce4ses avli1ab14.

15. Continue to increase proficOncy in the use of the typewriter.

230
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OFFICE P CTICES/4FFICE MACHINES (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course'Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

I.

1

To be developed

\s



OFFICE PRACTICES/OFFICE MACHINES (Continued)

D. Student Lerarning Acti*ities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.),

r,

Description of Activilq

To be developed.

Resources Needed
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED dOURSE STATEMENT

ACCOUNTING I Areas of Study: Business gd.

Length -of Course: One year No. of Credits: - 1

Prerequisites: Basic Mathematics Check One: Required
. A

Sug.gested Grade Level:4 11-12 Elective

A. Course Delcription:

In this course, the student will develop an understanding of accounting
prinCiples and procedures. The class will cover the recording of business
transaCtions from the initial entry to financial reports and practice with
simulated records for a business.

tr.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *)

-MP

The student Will;

1. Know the fundamental agcounting equation.

2. Identify assets, liabilities and capital or owner's equity.

3. Journalize business transactiips in special and general journals.

4. Post completed journal entries to general and subsidiary ledgers.

5. Complete a worksheet with single adjustments.

6. Prepare basic financial,reports using data from the worksheet.'

7. Record simple ad)usting.and closing entries in a journal, post to the
ledger, rule the accounts that are closed and balance and rule the
accounts that remain open.

8. Prepare a por-closing trial balance as the accounts are closed and
balanced.

9. Retrieve data from previously prepared financial reports.

10. Perform banking procedures such as maintaining an accurate ctecking
account and reconciliation of a bank statement.

233
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ACOOUNTXNG I (Continued)

. B. Course Goals

U. Prepare'business forms such 'as checks and deposit tickets.

,4t 12. Demonstrate neatness and accuracy in all work.
1

1__Ptepare cash proofs, record cash shortages,and overages.

14. Identify, explain and apply such terms as FICA, W-2 Form, W-4 Form,
unemployment compensation and withholding statements.

15. Calculate interest on a note, record entries when a note is received
and paid,,identify parts of a note.

16. Describe the basic characteristics of a single proprietorship, a partner-
ship and a corporation.

17. Know proctesses used in automated accounting systems.

1/4

.1.9?
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ACCOUNTIM X (Continued)

C. Student PerforTance Indicators1-- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: lIndicate ADAK Performance Ind,icators with an *)

4.

0

To be developed
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ACCOUNTING I (Continued)

0 D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Peeforman6e Indicator.)

4 Description of Activity

To be developed,

v

lab

a

+41
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ADAK PLANNED C6URSE STATEMENT

Course Title: CHORUS Areas of Study: Music .

Length of Course: One year No. of

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 7-12 Elective

AgrCourse Description:

Chorys is for those students who'enjoy'singing and wish to learn more about
the skills involved in developing the voice and work towards polishing their
singing (vocal) abilities.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Become familiar with the varioNs types of vocal literature, such as the
folk song, the art song, motetsrimadrigals, -"show tunes," ttle standards,
pop solags, etc.

2: Become familiar wit and be able to utilize the basic mechanics of music,
including note reading, sight singing, part learning.and wiiting own songs.

3. Be able to sing in parts. This will start with two-part singing and
gradually increase to three and four parts.

4. Increase the endurance and quality of each student's voice through vocal
and breathing exercises, as well as posture control, with application of
swift to the singing of songs.

5. Gain an appreciation for all forms of music literature, vocal and instru-
mental, as_well as uftderstanding how each contributes to the other.

6. Build each stUdent's confidence in his/her own vocal abilities, so that
the student will find enjoyment through singing in his/her later years.

7. Have the group gain enough proficiency through Class preparations and
rehearsals to be able to perform in front of an audience, usually during-
the Christmas season and again in the Spring, building performance skills

at the same tim.
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CHORUS (Contirfued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one 'or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with-an *.)

1

s

r-

To be developed

1
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CHORUS (Continued)

D. Student Learning-Activities:. (At least two Learning Activities
tor each Performance Indicatox'%)

Description of Activity. Resources Needed

To be developed

11 as.
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ADAK.RIJIt.NNtD.COURSE STATEMENT
N

goUtse Title: BBGTNNING MUM

Leng.th of Course: One year
..

Prerequisites: ", None

'Areas of SitUdy: queic

do ,

No. of Credits.: 1-

tkethack One: Required

.Suggpested Gracie-Level: 7-12

01, .

II

x
L,

.4"

A. Course Description:
, ,

Beginning.Bind is for those students who want to learn how-to play a band
.inAtrument, includiog the clarinet, trumeet/coronet, fldte, trombone, French
horn and percussion(drums). I1is desirable for the student to have an
.

.instrument'available'to learn foi the school has only'a few available
for rental. Admittance to the class will necessarily

.

depend on whether a
student has an instrtment ot if one is available for rehtal. .

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with ah *.)

a

'The student.wil4p:

1. Becole'familiar with the various types of inStrumental literature. -

.

2.. LiArn the techniques of playing the student's chosen'instrument
towards mastery.of same:

3. Learn and use the medianics of music: 'note reading, meter key
time signatures, dynamics, etc.

and work

/
signatures,

.4. Gain an appreciation of other forms of music literature, particularly
becoming aware of the instrumental contributions to the sic field.

5. Beable to play both melodic and harmonic parts, dependihg On what is
called.for in the music or exetcise.

6. Increase the endurance and quality of each student's tone production.of
hiS instrument through rhythmic and breathing exercises.

7.. Become familiar with (and continually use) the titoper care and maintenance
of the student's cho;en instrument.

Build each student's confidence in his/her own instrumental abilities,
so that the stUdent will find making progress easier, as well as helpihg
the student find enjoyment and fullfillment with his instrument 'n his/

her later years.
241
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BEdINNING-BAND (CO4tinued)

% B. Sour*..Gdals :

.

.
4

,TR have the gro4p'(as i/?dividual%contributing,members)
civacy thrgough classpreparations and rehearsals to 4
in.froht of an audience,. usually during the Chris,pTas
in 'theSi)rihg. (This .buildS'petformance skills.)
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BBGINNING BAND (Continued)
. . 4 i

C. Studer& Perfo.rmance.Indicators -- ond or more for each identified
4

Course. Goal: (Indicate ADAK-Performance IndicatOrs with an *.)

a

a

.5) aee"

a

To be develdped
I

111
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BEGINNING RAND (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least ty40 Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Descriptibn of.Activity Resources Needed

F.

-4/

To be developed

4

11.

.3

utt
4

\ t
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Coiarse Title: . ADVANCED BAND

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: Beginning Band

- Suggested Grade Level: 7-12

Areas of Study: music,

No. of Credits:

.Check One: Required

Eiective x

A. Course Description:

,

Advanced Band.is for those students who have successfullY completed a first
'year be,ginnilag band .program and wish Wk. continue play ng their band instru-
ments in a more advanced-band program. As the schoo has only a few
instruments available for rental, it is desirable t the student have his
own.instrument. Admittance to the class will neces arily depend on whether
a student has pn instrument or if one is available for rental.

/-\

B. .Course.Gcals:. (Indicate ADAK goals:wi41 an *)

The student will:

1. Become'familiar with the various types tf. instrumental literature.

2. 'Continue learning the echniques of playing the student's chosen instrument
and work towards mas of the insrument.

3. Continue learning and using the mechanics of music: note reading, meter,
key signatures, time signatures, dynamics, etc.

4. Gain an appreciation of other forms of music literature, particularly
becoming aware of the instrumerital contribution to the music field.

5. Be able to play both melodic and harmonic parts, depending on what is
called for in the music or exercise.

6. Increase the.endurance and quality of each student's tone production of
his instrument throlor rhythmic and breathing exercises.

7. Be aware of and continually use the proper care and maintenance .of the
student's chosen instrument.

245
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AbVANCED BAND (Continued)

B. Course Goals
"ridri

H. Build each student's confidenCe in his/her own instrumental abilities, so
that the student will find making progress easier, as well as helping the
student find enjoyment and fullfillment with his instrument in his later
years.

9. To have the group (es individual contributing members) gain enough profi=
ciency through class preparations and rehearsals to be able toperform
in front of an audience, usually during the Christmas season and again in
the Spring. (This builds performance skills.)

.to

4114

9
0
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ADVANCED BAND (ContiAtied) #

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

-i*

To be developed

4.

tr.

21
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ADVANCED BAND (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least twd Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

2De /ription of Activity , Resources Needed

. To be developed

I
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

'ADVANCED ART II, Ili,
Course Title: IV, V, VI, VII & VIII Areas of Study: Art

Length of COursle: 1 semester each No....o.f Credits: 1/2 per semester

Prerequisites: Cultural Foundation - Art, Check One: Required
for Advanced Art IIf, and permission of instructor
*after examination of portfolio for Art III and

Sugrgbeyondested Grade' Level: .
9-12

Elective x

A. Course Description:

Advanced art courses are designed to give the student an in-depth understanding
of the elements and pkinciples of artistic creation in several media. Students
will work on developing the skills using the tools and techniques of each
medium and will broaden their experience in appreciating the art of others.

B. Coukse Goals: (Inalcate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student.will:

1. Develop an in7depth understaildineof the elements and principles common
to many forms of artistic expression and creation.

2. Gain refined skills in.techniques for various media and use oftools within
each medium.

o

3. Appreciate skills, techniques ahd artistic expression in their awn work
and that of others.

Or

.
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ADVANCED ART (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one4or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

The student will:

la. Define in.writing and illustrate by example in works of art the plastic
.elements dldesign: lin5, shape, texture, color led form.

lb. 'Demonstrate in completed art projects the plastic elements of design.

1;c. Define and ill.ustrate by example in-Works of artthe basic principles of
design: .

a. Balance, unitk and composition

b. Repetition, rhythm and harmony

c. Emphasis, dominance and subordinance

d. Direction, movement.and transition

e. Perspective

a

ld. Demonstrate in completed art projects the basic principles of design.

2a. Complete a selected oi assigned project in three of ttle followi#g areas
during eaph,semester:

*,.
a. Fabric arts (stichery, tie-dye, batik))

b.

c.

Enameling A

Drawing

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Watercolor

Printmaking

Ceramics

Calligraphy

Painting

i.

j.

is
Leather working

Sculpture

k. Weaving (fibre arts)

2b: Identify by name and example 'the techni es used in each project.

2c. Demonstrate appropriate techniques in the use of tools in each medium
selected and used.

25)



ADVANCED ART (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course'Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performahce Indicators with an *)

2a. Supplement his/her portfolio with completed projects.

la. Identify the plastic elements of design and the principles of ddigil in
given worka.of art viewed.

3b, Critique his/her own'work and that of others bsed on standards discussed
with.,teacher. .

3c. Respond to given works of art by stating opinion of its'beauty and worth
and by supporting his/her dpinion with specific referencia to portions
of the work being viewed.

:Age

04
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ADVANCED ART (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indica-Eor.) cS

404

4

Description of Activity

To be developed

.11

lib

I.

252
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AWANCED ART (Continued) 4

E. Evaluation Activity (At least one evaluation activity- for each Pe.I.)

To be developed

I.

t

a

7.

sl

- 4

111
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NOTE: This course is broken down into two planned course
statements--one in art an one in music. The stu-
dent will take both one-s mester courses to.fulfill
the full year course'requirement. .

ADAK PLANNED .COURSE STATEMENT

,

Course Title: gm:1'1)1w, FOUNDATIONS -ART Areas of Study: 4.r-Mugic

Length of Course:
.

.1 semester No. of Credits: 11 per senester

Prerequisites:. None '' Check One: -litequired x

.

9
. Suggested Grade level:

fib

Elective .

A. Course Description:
.444

This pourse is de.signed to give istudents a basic understanding of the elements
and principles common to all artistic creation. This process is'developed'
through.the design.of tWo--and three-dimensional presentations using the .

elements and principles. Major.topics. may inclUde drawing, painting, sculpture,
ceramics, jewelry, printmaking and textiles. This class i8 graged "Pass" or
"Fail."

1B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Develop a basic understahding of the elements and principles common to all
artistic creation.

2. Gain skill through,experiences of art techniques, materials and tools.

3. Appreciate the art of others through a variety of experiences.

*4. (Dist. l.E.l) Perform or create in a medium of choice.

0,0
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CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS.- ART (ContinMed)
-

C. Student Perforlhance /ndicatots one.or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK PerfOrmance Indicators-with an *.).

r

The student-will:
as.

la. Describe in writing and demonstrate through projects the ba'sic
of design: line, shape, texture, color and form:

,lb. Describe in writing and 'demonstrate through'projects the basic
of design:

a. Balance,.unity, composition

b. Repetition, rhythm, harmony
4

c. Emphasis, dominance, suboidinance

'd. 'Direction, movement, transition
r---

e. Perspective

2a. Complete a project in five of the folloviing areas:

a. Stitchery, tie-dye, batik, etc.

b. Enameling g. Lettering.

c. Drawing h. Painting

a. Watercolor i. Sculpture:

e. Printmaking j. Weaving and fibre arts

f. Ceramics

2:b. Assemble a portfolio of completed brojects.

eleMents

principle's

k. Jewelry making
4.

3a. Express orally or in writing a personal
of a given art object, or photograph of
the opinion with specific references to

3b. Identify the medium and techniques used
and art object or photograph of one.

*c+4

es,
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opinion about the beauty and worth
an art object, ana will suppbrt
some portion of the art work. '-

to produce a work of art, given
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CULCURAt FOUNDATIONS - ART (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: .(At least two Learning Activities-
*.for each Performance Indicator.)

c

Description of Activity Resources Needed

1. Assigned.aluieri projects

2. Follow studio procedures

3. ,Ctiervation and critique

4. Demonstrations and techniques

5. Field trips

6. Audio-visual materials.

7. Examinations

8. Reading' texts

AI
4%.

4111

2
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Appropriate materials
and equipment in each
of the project areas
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CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS - ART (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation:activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

To be developed

z
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NOTE: This course is broken down into two planned course
statements--one in art and one in music. The'stu-
dent. will take both one-semester courses to fulfill .
the full year course requirement.

ADAK PLLANUED compE STATEMENT

Course Titlel CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS - musICAreas of Study:

Length of Course:

Prerequisites: .

1 semester

None

Suggested Grade Level:

or.

9

(

No. of Credits:

Art-Music'

11 per semester

Check One: Required.

Elective

X

A. Course Description:

This courseis designed to provide an opportunity for students to participate
in courseg in the elective area on an introductory basis. It is intended to
lay a foundation for the increased opportunities students will Nave in the
elective areas of instruction in music. This class is graded "Pass" or "Fail."

this course, eXposure and exploration of various fields of music are emphasize4.
Musicfundamentals, rhythms, composition, listening, singing, instruments and \Y

music history are presented.

B. Course doals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student. will:

IJ Know that physical, emotional and aesthetic benefits may be experienced
in music by listening, performing, composing ancf exploring.

.

*2. (Dist. 1.E.1) Perform or create in a medium of choice (e.gl, composing,
singing, playing an instrument, creating an instrument or cieating a
notational system).

I

3. Distinguish between high and low pitches by listening and reading.

4. Know that pitch is indicated by letter names and is represented 'on the
grand staff by symbols placed on the lines and/or spaces.

5. Understand the symbols which designate the relative duration of sounds
and silences.

6. Know-the common terminology of music and is able to analyze written or
aural musit (e:g., notation, dynamics, tempo, moods, structure and style).

7. Know that vocal timbre is classified as soprano, alto, tenor and bass, and
is able to'recognize part singing in music (e.g., rounds, descants, SA,
SSA, SAB and SATB).

259214-1
vi A.11
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CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS - MUSIC (Continued)

B. Course Goals

8. Classify types of music by their compofient sound sources from listening'
(e.g., wind, string, vocal electronic, peicussion).

9. Know that music is a reflection of culture.

10. Know the role music plays in the community (e.g., concerts, chuch choir,
rock festivals, weddings, television, movies and musical).

Know that career opportunities exist in musid.
0

=r+.

^

0.-
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CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS MUSIC (Cafitinued)
-

C. Student Performance Indicatdrs -- one or more for each identifie46-
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.) .

The student will:

la. Statehis/her feelings ana preferences by responding to written statements
about the various sections of the music when given listening selections in
which there are contrasting sections.

la. Demonstrate basic skills for musical expression in one or more of the
indicated areas.

2b. Play, record, or write one musical idea of at least four measures, given
an instrument of choice.

.

3a.. State which is higher and which is lower when given aurally two or more
tones.

3b. Given a notated melody, state which notes are high and which are lower in
comparison.

*4a. Identify each-noteby its correct letter nane in the bass and treble clefs
when given a notated malody.

5a. Identify by sight whole, half, quarter, eight and sixteenth notes when
given notes in notated form.

5b. Count properly the following rest values: whole, half, quarter and eighth
rest.

5c. Count the note and rest values contained within a given topy of notated music.

6a. Define the symbols and/or interpret their meaning when given notated nelo-,
dies containing-one or more mUsical symbol(s) and/or abbreviations.

6b. Identify those which represent a given type of rhythm within a given series
off notated rhythm patterns.

6c. Define a given list of terms which describe various tempos.

6d. Identify the appropriate tempo for a given aural example of a song performed
at different

6e. Identify the mo of a given descriptive music piece presented aurally.

7a. Identify vocal lines by name when given 'different aural voicings of choral
music.

7b. Identify each performance to type and grouping when given aural performances
of boys' and gtrls' voices singing in like and mixed groups as well as

.8a. Identify basic solo, orchestral and band instruments by individual nane
and family groups when listening to various types of music.

261
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CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS - MUSIC (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Cours,e Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with .an *)

9a. 'Describe the cultural setting (where, when and for what purpose the music
was written) after listening to music from various times and places.

10a. Attend or participate in a community event in which music plays a part, and
,

will describe orally or in writing the kind of music played, the function
of the music and the audience of the event.

lla. Identify, based on classroom presentations, aji least five jobs or careers
by name, which could be based on-interests a d skills in music (e.g., per-
formance, composition, publication, recording, education, church music,
musicology, construction and repair of instruments and music therapy).

I ,

11b.. Identify, based on classroom presentations, at least three avocatiOnal
roles that music could play in the student's adult life (e.g., non-
professional performance, listening enjoyment, activities with children,
etc.).

29.
"*..)
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CULTURAL FOMILMNIODM MUSIC (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each. Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

As described in performance indicators.

Jug bands could be used to introduce students to
reading music.

to
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culauttu FOUNDATIONS - MUSIC (continued))

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for eagal
Performance Indicator.)

.#

t,

To be developed
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Foreige language

ADAK PLANNEU COURSE STATEMENT

4110 .1
Course Title: GERMAN I

Length of Course:

yeerequis#es:

. I 4414

One year

None

%
Suggested Grade Level: 409-10

Areas,of. Study: Forei.ln Language
,

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: *Required

Elective

A. Course Description:

Students will learn to speak, read and write simple German. Emphasis will be
on pronunciatton, ludlading vocabulary and ability to converse. .in addition
to grammar, learning will be stfglemented.with magazines, sdhgs, films and
activities .to enharibe the student's understanding of German life.

.4*

B. Course Goals: (Indicate MORK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Know the alphabet and produce the sounds of German.

Count from 1 to 100.

3. Distinguish between polite and familiar forms and know proper usage of each.

4. Tell and express time in the German manner.

5. Know the question words and form simple'questions with them.

6. Know common adjectives-and adverbs.

7. Form simple sentences making subject/verb agreement.

8. Understand the concept of gender and know the genders of nouns used commonly
in the classroom.

9. Use definite and.3indefinite articles correctly.

10. Know the pronouns and possessive pronouns and substitute them for nouns
in correct cases.

11.
w

Form simple sentences: article, noun, verb, adjective, direct object.
t
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GERMAN I (Continued),

B. Course Goals -

12. Conjugate strong and weak verbs.

13. Know the function of accusative case.

14. Form.command sentences in familiar and polite forms.

15. Form plurals of nouns.
_ _ - _

16. Form simple sentences in transposed word order.

17. Know conjuction and form compound sentences.

18... Know and apply the basic spelling rules.

19. Know use of dative case and form sentences with indirect objects.

20. Know prepositions governing accusative and dative cases.

21. ,Know prepositions whOse cases are determined by usage and determine,
given examples, which case such a preposition should take.

22. Know the modal auxiliaries and their functions.

23. Understand function of a genitive.case.

24. Form and da- and wo- compounds of prepositions..

25. rorm sntences with modal auxiliary and delayed _infinitive.
*C

46. Know meaning and-function of the der and-ein words.

27. Form simple past tense of strong and weak verbs.

28. Know past tense of verbs haben and sein.

,
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GERM I (Contimmd)

C. Student Performance Indicators --,oneor mere for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

To be developed

267
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GEMS I ,(Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At leest two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)4"

Description of Activiti

To be developed

41.
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE.STATEMENT

Course Title: GERMAN II

Length of Course:

Prerequisifes:

One .year

German I

Suggested Grade Level: 11-12

-Areas of Study: Foreign Lana Image

No. of Credits: \ -1

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Descript4on:

X

German II continAps emphasis on speaking, building vocabulary and reading
comprehension. The materials used include interesting information about
German histoky, culture, geographd economics. .Knowledge of grammar will
be expanded. .FilMs about Germans will increase the student'g understanding
of the people whose language they are leaining.

3,

OS. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *I)

The stuaent will:

1. Understand how the inseparable and separable prefixes change the meaning
of root verbs.

2. *Know the principle parts of verbs with prefixes.

3. Form past tense of modal auxiliaries.

4. Form perfect tenses of strong and weak verbs.

5. Form past perfect tense of \whys.\.,

Know when to use-haben or sein for auxiliary verb.

7. Know mpaning of werden in future tense.

+6,

8. FOrm sentences in future tense. 1
. ,

9. Form positive, comparative and superlatives of adjectives.

10: Form comparisons of equality and inequality.

Know case endings of der and ein words.

2 3
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=MAN II (Continued)

B. Course Goals

12. Know the strong and weak declension of adjectives.

2

13.A Form ordinal numbers.

14. Transpose word order of perfect tense sentences.

15. Know the subordinating conjunctions.

16. Form sentences with subordinate clauses.

17. -Use question Vords to form subordinate clauses.

1. Tpe relative pronouns to combine'sentences.

19. Use wo- compoundS in place of relative pronouns.

./

20. Understand the use,of the reflexive sich with some verbs.

21. Distinguish between the three'words for when.

22. ConstrUCt.sentences in aoubIe infinitive form: perfect tense of modal
with infinitive.

23. Transpose word order of double infinitive sentences.

24. Understand the difference between active and passive sentences.

25. Form paisive sentences in all tenses.

26. Understand. the function of sub'junctive I.

1 r,
27. Put verbs into subjunctive I form.

. -28. Understand,the function of subjunctive rI.

29. Form conditional sentences and indirect quotations in subjunctive II.

270
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GERMAN II (Continued)

C. Student PerformanCe Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK yerformance Indicators with an *),

4

To be developed

234
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GERMAN II (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

T6-be developed

272
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S. ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: SPANISH I Areas of Study: ForEagn Language

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: None

Suggested Grade Level: 9-10

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required

Elective
')

A. Course Description:

r
ohstudent will learn the basic conversational 1:4tterns with emphasisson proper
unciation and intonation. Listening,and speaking exercises will4e emphasized,

hereas reading and writing will be minimized the first few weeks. -Tapes will be
.used for listening, speaking, and some reading exercises in addition to the class-
roam drills. Cultural'materials which create a better understanging and an
appreciation of the customs of the Spanish-speaking world will be an *4-egli
part of the course. '`..

.
,

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

1. The student is able to conjugate regular ar, er and ir verbs-- --

olnr

in the present tense.r-

2. The student is able. to conjugate irregular ar, er.and lE verbs in the

a. .ar yerbs (ie):
er verbs (ie) :

Ar: Verbs :

A
b. ar verbs (ue):

3. The student is able
tense.

apretar, gerrar, umpazar, agnaax

qursso !intender
spreferif, sgntit

almorzar, costar,

to conjugate the

encontrar, recordar

present tense.

irregular verbs ser and estar in the present'

4. The student is Able to choose correctly between the two yerbs ser and ester,
both of which correspond to to be.

a. estar - location of something or someone

b. ser - 1. link two noun phrases
2. link a noun phrase and adverbial expressioni that

indicate solirce or destination
3. refer to time and place of events

C. estar and ser both refer to either objectS or events
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SPANISH I (Continued)

8. Course Goals

-

5. The student,will be able to conjugate the following irregular verbs in the
present tense:

a.

b. saber, ver, hacer, conocer, reconocer, poner, traer, tener

C. ir,

6. The student knows the subject pronouns ,

a. subject-verb pronoun agreement

I. use of,subjeit pronouns - clarity and emphasis

7. The student knows pronouns used as objects of prepositions.

S. The student will know the definite and indefinite articlaS and their, gender
and special uses.

9. \The

a. .dayd of the week

b. titles of people"
..

c. tiartu of the body

d. contractions 221, and al

student knows an adjective agieep in grder and numBer.

a. formatidn of plucal endings

b. positiofi of dedcriptive adkctivies

c. demonstrative adjectAres (including neuter form)

10. The student knows the use of' personal a and its exceptions.

11. The adnt knows how to form the possessive iA Spanish with the preposition de.

12.. The stud nt,knows thersuffixes ito and isimo and the rules for attachment to a

/

13. The student knows the f9.411owing simple'and. compound prepo/itions:

a. A, 9_911, 44, durante, en, para, por, sin

b. delaute de,'detrgs derdespugs de, miter, de .;

14. The student knows the difference betWeen alli and 12-12,2

A

15. The student knows the use of question wprds,)6efr placement and agreement.

)! 4 1111
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tI0ANISH I (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an Ie.)

v

4

/'

To be _developed
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SPANISH I (Continued)

Student Learning Activities: (At least*-two Learning Activities ,0-
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

.0.001

276
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENI*

Course Title: SPANISH.II Areas of Study:

14.

Foreign Langthage

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits: 1

Prerequisites: Spanish I

Suggested Grade Level: 11-12

Check One: Required

Elective X

A. Course Description:

This levelPwill continue the.amphasis of improving and rein.forcing the conversational
skills of Level I. More amphasis.will be placed on sentence structure and on reading
skills than in Spanish I. Writing will be limited to exercises contained in the work-
book and'in the text. There will be an increased emphaais on stimulating original
conversations based on learned material. The culture and the history of the Spanish-
speaking peoples will be gontained through conversation, reading, lectures, films
and filmstrips.

Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an

1. The student is able to conjugate stem alternatibn of er and ir verbs.

a. er verbs (ue): llover, poder, voliver

b. ir verbs (ue): dor!Ox

2; The student is able to use the ir a + infinitive to express future.
\

3. The student knows the indirect object pronoun.

a. plac.ement

b. noun redundancy (A Miguel le dueTe la cabeza)

c. used in service (or disservice)

d. usage with speV.al verbs: engantar, gustar, parecer, pasar, faltar,
avretar

2 77
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SPANISH II (Continued)

B. Course Goals 5.

4. The student kApws the present perfect tense (haber + ado or ido)

a. conjugation of hal?er

b. endings for er and ir verbs...edO. id2

c. se;ren irregular past partioiples

d. scabs' de + the infinitive

5. The student knows that some past partici.les are also used.as adjectives
and 'must show number and gender agreeme t.

6. The student knows limiting adjectives and their usual position with the
noun they modify.

a. numbers

b. quantifiers

c. possessive adjectives

d. those 'Which drop the final o before the masculine singular noun

t. shortened forth of grande before any pingular nouns.

7. The student is able to distinguish the differences in meaning of conocer
and saber.

8. The stAdent is.able tO conjugate stem alternation of ir verbs (e - ie):
pedir, seguir, repetir, servEr

9. The student is able to conjugate the irregul#r verb decir.

10. The student knows how to form the preseht progressive, both regular and
irregular present participles,and the three helping verbs: seguir, estar

and andar.
1

11. The student knows how to form negAive s ntences with correct placement of
the negative words.

12. The student knows the gender ana numbs agreement of short and long form
of possessive adjectives.

13. The student keows the direct object pio oun

a. third person gender agreement

b. indirect vs. direct object pronouns and position

14. The student is able to use the infinitive as the object of a preposition.
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SPANISH II (Continued)

B. Course Goals

15. The student knows the generic use of the definite article.

16. The student knows the reflexive pronouns and their position in the sentence -
reflexive vs indirect object and service-disservice verbs.

the student knows the etominalization of noun phrases.

18. The student knows the regular and irregular comparatives and their usage.

19. The student is able to use infinitives as verb complements: a, de, me.
follow 13 Spanish verbs before an infinitive.

20. The student knows how to form adverbs from adjectives by adding mente.

rn

2 u
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SPANISH II (Contimmd)

C. Student PerfOrmance Indicators -- one or more for each'identified
Course Goal: (Indicate AbAK Performance Indicators with an *)

To be developed

280.
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SPANISH II (Continued)
D. Student Learning Activities: (kt least two Learning Activities

for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity- Resources Needed

To be developed

219:

281
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: FRENCH I

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

One year

Areas of Study: Foretgn Languages

No. of Credits: 1

None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 9-10 Elective X

A. ,Course Description:

The student will learn the basic conversational patterns with emphasis on proper
pronunciation and intonation. Listening and speaking exercises will be emphasized,
whereas reading and writing will be minimizea the first few weeks. Tapes will be
used for _listening, speaking and some.reading exercises in addition to the class-
room drill. Cultural materials, which create a better understanding and an
appreciatiOn of the French-speaking worlds will be an integral vart of the course.

B. Course Goals: "(Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

1. The student is able to conjugate regular *er, ir and re verbs, including
verbs with sound change in the .stem (enmener, acheter).

2. The student knows etre, avoir, faire, eller and how to use them correctly.

3. The student is able to use the futur proche.

4. The student ig able to utilize the definite and indefinite article, both
singular and plural.

5. The student is able to formulate negative sentences using: 'ne..._pes,
ne... amais, ne...plus, ne...rien.

6. The student is able to formulate questions, both_written and oral.

7. The student is able to make affirmative and negative commands: formal,
informal and suggestion.

8. The student is able to form the contractions with de and a, both singular
.and plural.

9. The student is able to express possession by the use of de.

283 is.,
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FRENCH I (Continued)

B. Course Goals

10. The student knows how to use regular adj
changes, with singular and plural nounA

11. The student js able to identify and use
use of negative di.

ectives, and those with sound
and their proper placement.

count and mass nouns, including

12. The student is able to use correctly the direct object pronoun.

,4%.

f'401414284
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FRENCH I (Continued)

.C. Studeht Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators with an *.)

a

4..

.2

a.

et

To be developld

.7
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FRENCH I (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning ActArities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

It;

286
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: FRENCH II

Length of Course: One /ear

prerequisites: French I

Suggested Grade Levell

si

Areas of Study: Foreign Language

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required

Elective . x

A. Course Description:

This level will continue the emphas0 of improving and reinforcing the conversational
skills of Level I. Mors emphasis will be placed on sentence structure and on reading
skills than in French I. Writing will be limited to exercises contained4n the work-
book and in the text. There will be an increased emphasis on stimulating original
conversations based on learned material. The culture and the history of.the French-
speaking peoples will be examined through conversation, reading, lectures, films,
and filmstrips.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

1. The student is able to conjugate irregular ir verbs and the verbs: lire,'
gcrire, decrire, dire, pouvoir, vouloir, venir, revenir, prendre, camprendre,
apprendre, attendre, descendre, entendre, rgpondre.

2. The student is able to use sound change adjectives and agreements.

3. The student knows the names of some countries in the language an4 nouns of
nationality and names of the languages used.

4. The student is able to use 'venir de +. infinitive.

5. The student is able to use the passe compose with avoir or etre and its
agreement.

6. The student is ab14 to use possessive adjectives with agreements.

7. The student knows adjectives which are placed before the noun and their
agreements and changes.

a. The student is able to use the indirect object pronouns and direct object
pronouns and pronouns y. and en and their proper placeMent.

9. The student is able to use demonstrative adjectives.

2 v.tl
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FRENCH II (Continued)

B. *Course Goals

10. The student is able to use the affirmative response oui.

11. The student knows how to use expressions of quantity.

12. The student is able to use the independent pronouns.

4P

4.

4

2,')
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FRENCH II (Continued) -

C. Student Performance Indicators -- *one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

t
To be developed

a

289



FRENCH II (Cofttkinued)
D. Student Learn4ng Activities: (At least two Legrning Activities

for each Perf6rman9e Indicator.)

-N1

7.
De;cription of Activity Resources Needed

p.

4.

F,

To be deireloped

If

t.

290
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: RUSSIAN I Areas of Study: Foreign Lan4ge

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites:

No. of Credits: 1

None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 9-10 Elective x

A. Course Description:
p.

'The student will learn to speak, read and write simple Russian. Emphasis will
be on pronunciation, building'vocabulary and ability to converse. In addition
to'grammar, the class will be supplemented with magazines, sOngs, films and
activities to enhance the student's undvrstanding of Soviet life.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate 'ADAK goals with in *.)

The student will:

1. Know.alphabet and can produce the sounds of Russian.

2. -Be able to count from 1 to 100.

3. Distinguish between polite and familiar forms and know proper usage of each.

4. Tell and express time in Russian; and also days, months, seasons.

5. Know the question words and can form sifiple questions with them.

6. Know common adjectives and adverbs.

7. Form simple sentences making subject-verb agreement.

8. Ufiderstand the concept of gender and know the genders of nouns used commonly
in the classroom.

9. Use proper greetings.

10. Know the pronouns and possessive pronouns and can substitute them for nouns
in correct cases.

11. Form simple sentences: Noun, verb, adjective, direct object.

291
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RUSSIAN I (Continued)

B. Course-Goals

12. Conjugate first and second conjugation verbs.

13. Know the function of accilsative and prepositional.cases.

14. Form command sentences in fimiliar and polite forms.

15. Form plurals of nouns.

16. Use.the idiomatic "have" in Russian.

17. Know conjunction and can form campound sentences.

18. Know and apply the basic spelling rules.

19. Know use of dative case and can form sentences with indirect objects.

20. Know prepositions governing accusative, dative and prepositional.

21. Know prepositions whose cases are determined by usage and can determine,
given examples, which case such a preposition should take.

22. Use impersonal sentences.

23. Understand function of a genitive case.

24. Form simple past tense of regular and irregular verbs.

292
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RUSSIAN I (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators "one or more for each identified
'Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Per;prmance Indicators with an *)

To be developed

`-)

/-
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RUSSIAN I (Continued)
-

D. Student Learning Activities: _(At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity_ Resources Needed

To be developed

I.

v

294



Course Title:

#

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

RUSSIAN II' Areas of Study: F-oreign Language

Length of Course: One year

Prerequisites: Russian I

Suggested Grade Level: 11-12

No. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required

Elective X

-

A. Course Description:

Russian.I/ continues emphasis on speaking, building vocabulary and reading
comprehension. .The materials used include interesting informationabout Russian
history, culture, geography and economics. Knowledge of grammar will be
expanded. Films about Russians will increase the.student's understanding of the
people whose language he/she is learning. The Soviet politicak structure Will
be explored as well as communism, its effects and the attitude of the SoViets
toward it.

1111 B.. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Understand How the prefixes change the meaning of root verbs.

2. Know the principle parts of Verbs with prefixes.

3. Form perfective and imperfective forms.

4. Form determinate and indeterrhinate verbs.

5. Use verbs of traveling.

6. Know when to use the instrumental case.

7. Know meaning of bud' it in future tense

8. Form sentences in future tense, perfective and imperfective forms.

9. Form positive, comparative and superlatives of adjectives.

10. Form comparisons of equality and inequal±ty.

11. Know case endings masculine, feminine and neuter nouns.

., 12. Know the hard and soft declension of adj2qti4es.

. te t.)
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RUSSIAN II '(Continued)

B. Course Goals

(1,

13. Be able to form ordinal numbers.

14. Know the subordinating conjunctions.

13. Form sentences with subordinate clahses.

16. Use question words to form subordinate clauses.

17. Use relative pronouns to combine sentences.

18. _Understand the use of the reflexive with some verbs.

19. Distinguish-between the words implying motion and position.

20. Form passive sentences in all tenses.

21. Understand the diffekence between active and passive sentences.

22. Understand the function of the subjunctive.

I.

11.

t.
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RUSSIAN II (Continued) .

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

S.

It

25".1'
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RUSSIAN II (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least twoOlWarning Activities
for Aach Performance I5dicator.)

Description of Activity

4

e-

,

s.

2G6

298

Resources Ileeded
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: TEACHER AIDE Areas of Study: Other

.Length.of Course-: 1 semester No. of Credits:

Prere uisites: Consent of teacher Check One: Required

ested Grade Level: 10-12 Elective

A. Course Description:

The teacher aide will assist the taacher in a mutually agreed-upon manner.

AI B. Course Goalsio. (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)
.

The'teacheii aide will:

1. Provide'assisance in the assembling of materials,record keeping and
student management. flAmft

, File, collate and as-sist in clerical work'as is deemed necessary.

3. Assist in instructional management as specified. k
Ak

2.6
299
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TEACHER AIDE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

To be developed

4

300
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TEACHER AIDE (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Nee'ded

To be developed

2
301
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: LIBRARY AIDE

Length of Course: 1 s?mester

Prerequisites: English I

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12

Areas of Study: Other

No. of Credits:

Check One: Required

Elective x

A. Course Description:

The library aide will assist the librarian in a mutually agread upon manner. k

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The library aide will:

1. Assist in ordering, cataloging, shelving and book and equipment check-out/
check-in, .

2. Conduct routine maintenance on medta equipment.

303
4
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LIBRARY AIDE (Continued)

C. Student Performance IndiCators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

V.

To be developed

p.

304
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LI,}3RARY AIDE (Continued)

D. Student Learning. Activities: (At least two Le:arning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

S.

Description of Activity

To be developed

arm,*
g

at

.-""

Resources Needed

2 6
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

OFFICE AIDE

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

1 semester

Consent of Counselor

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12

Areas of Study:

No. of Credits:

Other

Check One: Required

Elective
att

X

A. Course Description:

The office Aide will assist the office staff in a mutually agreed upon.manner.

r .

4

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goalskwj.th an

The office aide will:

1. Provide assistance in the assembling of materials and recordkeeping.

-- 2: File, collate and assi \ in clerical wcirk as is deemed necessary.

ofi

a

Th

A
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OFFICE AIDE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
.Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

A

.1

.4-

To be developed

/308
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OFFICE AIDE (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (AL-least two Learning Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity

t

A

as

To be developed
"IP\

/.

2 6 ;
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Resources Needed
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ADAX PLANNED 'COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: CAFETERIA AIDE

Length of Course: 1 semester

Prerequisites:

Areas of Study:

No. of Credii.ts:

Other

1/2

Consewt of Counselor' Check One: !Required

Suggested Grade Level: 10-12 /Elective

A. dourse Description:

) The cafeteria aide will assist the cafeteria stafS in a mutually agreed upon
manner.

4

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAX goals with an *.)

atNke.

The cafeteriiwaide will:

1. Provide assistance to the cafeteria staff in the preparation and serving
of food.

2. Assist the 'cafeteria staff in-Cleanup.

11,
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CAFETERIA AIDE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

/0*

)

To be de/eloped

- - -

; so"

ii

J. I

N
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CAFETERIA AIDE (Continued)
)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities'
for each Performance Indicator.),

P

h

Descri tion of Activit Resources Needed

To be developed V

6

313
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4.

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: YEARBOOK

Length of course: One tear

Prerequisites:

Areas of Study: English

No. of Credits: 1

'Consent of teacher ChecX)One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 7-124 Elective

A. Course Description:

Tke purpose of this course is to edit
students are given formal instruction
duction.

op

and prbduce the school yearbook. The
in skills fundamental to yearbook pro-

sow'

B. Clurse Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *)

The student will:

'1. Compile and edit the contents of the school yearbook.

2. Describe, order, and take part in the financial arrangements necessary to
yeafbook production.

3. Demonstrate a working knowledge of camera and darkroom techniques necessary
to yearbook production.

31-5
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YEARBOOK (Continued)

.C. Student Performance Indicators -- one är more for e identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Perormance Indicaitor with an *)

To be develiped

116
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VSAPISOOK (Coritinued)
a44

i"D. Student Learning ActivitieS: (At least two LeAznng Activities
for each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

Ibe

I.

To be developed

re)
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: CO-OPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE Areas of Study:

Length of Course: 1 semester

Completion of at least
-Prerecfuisites: 15 credits

uggested Grade Level; 10-12 .

it/

Other

No. of Credits: variable

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Desc;:iption:

*ThiS Cciiirse permits students to get on-the-job .training and high school credit
at the same time. Students, who are placed im job trainingisites in the com-
munity and who complete the activities outlined below either in a contract
.class or independently will earn one additional credit per semester for each
225 hours of job experience.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goAs with an * .)

The student will:

1.'" Understand his/her own capabilities, skills and interestg and their r1a-
tionship'to tentative cawt.choices.

2. Locate job opportunities and establish criteria by which to izaluate job
opportunities.

3. Apply and interview for jobs.

el"

' 4. Demonstratre minimum employability.

5. Have entry level job skillg for a job orhis/her
to obtain those. skills.

4
4

6. Plan and make decisions about personal financial matters-

r. Develop recordkeeping skills for personal use.

4. Understand various kinds of/taxes and his/her role as a taxpiy4r.

27f,
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CO-0PERATI WORK EXPERIENCE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

\

The student will:

la. Identify
interest

. Interest
n which

orally three personal interest areas, based on a standard job
identification instrument (such as Job-0 or Kuder Vocational
Profile), and for each interest area; will identif three jobs
he/she would be interested.

Ib. Identify his/her aptitudes and abilities in consultation with a staff
member and identify orally job cluster appropriate to his/her skills and
abilities.

1
2a. Identify three jobs for which he/she will be qualified upon gradua-

tion froit high et1ool and for each one, will identify orally enty levelA
wage, fringe benefits; working conditions, training opportunities, advanc
ment opportunities and related lifestyle expectations.

4
2b. Identify orally three sources to locate information about job opportunities.

a

3a. Prepare a leta. of application, and a resume for a job interview adequately
in a real or simulated setting.

3b. Complete a job Interview adequately in a real or simulated setting.

4a. Present evidence (e.g., time sheeps signed by an employer or products
resulting fram job) of successfullytholding an income-producing job.

%

5a. Describe orally the-entry level skdlls needed for a job of,Als/her choice
and appropriate methods of obtaining tho'se skitls.

.6a. Construct a monthly budget including amounts for housing, food, recrrtion,
inSurance and savings when given ashypothetical monthly income.

*

6b. Identify orally three or. more palroll deductiqns by function and will
. identify take-hothe pay as spendable income when given a simulated paycluick
stub.

7a.4 Maintain records of hours worked, pay received and bther docaments related
to employment to.t4e tepcher's satisfaction:..

8a. Based on the stidaVit's employment, cdrrectly prepare
income tax returns.

*

4

1 and staEe
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CO-OPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (Continued)

D. Studen Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities
for each Performance rndicator.)

IVA

rA.

4

Descri tion of Activit1.7

To be deyeloped

tz
Resources Needed

ae.

Sr.
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j

CO-OPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
PerformanCe fhdicator.)

--a.

r

To be developed

0. 2
I. 41.4
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ADAK REGION SCHOOLS

7th & 8th Grade Courses

REQUIRED COURSES:

Language Arts

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

Physical Education'

Survey of VocationalSt es

Life Guidance

ELEC.TIV COURSES:

Art

Chorus

Beginning Band

industrial Arts

Home ECOnomics I

Yearbook

323 2L4,
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Course Title:

ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

LANGUAGE ARTS Areas of Study: Engri'sh

Length of Cours One year No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 7 'Elective

.J

A. CoursevRescription:
)%

Course emphasis will be on reading, writing and'spelling in that order of impor-
tance. Also covered will be tha following areas: literature, speaking and
drama, grairmar,vocabulary and handwriting. The library and.kommunity resourceS
will be used to supplement texts and classroom materials wherever needed. As
many varied and multi-media classroom materials as possible will be utilized,
such as filmstrips, cassette tapes, movies, museum kits, video-tapes, etc.

r
w. B. Course Goals: (Indidate ADAK gdals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Comprehend printed material heeded to achieve in his/her educational,
vocational, social and personaJnterets.

2. Write two or more,connected para raphs.

3. .Show,d basic proficiency in spelling.

\ 4. Figure out by context or word part clues*to new words.

5. Develop handwriting that is acceptable.to the teacher,v4.n terms of accuracy,
.

utility:and readability- -

6. Recognize and use basic gr, r, avoidin4 the following common errors:
run-on sentencep, sentence agments, non-agreement and dangling modifiers.

7. Read a literary teXt literally and'subjectively.

8. Present Kims?lf/herself effectively as a speaker in front of a group.

9 Q
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1 ,st

LANGUAGE ARTS--7th grade (Continued)

C. Student Perfokla4ce Indicators'-- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Comprehend the

1341 Understand the

author's main idea.

subordinatAdeas.

4'
lc. Order events, ideas or time sequentially.

ld. Draw relationships from material read.

le. Comprehend the meaning of selected wordS.

,

fr-

lf. Draw inferences from material read.
0

'2a. Write a single paragraph in which the topic sentence is slapported by the
I other sentences.

2b. Proofread his/her own work and rewrite it omitting major Spelling and
grammar errors.

3a. Distinguish between 40 common homonyms With BO% accuracy..

3b. Keep a vocabulary notebook of new words he/sfie can spell.

kas* Define 25 basic prefixes tised.

4b. Define new word combinations using prefixes.

5a. Form letters cohforming to the traditional script method.

,6. Write a single paragraph avoiding art, of these grammatiCal'errors.

7a. Reco5nize the simple s of poetry (ballad, liderick, etc.).

7b. Answer the five W's

7c. Identify several

n a short story (what;_where, who, when,. Why).

les of fables and legerts.

8a. Give five speeches i ont.of the class on prepared topics'.0.

8b. Participate in plays afnd choral readings.

4
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LANGUAGE ARTS--.,7t.h, grade (Continued)
"
D. Student,Learni;ng 'Activities:

.each Performance Indicator.)
(At least two Learning Activities for

Description of Activit

4

1
I 1 n \

10 ..f. 9
4..

4

To be developed

-

0

1

4

. 2S
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Resources
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GUAGE ARTS-7th grade (Continued)

E. Evaluaiition Activity:- (At least one

/\
Performance Indicator.)

evaluation

be developed

^

328.
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: LANGUAGE ARTS Areas of Study: Edglish

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required
6

Suggested ,Grade Level: 8 Elective'

A. Course Description:

, .

Course emphasis will be on reading, writing and speakiftg i that'order of
Importance. Also covered will be the folloWing.areas: spelling,literature,
grammar, vocabulary and handwriting: The library and community resou*ces will
be 'used to supplement texts and classroom materials whecever possible, as will
such multi-media materials such as fiilmstrips, cassette tapes, movies, museums,
kits,and lithibits, video-tapes, etc.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:
i

1. Comprehend printed material needed to achieve in his/Aer educational, ,

vocational, social and personal interest. ,

Var

2. Wriete two or more connected paragrap 1

3. Demonstrate a basic proficiency in spe,1 ing.

I.

4. learn to chair a meeting effectively; learn o give an effective oral
presentation:

5. Analyze a literary work.

6. Use the basics of English grammar.

.111111

7. Develp handwriting that is acceptable to the teacher in termstof accuracy,
utility and readability.

. Take notes, outline and'build a paper from the outline.

J1110.
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LANGUAGE ARTI"-grad67(Continued) A

C. IFudent Performince IndicStors -- one or more for each identificip
. Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Comprehend the author's main idea,

lb. Understand the subordinate ideas.

lc. Order events, tine or ideas in'4equence.

ld. Draw relationships from material read.

'le. Comprehend the meaning of selectpd words.

lf. Draw inferences krom material read.

a.

2a. Use an apliropriate topic sentence for each parag aph.

UIe a4ropria1e transitions between paravaphe.

2c. Use supporting details to support the topic sentence.

\ .

2d. Write DIRECTIONS.

2e. Write REPORTS.

4,3a. Opt of 100 words selected by tAcher, spell 8.0%.accurately.

\),

Keep a spelling workbook.%

4a. Chair a meeting

4

, 4b.- Give five speeches.

5a. Define and give examples of basic literary tEilks: plot, character setting,'
atmosphere, fiction, nonfiction.

.

5b. Distinguish between'biogra'Phy a7Nd aPtobiography.)

5c. Define and. select a mythk tall tale and fable.

i
- 6a. Id fy the partsof speech of the English language.

6b.

7a.

a"
Write sentences using tense and agreement j41 paragraph

Use legible handwriting in completting,all written work.

8a. Outline a speech or topic in a book.

8b. Take notes from a five minute oral presentatiI by the teacher.

330
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LANGUAGE ARTS-8th grade (Continued)

D. Student Learning ActiviVies:
each Perfarmanqe

a.
6

0

(At least ewo Learning Activities for-

'*\

*Description of Activity .

'

at

r

it

To be developed

at. k

331

Resourdes. Needed
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1106.-
LANGUAGE ARTS--8th grade (Continued)

E. -Evaluati9n ACtivifty: (At least one evaluation activity for eac0
.Performance Indicator.)

re.

.0

w

,

t

s

44.

pi,

X

C:.

X

I.

6

To be developed

_

a

:

4.
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

'Course Title: MATHEMATICS Areas oS Study: Mathematics

A

re.

Length of Course:

,
Prerequlsltes:

One year No. of Credits:

None

Suggested Grade Level:.

*Unless competencies have been, acquired.

-Check One: Required x*

Elective 44.

A. Course Description:

This course is desigmiod to help students acquire the mathema ics competencis
rquired 'for high school graduation.

B. Coulcse Goals:. (Indicate ADAK goals with an

The student will:

*

*1. (Dist. 1.C) Use basic mathematical' processes at a level, which permits
successful'performance in all six life roles.

4.
2

333.



MATHEMATICS--7th grade (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- oneor more for each identifie,
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAX Performance Indicators with an *)

The student will:

*la. (Dist. 1.C.1)

a. Recite the basic facts of whole numbers.

b. Add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers.

c. Read whole numbers through billions.

d. Round whole numbers.

e. Order w)Kole numbers.

f. Recite place value through billions. er

g. Evaluate exponents.

h: Place commas when working with whole numbers.

i. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions.

j. Add, subtract, multiply and divide mixed numerals where the whole
'numbEr is less than 100 and the denominator is a composite number
less than 100.

k. Change improper fractions to mixed numerals and vice versa.

1. Recognize equivalent fractions.

m. Add, subtract, multiply and divide decimal fractions.

n. Read decimal fractions

o. ,ReciUe place value for decimal fractions.

p. Order decima4 fractions,

q. Round decimal fractions.

r. Change common fractions to decimal.fractions and vice Versa.

s. List common uses fo;: percents.

t. Solvb percentage problems.'

u. Change pements to common fractions and decimal fractions and vice versa.

v.. Solve ratio and proportion problems.

Solve percent problems dealing with simple interest, compound interest,
discount, commission, down payments, increases and decreases which do
not require.finding the base.

334
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4ATHEMATICS-7th grade (Continued)
4

C. StUdent Performance Indicators one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

*lb. (Dist. 1.C.2) Estimate mentally answers within 15 percent accuracy to
math problems involving two or more operations.

*lc. (Dist. 1.C.3) Given a solid object, measure the dimensions in both English
and. metric measures.

*ld. (Dist. 1.C.4) Given a set of basic geometric shapes and objectsj recognize
the shapes and objects and calculate their perimeters, areas and volumes.

v,
The student will:

a. Identify the following: square, triangle, rectangle, circle,
..parallelogram, sphere, cube.

b. Find the perimeter of polygons.

c. Find the area of'4 square,-rectangle, triangle, parallelogram,
circle.

d. Find the volume of a rectangular aism.

le. a. Use linear measurements such as meter, centimetefand-kilometer.

'b. Use liquid measurements such as liter, cubic centimeter and Milliliter.

c. Use measurements of mass such as kilogram and gram.

d. Use measurements of volume such as cubic meter and cubic centimeter.

e. Use measurements of time such as second, minute, hour, day, 'week,
_month, year.

f. Solve basic operations with denominate numbers (e.g., numbers with
unit value: 2 years, 4 kilograms).

g. Use measurements of area such as square meter, square centimeter and
square kilometer.

h. Use'a protractor and compass.

i. .Use a ruler,

Recite common equivalences witAin a sYstam.

*lf. (Dist. 1:C.5) Interpret, read and construct the four basic types of
graphs: bar, line, circle, pictograph.

*lg. (Dist. 1.C.6) Solve a given mathematics word problem involving math
operations through percentage.

*lh. (Dist. 1.C.7) Accurately perform mathetatics operations through percentage
on an electronic calculator.

*1j. (dist. 1.C.8) Identify in writing five common uses of computers.

335
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#1.

rumnimm4=--7th grade (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities for
each Performance Indicator.)

.Description of Activity

To.be developed

336

so

Resources Needed
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3MATHEMATICS-7th grade (Continued)

E. Evaluation A9.tivity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

kt

1

To be.developed

29 ;
337
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.ADAX PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: MATHEMATICS Areas of#Study: Mathematics

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

One year

None

o. of Credits: 1

Check One: Required X*

Suggested Grade LeVel: 8 Elective

*Unless competencies have been acquired.

A. Course Des8ription:

,

.1111. B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAX goals 'with an *.)

#

eo

The student will:

This cdurse is designed to help students acquire the mathematics compe.tencies
required for high school graduation.

*1. (Dist. 1.C) Use basic mathemat.ical processes at a level which permits
successful performance in all six life roles.

I.

339
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MATHEMTICS--8th grsde (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indictors -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student witl:

/*la. .(Dist. 1.C.1)

1

a., Recite the basic facts ogwhole numbers,

b. Add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers.

c. Read whole numbers-through billions.

d. Round whole numbers.

e. Order whole numbers.

f. Recite plaae value through billions,
1 A

.

C
g. Evaluate exponent:.

e

h. Place commas when working with whole numbers.

i. Add* subtfact, multiply and divide fractions.

j. Add, subtract, multiply and divide mixed numeralS where the whole
? number is less than 100 and the denominator is a composite number

less than 100.

k. Change improper fractions.to mixed numerals*and vice versa.

1. Recognize equivalent fractions.

m. Add, subtract, Inultiply and divide degimal fractions.

n. Read decimal fractiqns.
./

Recite place value for decimal fraAdons.

mar decil fractions.

Roun1 decimal fradtions.

. r. Change common fractions to decimal fraction.; and e versa.

S. List common uses for percents.

t. Solve percentage problems.

u. Change percents to common fractions and decimal fractions and vice versa.

v. Sollte ratio and proportion problems.

w. Solve percent problems dealing with simple interest, compound interest,
.discoudt, comhission, down payments, increases and decreases which do
not require finding the base,

2340



MATHEMATICS--8th grade (Continued)

C. . Student Performance Indicators one or more for each identified
Course Goal:' (I/Idicate ApAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

*lb. (Dist. 1.C.2) Estimate mentafly answers within 15 percent accurlk to

math problems involving two or more.opeFatidris.'

*lc. (Dist. 1.Cs.3) Given a solid objedt, measure the dimensions in both English
and metric measures..

*ld. (Dist. 1.C.4) Given a set
the shapes and objects and
The student will:

of basic geometric shapes and objects, recognize
calculate their perimeters, areas and volumes.

a

a. Identify the f011owing: square, trfangle, rectangle, circle, parallelo-
gram, sphere, cube.

b. Find the perimeter of polygons. .4*

c. Find the area of a square, rectangle, .triangle, parallelogram, circle.

d. Find the volume of a rectangular.prism.

le. a. Use linear.measurement such asfmeter, centimeter and kiloteter.

b. Use liquid measurements such as liter, cubic centimeter and milliliter.

c. Use me urements of mass su6h as kilogram and gram.

di Use measurements of volume such as cubic meter and cubic centimeter..?

e. Use measurements of time such as second, minute, hour, day, week,
month, year.

. f. Solve basic operations with denominate numbers (e.g., numbers with
unit value: 2 years, 4 kilograms).

g. Use measurements of area such as square meter, square centimeter and
square kilometer.

h. Use a protractor arid 'ompass..

i. Use'a ruler.

j. Recite.common equivalences within a system.

. (Dist. 1.C.5) Interpret, read hnd construct the four basic types of
graphs: bar, line, circle,'pictograph.

',j

*lg. (Dist. 1.C.6) Solve a given mathematics word problem ivolving math
operations through percents.

*lh. (Dist. 1.C.7) Accurately perform mathematics sperations throligh percentage
on an electronic calculator.

*lj. (Dist. 1.C.8) Identify in writing five common uses of computers.

, 2 9
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mmammATN:s--8th grade (ContinA
D. Student LearningtActivAies: (At least two Learning Activities for

each Performance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resource§ Needed

To be developed

a

342
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MATHEMATICS--8th grade (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At leastsone eValuation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

d

,

To be developed

29 C.;)
343
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE 'STATEMENT

e
.

Course,Title: GENERAL SCIENCE' Areas of,Study: Life Science
1

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Suggested Grade Level: 7 Elective

A. Course Description;

The rapid pace of discoveries'in our modern world plus the fact that the -

science disciplines and their applications are in 4the news around us.every

day,have had a tremendous impact ollt our Culture'.- The purpose of this course

is to have the student becOme familiar with the world ±n which he/she lives

and the way that the science disciplines affect their lives everirday.

B. Course.Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals *ith an *)

The student will:

1. ' Know the vbcabulary of science.

2. Use the scieniflc method in generating possible solutions to problems.

. 3. Conduct 'experiments using gobd scientific work habits.

4. Identify plant structures and understand the process of pkotosynthesis.

5. Identify and explain the functions of'the systems of the human body.

6. Understand scientific processes operating within his/her immedi4e environment.

r-

29;i
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GMIERAL MaNCE

C. Student Performance Indicators ---one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.) .

The student will:

la. Use correct scientific terminology in comMunica-ting information.

2a. Collect data, interpret and deduce relationships,and express conclusions.

3a. Conduct experiments using good work habits and appropriate euplipment.

3b. Record the results of experiments conducted in a correct tom.

4a. Define "photosynthesis."

4b. Draw and label a variety of plant structures.

4c. Identify.the function of the structures labele'd in 4b.

5a. Draw and label the major systems of the-human body.

Ski- Identify the 'functions of each system labeled in Sa.

6.a% Identify by.nane and explain the operation of two or morescientific pro7
cesses studied in class that the student has observed in operation in tis/
her immediate environment.

No
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GENERAL SCIENCE

- r

,

D: Student Learning.Actiyities.:
4.:14ach-Terformnse Indicator.)

.

tAt least two Learning Acivities.for

Desdtiption of Activity,

"

lal. Oral reports.

vs . .
2a1. Collect inforTation on ecological ptaqpleTS in

itc*munity and generate possible solAions using
'scientific method.

tt

?
Oth4rd to be developed

0

I.

S.

0

3 0 ;

347
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j ,Resources Needed

Resource material

Field"trips
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. .ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

,

. 4er.. ,.
5. Course-Title: GENERA4SCIENCE

. ...
.. I ..c. ......- ,

4 .

, 6 'Length- df -dburse: : One,year ..
,

. . . 1,

:

4,
. .14rerequigitiSi..

et

e

e None

Seggeseed Gkade Level:-r
'

*

A

-

8

.

Areas of tudy :

No. af Credits:

Physical Science

Check OneA -Requiredi

El9Stve

. 14
-Course .Description; , .

,

. t..
Tdpics'in this .courip will inlude aStronomy,
6f `energ2,

g

atomic tlediy, force.and motion and
ing.microburners.4 The student. will use,metric
/and record lengthweIght and volume in metriC

N
4

understanding the'forms and sources
use of chemistry equipment'includ- 0
measdring.equipment to determine
measurement terms.

B. Course Goals1 (indiaate'ADAK goals

101
The student will:

with an

l: Select and use appropriate instruments and
scientifically-defined properties.

units for mdasuring identifiable,

2. Sefect and use app"ropriate scientific terminology in communicating informs--
tion.

3. Use the scientific methods in generating potential solutions to probleps.

4. Understand.the nature of matter ani somebf,the laws

e

under varying conditions.

5. Understand the forms and sources of enex-gy.

6. Understand the coMposition of the universe.
A /

a

$
349

302

governing its behavior



-GEOERAL SCIENtE-t-8th grade- (Continued)

.Ct StudenePerformance Indicators -- .oneor moie for each identified
Course Goal.: .(Indicate ADAK. Performance Indicators with an *)

a

ir

The student will:

,la. Select the appropriate instrument to complete I. mpasuring,assignmeA#

-ib. Complete the mealF41g assignment.2

lc., Record the measurements dbrrgctly.

.2a.: Use correct 'terminology to identify and describe scientific instruments,
qoncepts-and events.

3a..-Generate a potential solution to A.problem using the scientific tethod.
. ,

; . .

4a. 'Describe the nature of matter. .

4b. Describe the behavior 'of matter underwarying conditions.

.5a.. Identify by name same formi of energy.

.5b. Iden.tify

6a. Decribe

4 6b. Describe

the sourcp(s) of each.fOrm of energy identified in 5a.

the composition ,of the 'universe.

two or more la governing the behavioi of various objects in
the universe.

Vo.

Alb
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GENERAL SCIENCE-- 8 th gra.de (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: fAt least two Learning Activities for
each Performance Indicator.)

.

Description of Activity Resources Needed

The student will:

aal, Measure length, volume and weight using'
abl, metric ins4ruments and terms.
1c1.

2a1. Give an oral report on .a science-related topic.

3a1.. Select and identify a problem, collect data,
write solutions

41

.!

Others to be delieloped

351

304.

lb

Metric measuririg
instruments ,

Reaource material
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GMMNOL =MICE-8th grade (Continued)
E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each

Performance Indicator.)

41,

*MT

'1=ie

ta,

To be developed.

4
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Courie

. ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

A

SOCIAL STUDIESO Areas Of Study: Social Studies

Length of Course: One year No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required
A

Suggested Grade Level: 7 Elective

A. Course Description:

This course involves a program of developing those understandings and attitudes
that make the student an intelligent and productive participant in the study
of our Western Civilization from the Middle Ageg up to and including the
American Civil War.

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *..)

The student will:

. .

1. Understand the operative structure of our national, state and local
... . .

government.
.

...

2. Understand and
u

accept the:-duties of a citizen toward local, state and4
national government.- . -

3. Develop interest in relevant current events.

4. Develop an'understanding cif early econothic problems and other reasons
for the westward movement.

5. Understand and take part in the observing of special state and national
holidays and events.

6. Understand and accept standards of democratic behavior.

3OG
353

to
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SOCIAL STUDIES--7th grade (Cohtinued)

C: Student Performance Indicators -- one or more,for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *)

To be dev'eloied

4

yr

..v

t.

354
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SOCIAL STUDIES-7th grade (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: '(At least two Learning Activities for
each.Performance Indicator.)

,

.101.

Description. of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

11,

6

3 0 0()
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SOCIAL STUDIES--7th grade (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evalluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

lala. Daily clasSwork (workbook, quizes, participation) 25%
2ala. Tests (Bi-weekly) 50%
3ala. Individual projects (research papers, crafts) 25%

a.

356
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ADAE PLANNED COURSESSTATEViENT

Course Title; SOCIAL STUDIES

Length of Course:

Prerequisites:

One year>

None

SuggeAted Grade Level: .8

Areas of Study: Social Studies

No. of,Credits:

Check One: Required

Elective

A. Course Description:

141
This course involves a programof developing those attitudes and understandi"s
that help the student become ah intelligent and productive participant in the
study of United States History from the Civil War up to and including WoSid
War II.

-

p.

*

B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with,an *.)

The student.wilIt

Develop the knowledge and the background of explorens, the'cause and effect
to the final separation from European influence and the struggle.to form
an aCceptable goverment.

2. Understand the organization, duties and ppwer of'locall state and national
governments.

3. Increase geographic
of the Western Hemi

knowledge by the using of maps,.globes and vo&abulary
here.

1

4. Understand the effect of the diicovery of natural resources on national
econqpy.

5. Understand the effect of compul
potential on national development.

education and the aware4ess of vocational

6. -Understand the social and economic role o the United States in developing
the Western Hemishpere, and in becoming world power.

3 1 ci
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SOCIAL STUDIESSth grade (Continued)'

C. Student Perfdrmance Indicators -- one or more foer each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

10

-

To be developed

$,

ce
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SOCIAL STUDIES-8th grade (Continued)

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least dtwo Learning Activities for
each Performance -indicator. ) t.

Description of Activity Resources Needed

I.

To be cfeve1oped

11

3 1
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SOCIAL STUDIES-8th grade (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Perfor.mance IndicaOr.)

Individual rating is based upon:

Daily class participation
Presentation.and completion of workbooks
Tests
Individual projects

0

t.

3 tJ
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.ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

1

Course Title: SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES Areas of Study: Pxploratory Typing

Length of. Course: 11 'semester (9 weeks) No. of Credits: k

pterequisites: None ''Check One: "Required4

_Sulffested Grade Level: 7-8 Elect

A. Course.Description:

Exploratory Typing is designed to present skills knowledgd ieeded to
operate the typewriter by touch.

1110
B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student.will;

1. Demonstrate correct posture, hand position at the machine, key qtroking
and operation of all typewriter mechanisms.

2. Demonstrate ability to type by the touch method.

3. Recognize and identify all typewriter mechanisms.

4. Demonstrate ability to center material vertically and horizontally on
paper.

4
5. Bemclittrte ability to type a short personal business letter, address

'an envelope, fold and insert the letter into the envelope.

and/or

6. Demonstrate ability to compose sentences/paragraphs at the typewriter in
roUgh form and then retype those sentences/paragraphs using the format
for short reports.

7. Demonstrate the ability to find and correct all typing mistakes.'

....,.



SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIESExploratory Typing (Continued) .

C. :Student Performance Indicators -- one or inord for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

0: To be developed

s

.44

A.

31

362 .
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SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES-- Exploratory Typlaspg (Continued)
'

D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learni,ng Actidities for
each Perf=mance Indicator.)

Description of Activity Resources Needed

To be developed

a



SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIESExploratory Typing (Continued)

E. Evaltiation Activity: (At least one evalua4on activity for each*
Performance Indicator.)

.4

To be developed

I.

1

364
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ADM< 'PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: suinsy OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES Areas of Study:

Length of Course: ;2 semester (9 weeks) No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None Check One: Required

Industrial Arts

Suggested Grade Level: 7-8 Elective

f
A. Course Description:

The shop survey program is designed to give students an opportunity to partici-
pate in wopdworking and drafting on an introductory basis. Students will
explore some of the learning experiences available and develop basic skills
fundamentals to these programs.

t4P.

111/ B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK,goals with an *.)

1

The student will:

1. Use basic drafting techniques.

2. Know and be'able to apply measuremenf skills and techniques.
tat

3. Apply basic woodworking skills.

4. ,Apply rules for safety as they pertain to various shop areas.

31
365



SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL .STUDIESIndustrial Arts (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student will:

la. Draw an orthographic and isometric drawing of a reli.tively basic geometri-

cal object.

2a. 'Measure accurately to within 1/16" the dimensions of a solid object.

3a. Complete a teaCher-specified project in wood.

a. 117-ar in wziLig shoorm-satisfactory amuusi -of safetf pi caut uns
to use or operate when given the name of a machine and a list of five
hand tools.
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SURVEY OF V9CATIONAL $TUDIES--Industrial Arts (Continued)

D. Student Learning Act.tvities: (At least two Learning Activities for
each Performance Indicator.)

J

Description of Activity Resources Needed

The student will;

lal. Practice doing actual drawing in class.
Geototric objects will be used and discussed.

2a1. Practice using measurIng_ toolq after-a-teacher
.lecture.

3a1. Practice using proper tools and techniques after
a tzftacher demonstration of proper procedu'res for
use of woods and tools and a textbook study of
instruction of techniques.

4a1. Rave lists of.safety rules and,will practice
; safety in shop areas after a teacher lecture on

safety.

qa.
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Drafting tools, Text,
Geometric shapes

Memslaringtauls
Teacher

Wood:shop and tools
Lectures
Text

Text
Lectures
Everyday practice

4.



SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIESIndustrial Arts (Continued)

E. Evaluation'Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indicator.)

lala. Teacher will watch over and grade drawings throughout drafting sections
of course.

2ala. Student will use measuring instruments routinely throughout class.
Test in proper use will be given by teacher.

:3ala. Completed projects will be graded by teacher.

4ala. Safe-prautteres in ihW7Wrif-151iVriiaedly--- tl3t teacher. Also, safety
tests will be given and graded by teacher.

VMS
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES Aanaas of Study: Home Economics

J.,ength of*Course: 1/2 semester (9 weeks) No. of Credits:

Prerequisites: None .Check One: Required x.

--Wggested 7 Elective

A. Course Description:

This course introduces the student to the sewing room and equipment and to
the food room and eq4pment. Each student will construct a simple sewing pro-
ject; demonstrate us4 of kitchen equipment, read recipes Ati prepare food.

elB. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an *.)

The student will:

1. Safely and efficiently use the equipment forisewing.

2. Understand vocabviulary related -to sewing.

3. Complete a project using the following skills: seams, hand Stitching-,
cUtting, stitching, construction pressing.

4. Practice correct safety.and sanitary measures in the kitchen.

5. Read and use recipes.

6. Complete a food preparation using appropriate skills.

7. Work as a team member to constructively carry out an assigned task.

32%D
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SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES--Home Economics (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for each identifea
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Performance Indicators with an *.)

The student'will:

la. Demonstrate, to the teacher's satisfaction, safe practices in the use
of: sewing machine, measuring tools, pressing equipment, cutting tools,
ripping tools.

2a. Explain, to *the teacher's satisfaction, the-meaning of: pattern, fabric,
-seamcgraimg. prashrink.-

. /

3a. Select and complete a garment using correct sewing skills.

4a. Follow teacher-stated and discussed practices (washing hands, dishWashing,
food storage and cleanup).

5a. Define terms and'abbrdviations in recipes.

6a. Measure ingredients using a recipe.

6b. Describe methods of preparation using a recipe.
Ir

6c. Demonstrate, to the teacher's satisfaction, appropriate skills for stirring,
mixing, beating, baking and cut-in.

7a. Demonstrate work organization and cooperation when,wcAing with others
in the lab, to the teac4er's satisfaction.

a

3 9 . ,
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SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES--Home Economics (Continusdi, 4
D. Student Learning Activities: (At least two Learning Activities for

each Performance Indicator.)

A,

Description of Activity Resources Needed

k

To be civeloped

frgr

.
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SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL STUDIESHome Economics (Continued)

E. Evaluation Activity: (At least one evaluation activity for each
Performance Indidator.)

st

:4

To be developed

.3.2.5
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ADAK PLANNED COURSE STATEMENT

Course Title: LIFE GUIDIOME Areas of Study: Guidance

Length of Course: 11 semester (9 weeks) No. of Creaits:

PrerequisiteS: None Check One: Required x

Suggested Grade Level: 7-8 Elective'

A. Course Description:

This course of study is related to career interest development ahd personal
growth and development for'the junior high student. Topics will include:
general care'er choices; knowing one's self.and. one's own skills and career
interests, developing skills in getting along with others, identification of
values in one's own life and dealing with the values of others as well as
developing study, skills.

4110 B. Course Goals: (Indicate ADAK goals with an- *)

The student will:

1. Identify appropriate career choices based on the student's interest.

2. Know where to find materials and resources about .careers.

3. Understand and practice some of the interpersonal skills for successful
and productive relationships with adults and peers.

4. Understand how the values of an individual affect behavior.

. 5. Identify own values and those of others.

6. Identify good study habits; incorporate good study habits intolflis/her
life style.

32,,
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LIFE GUIDANCE (Continued)

C. Student Performance Indicators -- one or more for'each identified
Course Goal: (Indicate ADAK Perfonmance Indicators with an *.)

The.student will:

la. Identify three or more appropriate career choices, based on data obtained
14t:t,4.from taking and receiving interpretation of the Kud r General Interest

Survey.

2a. Identify by name, location and brief description of contents,the following
-materials about careers: Encyclopedia of Careers, Dictionaryokof Occupational
Titles, 09cupational.Outlook ngtook, Career World Magazine, SRA career
profile series filmstrips, VI crofiche series and related materials.

2b. For each career identified in la, using the above materials, identify
entry levp wages, training and advancement opportunities and occupational
outlook for the future of the career.

3a. Identify alternative methods of conflict resolution in a role-playing
situation involving an interpersonal conflict.

4a. Describe b'ehavior which might result from a particular value, given the
name or a description of the value.

5a. Identify in writing some factors influencing his/her own values.

6a. Identify weaknesses in own study habits.

6b. Write a plan for imiroving'those weaknesses and a way to check progress
being made.

6c. Evaluate personal progress toward meeting self-set, study habit improvement
goals.

NIP
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LIFE GUIDANCE (ContinueM

D. Student Learning AEtivities: (At least two Lyrning Activities
for each Performadeb Indicator.) .

Descri tion of Activit Resources Needed

The student will:

lal. Take Kuder General Interest Survey--:score
xesults.

1a2. Receive group 'interpretation of scores; have
opportunity for individual counseling and
interpretation.

2a1., View SRA career filmstrip series relatld,po
results of Kuder.

2b1. Utilize each of the materials in a teacher-made
worksheet on career information.

4414,

3a1. View the personality develoPment filmstrips
and'summarize the Main points in writing. 4

4a1. Participate in class and group activities
in determining own values.

4a2. Compare results of valuing activities with
,ethers to see similarities and differences.

5a1. Participate 44 valuing activities.

6a1, Participate in class activities in.
6b1, identifying good study habits.
6c1.

AP
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Kuder General Interest
Survey
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